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This is a study of agricultural development in the Selva Lacandona region 
of the state of Chiapas, one of the last frontier areas in Mexico's tropical 
southeastern zone. Cornell has a distinguished history of research work in 
the Mexican tropics which the present study of the Selva complements nicely. 
The development of the. Selva is important not only because it is a frontier 
area, but also because the pattern of agricultural development followed 
there is rich in conflicts and contradictions, the resolution of which 
present major challenges for policy-makers.

Settlement in the Selva Lacandona began in earnest in the 1960s when 
tens of thousands of landless peasants migrated from the over-crowded 
Highlands of Chiapas. The dominant farming systems established among these 
colonists converted the rain forest first to cropland, and eventually to 
cattle pasture. While extensive cattle production offers the region's 
farmers a means of increasing incomes rapidly in the short run, in the 
long run it leads to depletion of soil fertility and erosion. The expansion 
of extensive cattle production among settlers in the Selva Lacandona is 
gradually reducing the productive potential of the region's agricultural 
resources.

The agricultural development policies applied to the tropical Southeast 
in general, and specifically to the Selva Lacandona, have failed to induce 
the establishment of sound agricultural economies. These policies have 
sought to impose modern technology and financial assistance in fixed crop 
or livestock improvement packages, without an understanding of the physical, 
social and economic environment of agriculture on the tropical frontier.

In this study, an alternative development strategy for the Selva 
Lacandona is devised, one which improves rather than replaces existing 
farming systems. The focus is on promoting mixed enterprise farms producing 
field crops, plantation crops, and small livestock as alternatives to 
destructive extensive grazing systems. The strategy attempts to harmonize 
the short run income goals of settlers with the long-run ecological health 
of the region.

Grants received from the Scott Paper Company, Inc., through the Cornell 
Latin American Studies Program, and from the Cornell Center for International 
Studies helped fund Turner Price's field research in the Selva Lacandona.
Maps and charts were drawn by Joseph Baldwin and Debra Terwillegar and 
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Chapter I

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT AND TROPICAL MEXICO: THE SAM ON THE FRONTIER

Mexico has continually intensified efforts to develop the agriculture of 
its tropical Southeast since the 1950s. As increases in food production 
have become more difficult to achieve in traditional producing areas, the 
development of the tropical zone has grown in importance in the national 
development strategy. The development of agriculture in the Southeast has, 
however, proved an elusive goal. Tropical agricultural systems are 
complex, and the environmental conditions for agriculture generally 
adverse, making agricultural development extremely difficult.

Development in the Southeast has primarily been in the form of road 
construction and other infrastructural investments that have opened land to 
colonization. The opening of the tropical wilderness has been undertaken 
without an adequate understanding of environmental conditions. Appropriate 
technologies for increasing food production beyond the subsistence level in 
tropical areas have been particularly lacking. Government agricultural 
development projects have generally attempted to transfer technology and to 
impose modern practices on traditional farmers. This development strategy 
has not been successful in establishing sound agricultural economies in the 
region.

The opening of the Southeast has resulted in the establishment of two 
dominant agricultural systems; shifting cultivation for subsistence, and 
extensive cattle production. Shifting cultivation systems generally 
provide a relatively reliable 1evel of production for subsistence, but are 
incapable of generating substantial surpluses for market. Because the 
cattle systems have very low levels of productivity (in terms of per 
hectare value produced and of basic food production), and because they 
rapidly degrade the land, their expansion has led to the irrational use of 
valuable agricultural resources.

This is a study of the development of the the Selva Lacandona region of 
northeastern Chiapas, one of the last frontier areas in the tropical 
Southeast. Drawing upon the previous experience of development programs in 
other areas of the Southeast, and upon field research in the Selva 
Lacandona, a strategy for agricultural development, based on the 
establishment of permanent and profitable mixed enterprise farming systems, 
wxll be presented. This strategy flows from a thorough understanding of 
the ecological, social and economic basis for agriculture in the region.
Existing farming systems that are well adapted to local conditions are 
taken as the basis for agricultural development efforts. This strategy 
makes use of the knowledge embodied in these systems in devising ways of 
aiding small farmers to overcome obstacles to the improvement of 
productivity on their farms.

-1-
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AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTHEASTERN MF.XTCO

^The Southeast of Mexico includes the States of Veracruz, Tabasco and 
Chiapas, Campeche, as well as the eastern portion of Oaxaca, and the 
southern section of Yucatan. The tropical regions of these states lie on 
the Gulf Coastal Plain or on the eastern slopes of the Southern Highlands 
(see Map 1).

The tropical southeastern region of Mexico has been recognized since the 
1940s as having significant potential for agricultural development. The 
Mexican government has devoted considerable attention to the exploitation 
of this region since the 1950s. The Southeast has served the Mexican 
development strategy primarily as a source of land for redistribution, as 
part of a continuing agrarian reform, and for the expansion of the area 
available for agricultural production. As increases in food production 
became more difficult to achieve in traditional agricultural zones in the 
1960s and 1970s (see Welhausen and Hewitt de Alcantara), the Southeast 
became increasingly important in the national development strategy.

The potential of the tropical Southeast lies in its relatively abundant 
rainfall, and in the availability of large tracts of under-utilized land. 
The region as a whole receives approximately 62 percent of all of Mexico's 
rainfall. The major rivers of the Southeast carry almost half of all of 
the country's water (Scherr 1975, p. 10). As much as eight to ten million 
hectares are believed to have under-utilized agricultural potential (Ewell 
and Poleman, p. 13).

Although the tropical Southeast was the site of flourishing 
pre-Columbian civilizations, from the Conquest to the 1950s the region was 
sparsely populated. In the Colonial and post-Colonial periods, the Mexican 
population was concentrated in the highlands. Tropical areas were plagued 
by diseases and therefore considered a dangerous environment for 
habitation. Much of the region was also subject to periodic flooding, 
making communications and agriculture difficult. As a result, the 
Southeast did not receive investment in infrastructural development until 
the 1950s .

Human activity in the Southeast was confined to extensive cattle 
production, and plantations in the major river valleys. Isolated 
communities of indigenous farmers also practiced shifting cultivation 
(siash-and-burn agriculture) for subsistence as they had for centuries.
Most of the population of the tropical Southeast has traditionally 
subsisted through the cultivation of maize, beans and other food crops with 
shifting cultivation. This system is adapted to the poor soils and pest 
problems that are characteristic of many tropical areas. Although the 
system provides a stable subsistence, it is not well adapted to the 
production of consistent marketable surpluses. Shifting cultivators have 
generally remained subsistence farmers as a consequence.
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The Papaloapan Project

The first major federal development initiative in the tropical Southeast 
began with the establishment of the Papaloapan Commission in 1947. This 
river basin development authority was responsible for flood control, road 
construction, electrification and public health projects in a 17,800 square 
kilometer area of Veracruz, Oaxaca and Puebla. Several resettlement 
schemes were also undertaken by the Commission. The experience of the 
Papaloapan Commission demonstrates many of the problems that have plagued 
development efforts in the Mexican Tropics. Map 2 shows the location of 
the Papaloapan Basin development projects.

Flood control, road construction and public health projects (especially 
malaria erradication) changed the face of the Papaloapan Basin. Thousands 
of colonists moved into the area, and many older settlements were freed 
from their previous isolation. However, in general, economic development 
was slow, and incomes in the region remained low. Assistance to colonists 
was insufficient and inconsistent, contributing to stagnation in the 
development process. The slow development of marketing systems was also a 
major problem. Technical assistance was particulularly inadequate because 
tested technologies for the Tropics were unavailable. The result was an 
expanded, though not developed, agricultural economy. More small 
subsistence farms were established, and more land was cleared for an 
extensive cattle industry that was dominated by larger land holders 
(Poleman 1964, Scherr 1978, Allen, Ballesteros et al),

Where economic growth among independent migrants was slow, directed 
settlement projects were development disasters. The Papaloapan Commission 
was responsible for the resettlement of thousands of families that were 
displaced by dam projects. Several resettlement projects were established 
in previously uninhabited areas of the basin. Each of these projects 
encountered difficulties, and none could have been lab led a success. 
Descriptions of two of these projects illustrate several of the important 
issues in agricultural development in the Mexican Tropics.

In 1953, the Papaloapan Commission began a fully integrated settlement 
project at Los Naranjos. The design of the scheme was paternalistic, with 
all phases of the program being directed by the project staff. The object 
was to establish a modern farming community in a forested frontier zone 
through heavy investment in mechanization. The cost of capital investments 
and inputs, other than basic infrastructure, was to be borne by the 
colonists through a credit program. Both the cropping and credit systems 
were experimental in nature. A 'training credit' system was used in which 
the colonists were given credit for set purposes that were entirely 
dictated by the staff. This paternalistic approach to credit reduced the 
colonists to employees of the bank. The cropping system was based on 
mechanized production of dry field rice. The lack of experienced staff and 
poor coordination of input deliveries, as well as poor selection of 
secondary crops, resulted in the failure of the agricultural program 
(Poleman 1964, pp.129-141).
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Budget cuts in 1957 forced a settling of debts upon the colonists. 
Because of the extremely low levels of productivity of the project, most 
were unable to repay the debt and were forced off of the land. This 
project was a costly failure for the Commission, and especially for the 
colonists (Ewell and Poleman, p.80).

Other major resettlement projects were undertaken between 1954 and 1967 
in the southern section of the Papaloapan Basin. 1,180 families were 
relocated in projects at Nuevo Ixcatlan and at Cihualtepec. The colonists 
were given about ten hectares of forested, infertile land per family.
Heavy rainfall caused leaching of the soil, resulting in a rapid decline in 
soil fertlity. Yields fell off by 50 percent in the first three years.
The farmers were forced to leave most of their land fallow in an effort to 
maintain fertility. As a result, they were barely able to feed their 
families (Ewell and Poleman, p.29),

A progression of subsistence farming with shifting cultivation, 
succeeded by the sowing of pasture and the establishment an extensive 
ranching system is commonly followed in Mexico's tropical Southeast. As a 
tropical forested area becomes more densely populated, the forest fallow 
system often degenerates. The land will eventually become unproductive 
without adequate fallows. Because of the nature of the environment and of 
the agricultural systems of the tropical Southeast, the development of 
infrastructure, with the influx of population that it brings, has often 
resulted in the degradation of land and cropping systems. Extensive 
grazing operations tend to replace cropping systems in part because they 
are better adapted to the poor soil conditions of degraded agricultural 
1 and.

At Nuevo Ixcatlan and Cihualtepec, mestizo! ranchers bought up the 
exhausted cropland from the colonists for pasture, and sold or rented 
forested land to them. The colonists continued the cycle by clearing more 
land for crops and conversion to pasture. Some colonists became laborers 
for the ranchers. By 1977, about 70 percent of the colonists had no land 
at all (Ewell and Poleman, p.83).

In the Papaloapan Basin, the development of large tracts of land was 
made possible through road construction, flood control, and malaria 
erradication. Because adequate technologies were not available to 
coLonists for maintaining productive cropping systems, and because 
marketing systems were poorly developed, large portions of the region were 
transformed into extensive cattle ranches. Development in the Papaloapan 
Basin was therefore biased in favor of larger land holders who owned cattle 
enterprises. Small holders were unable to establish profitable 
enterprises.

Despite the lack of success realized by the Commission in combining land 
settlement and agricultural development in the 1950s and 1960s, a larger 
resettlement project was undertaken in the 1970s. The Uxpanapa Project

People of mixed Indian and White ancestry, The colonists were Indians. 
Mestizos tend to dominate Indians economically in Mexico.

1
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attempted to overcome the problems encountered in earlier 
making use of more advanced technology and a larger scale 
Many mistakes were repeated at Uxpanapa.

projects by 
of operations.

Uxpanapa: Modern Agriculture in the Rain ^oresP.

With the planned construction of the Cerro de Oro dam in 1973, the 
Papaloapan Commission assumed responsibility for some 3, cam„iex
traditional Indians who would be displaced by the reservoir. A complex 
resettlement plan was designed involving rapid economic, social and 
technological change in one of Mexico's largest remaining rain forests.
The planners dealt with two dynamic processes; the transformation of 
wilderness into productive cropland, and making modern co ec lvize 
farmers of traditional campesinos^ (Ewell and Poleman, p.l69J.

The Uxpanapa development zone encompassed 260,000 hectares, by far 
largest of the Commission's projects (see Map 2). Of this total, 60.000 
hectares were to be cleared for the resettlement project. Clearing, 
planting and harvesting were all to be highly mechanized. High yielding 
varieties of rice and maize, along with high yielding clone rubber trees
were the basis of the cropping systems. The object was to increase
national grain production through mechanization of faming systems in 
tropical zone, while increasing incomes and creating regional growth
centers.

Because traditional small holdings were inefficient for 3
system of collectivized farming was introduced at Uxpanapa (Ewell
Poleman pp 112-129). A 'training credit' system similar to that devised Poleman, pp. wpre charged to the accounts of thefor earlier projects was set up. Costs were cnargea to l
colonists. Collective costs were aportioned to each family. Th
paternalistic nature of this system made heavy demands on the staff who 
were responsible for almost all decisions. Colonists had almost n° S3y 
the affairs of the project (Ewell and Poleman, p.li

The Uxpanapa Project became a juggling act for the management staff.
The^number of variables involved in the plan proved to be excessive and led 
to repeated failures. At every stage of the program there Yaas,_ 
experimentation. In the face of the complexities of the tain for 
environment, and the high technology of modern agriculture, thes 
experiments met with disaster.

The coordination of inputs, especially h e a v y  equipment and chemicals, 
was extremely difficult under the isolated conditions of Uxpanapa. The 
mechanization program was hampered by breakdowns and a lack o s t e 
labor and spare parts. Tilling and harvesting schedules were fraught witn 
costly delays. The slow movement of colonists into the zone caused severe 
labor shortages (Ewell and Poleman, p.130).

2 Small farmers.
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The cropping systems proved to be very poorly planned. Variety choices 
were inappropriate. The worst problem was an attack of rice blast, a 
disease that damaged much of the crop. Lodging of rice also contributed to 
the failure of the cropping program by making the planned mechanized 
harvesting impossible. Maize production was reduced by the poor 
performance of dwarf varieties, and later by agronomic difficulties 
associated with large scale cultivation of native varieties. Rice and 
maize yields did not meet production costs in any of the first three years. 
The staff was over-taxed, and unable to deal with the multitude of problems 
that arose on a daily basis. Research and development for the cropping 
systems suffered as a result (Ewell and Poleman, pp.140-152).

Collectivization did not work well. The colonists saw no real benefit 
from it. Many would have preferred to farm their own small plots by hand, 
and some did leave the collective. There was a lack of feeling of 
ownership, and the colonists came to see themselves as working for the 
Commission and the bank (Ewell and Poleman, p.168).

The credit system, based as it was on the expectation of high yields and 
returns from an expensive package of inputs, was a failure. The government 
had insured the crops, and the settlers were not held responsible for the 
loses. There were, however, no profits (Ewell and Poleman, p.130).

^By 1981, it was reported that much of the cleared area at Uxpanapa was 
being sown in pasture for cattle production. This was being done in an 
attempt to recover some of the cost of clearing for the failed crop 
programs.

Uxpanapa was a costly fiasco for the Papaloapan Commission. Excessive 
experimentation in all phases of the project was the primary cause for 
failure. Paternalism and top-down management and planning were also to 
blame. The divergent goals of modernizing agriculture in the Tropics, 
increasing food production, conducting resettlement operations and of 
organizing traditional farmers into collective structures conflicted 
disastrously in the project.

One of the final acts of the colonization process on Mexico's tropical 
frontier is now taking place in the Selva Lacandona. Increased emphasis on 
agricultural production (as a result of severe problems in the Mexican food 
economy in the 1970s and early 1980s) has pushed the frontiers of national 
development programs to one of the most marginal agricultural areas in the 
Southeast. Already, in the early stages of these development efforts, 
there is evidence that some of the mistakes of the Papaloapan and Uxpanapa 
Projects are being repeated.
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DEVELOPMENT IN THE SELVA LACANDONA
The Selva Lacandona is a region of tropical moist forest located m  the 

northeastern corner of the state of Chiapas, along the Guatemalan border. 
Map 3 shows the location of the Selva Lacandona. The region is one of the 
last frontier areas in Mexico. Rugged terrain and extremely heavy rainfall 
had kept the Selva Lacandona almost completely isolated until logging roads 
opened it to colonization in the 1960s. Development in the region has 
taken a similar course to that of other areas in the Southeast, but at a 
slower pace due to its isolation. Independent migrants have gradually 
settled the region and established subsistence farms. The government has 
also been involved in some directed resettlement projects. Commercial 
cattle ranches were established in the 1940s and 1950s. As in the 
Papaloapan Basin, the extensive cattle industry has been exanding rapidly
in recent years.

Agriculture in the region is dominated by subsistence cultivation with 
slash-and-burn farming techniques, and by extensive cattle production. 
Shifting culivation however, provides only a subsistence. Many of the 
small farmers in the Selva Lacandona are currently using farming systems _ 
that gradually convert ' forest to cropland, and eventually to pasture. This 
process threatens the long-run viability of the Selva's agricultural 
e c onomy.

If properly pr ac t ic ed, under low population dens it ie s, shi ft ing 
cultivation is an ecologically sound system for subsistence in the Selva 
Lacandona. Many of the migrants from highland areas, however, appear to 
have an inadequate understanding of the agro-ecology of tropical lowlands. 
Their farming systems are relatively unproductive, and their practices have 
led to some land degradation. Other more adept farmers have also failed to 
establish profitable systems because of poorly developed infrastructure, 
low prices, and production difficulties. The inability of farmers to 
develop permanent and productive farming systems has led many to turn to 
extensive cattle production for cash income.

Extensive cattle production among small holders in the Selva Lacandona 
has been part of a wider expansion of the beef cattle industry in the 
tropical lowlands. A well developed commercial cattle industry provides a 
strong market for feeder cattle from small operations, and for pasture for 
fattening cattle. Small-holders in the Selva have found cattle production 
to be an economically attractive enterprise. The selection of cattle as 
the primary farm enterprise is economically sound in the short run. In the 
long run, however, the conversion of cropland to pasture may result in the 
inability of farmers to provide even a subsistence for their families.

Extensive cattle systems among small-holders in the Selva Lacandona are 
generally not sustainable because they are ecologically unsound. 
Agricultural production in the region is based on the use of a forest 
fallow cycle that replenishes fertility and reduces animal and plant pest 
problems. Small-holders in the Selva have twenty hectares or less of 
cultivable land. Extensive cattle systems require relatively large land 
areas per unit of production. In order to produce sufficient cattle for 
sale to meet their needs, the farm-family must use all or most of their
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holding as pasture. This deprives the land of a fallow. Pastures are, in 
addition, poorly managed, adding to the instability of the grazing system. 
The disruption of the fallow cycle, the depletion of soil nutrients under 
grass , and erosion that accompany 'the conversion of forest and cropland to 
pasture lead to land degradation. The holding will eventually degrade to a 
point where it is no longer suited to any type of agricultural production.

The government first intervened in the development process in the Selva 
Lacandona in the mid-1970s. An 'integrated development plan' devised by 
Governor Velasco Suarez involved little more than a rationalization o 
timber exploitation. This was done at great cost to thousands of colonists 
who where forcibly resettled, under very poor conditions. Before 1980, the 
only development programs in the Selva, save basic infrastructure, were 
cattle credit schemes.

The SAM in the Selva

Several factors contributed to increased attention being focused on the 
Selva Lacandona in the 1980s. The development of the region is part of the 
more general development process in the Gulf Coastal Lowlands, The 
phenomenal growth of the petroleum industry in Tabasco, Campeche and 
northern Chiapas in the late 1970s and early 1980s has brought with it 
infrastructural development and rapid population growth. This development 
has increased the demand for agricultural products from adjacent regions 
such as the Selva Lacandona and helped to integrate the Southeast into the 
national economy. Another factor has been the growth in the number of 
landless peasants in Chiapas and in other states that has increased the 
interest of government officials in resettlement projects in uninhabited 
sections of the region. The discovery of petroleum reserves in the 
southern portion of the Selva, very close to the Guatemalan border, has 
also made its integration economically, and perhaps strategically 
important. This border region is increasingly troubled by the mounting 
violence in adjacent districts of Guatemala.

The commencement of agricultural development activities in the Selva 
Lacandona was, however, primarily the result of a major national initiative 
begun by President Lopez Portillo in 1980. The program for the Mexican 
food system, the SAM, was a far reaching national plan that grew out of the 
food crisis of the late 1970s. The inability of Mexican agriculture to 
keep pace with the growth in demand for basic foods (a growing problem  ̂
since the late 1960s) became an acute problem in 1979. Severe drought in 
that year resulted in exteremely poor grain harvests. Imports of g r a m  
reached 25 percent of consumption in 1980. Maize imports alone were more 
than four million tons. The declaration of the SAM signalled that the 
Mexican food economy was in a state of emergency (Tiempo, Comercio 
Exterior) .

The SAM was a broad program designed to deal with all phases of the food 
economy. The major objectives of the program were to increase food
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production and to subsidize food consumption to low income families.3 The 
most important focus of the SAM was on increasing production among 
traditional small farmers in non-irrigated areas. Effectively, the Mexican 
government sought to achieve a second "green revolution" among those 
farmers who were by—passed by the development process in the past.4 This 
was to be accomplished through the transferral of a large fraction of the 
income from foreign petroleum sales to the traditonal agricultural sector 
(Meissner, Redclift).

The Ministry of Agriculture and Water Resources (SARH) is the paramount 
authority in agricultural development in Mexico, Most aspects of 
production programs under the SAM were the responsibility of the SARH. The 
mission of the SARH in the Selva Lacandona was the same as in all of the 
rainfed districts in the country; to increase grain production as rapidly 
as possible. This was to be accomplished through the introduction of 
'improved' technology, and through the use of producer subsidies. The SARH 
staff was also to work in coordination with other government agencies such 
as the Rural Credit Bank (Banrural), for producer financing, with the 
national seed company (PRONASE), and with the National Subsistence 
Commodity Corporation (CONASUPO) in marketing and storage operations.

At the core of the SAM s national production effort was the Shared Risk 
Crop Improvement Program (Programa de Riesgo Compartido). The program 
called for the introduction of crop improvement packages, primarily for 
maize and beans, in marginal agricultural areas (SARH 1981). Generally, 
the program involved the use of improved seed, fertilizer, insecticides and 
herbicides in a prescribed package. Under the SAM, the prices of chemical 
inputs and seed were heavily subsidized, and credit was provided at reduced 
rates to small-holders. Crop insurance was also issued to cover the cost 
of inputs, and an imputed value of the farmers labor.

Two programs were available to farmers in the Selva Lacandona in the 
1982 spring/summer cropping cycle. The complete package, labeled the 
Rormal Package, provided credit and insurance for the cost of inputs, and 
an imputed value of the farmer's labor. Another package, called the Input 
Package, provided credit and insurance for the cost of inputs alone. 145 
farmers participated in the Input program, and 387 in the Normal package in 
the Selva Lacandona. A total of 1473 hectares of maize were planted with 
the two programs. The average planted area of maize per holding under the 
project was 2.7 hectares. The total number of farmers participating in the 
two programs represented approximately 20 percent of all farmers in the 
Tegion.

The objective of the programs was to increase maize production by 50 to 
90 percent per hectare. The SARH estimates that current maize yields in 
the region average approximately 1.3 tons per hectare. It was hoped that

President Lopez Portillo acknowledged that as much as one quarter of the 
Mexican population was inadequately nourished in 1980 (Tiempo).

For a discussion of the poorly distributed benefits of the ‘green 
revolution' see Welhausen, Hewitt de Alcantara, and Hall and Price.
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the improved package would increase yields to an average of 2 to 2.5 tons 
per hectare.

The SARH/SAM program was terminated after its fir8t y?ar .^financial 
because of a shortage of funds that resulted from Mexico_s severe finan 
crisis Inconsistency in the funding of development projects has been a 
common'problem in Mexico. Although the program in the Selva 
lasted only one year, an examination of some of the issues and problems 
Jhat emerged offer heights into the approach to agricultural development 
that has been followed by the government.

The program had many administrative problems. Because there was an 
emphasis on purchased inputs, and on credit, worth tens of thousands of 
dollars, there was a considerable bureaucratic aspect to the crop 
improvement scheme. A large fraction of the SARH staff s working time w 
devoted to filling out forms in quadruplicate.^ This clearly detracted from
time spent in the field. In the field, the primary J s  had to
technical staff was again bureaucratic. Signatures and thumb prints had 
be be collected from farmers in scattered settlements for a multitude of 
forms The crop insurance program required that the technicians veil y 
crop damage. Because fields are often several kilometers from the
homestead, this was a time consuming task. T®chnl“ “ s ”e*® 8 lation of
handicapped by language difficulties. As much as half of the population oi 
the Selva does not speak Spanish. None of the SARH staff members speak the
Indian languages.

Some technical problems had appeared by July 1982. The most serious of 
these centered around on-farm logistics. Although the SARH administrators 
reported that 532 farmers were participating in the program within t
Selva Lacandona, it was evident that not all were folowing the prescription 
for inputs Some farmers were not using the full recommended doses of
fertilizer'. a i s  was due in part to the difficulty of transporting an 
average of 675 kilograms of urea and 18-46-0 fertilizers to their plots. 
■Many of the fields are located in hilly areas that are reach*‘ Jy “arrow 
paths through the forest. Most of these paths are too
mules. Fertilizer must be carried on the men s backs . An ’
and perhaps large quantity of the fertilizers may not have been used
(Aguilar p.c.).

The SAM efforts in the Selva had elements of a crash program. Little 
was done to make the program a sustained and long t e m  1116
emphasis was on immediate results. Further, the SARH staff members 
generally had little or no experience with tropical agriculture, 
their training has been in rainfed and irrigated crop production such as 
that found in highland areas.

The type of crop credit/insurance program employedmay have been 
counter-productive. In addition to being highly bureaucratic and time

for the staff, the insurance scheme may <i»co»rj d
involvement of the local population m  the SAM program Firmly. ■ » «
of the debt requirement may have been too intimidating for some farmers. 
Secondly, for farmers who did participate, but who failed to repay, the 
failure would bar further involvement with crop improvement eff
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Because the program was designed as a fixed package, credit was mandatory 
for all participants. Without credit there was no assistance from the 
SARH.

A major problem with the SARH/SAM program in the Selva Lacandona was the 
high costs per unit of anticipated increase in production. The total cost 
per hectare of the program could not be established from available data.
It was evident, however, that it was indeed expensive. The program 
involved subsidies on inputs, relatively cheap credit and crop insurance, 
and the subsidized transportation of inputs to the region. If the SARH°s 
anticipated production increases were realized in 1982, total maize 
production in the Selva would have been increased by from 1031 to 1768 
tons, through the crop improvement programs. This would have represented 
an increase of approximately 20 to 35 percent, over traditional yields.
The total recoverable capital outlay required for the credit/insurance 
scheme (excluding administrative costs and subsidies, and assuming 100 
percent repayment) was estimated at 4,648,500 pesos ($96,844 U.S., July 
1982), or some 2600 to 4500 pesos per ton of increased production 
(depending on the size of the increase).

In addition to production costs there were administrative costs 
associated with the credit and insurance programs, as well as the costs of 
maintaining the staff and their equipment. Because the SAM is a national 
program, the future of the project in the Selva was dependent on decisions 
beyond the control of the farmers or the local project staff. The program 
was based almost exclusively on capital and inputs from outside of the 
region, and came to a halt with the end of federal funding.

The SARH/SAM program had numerous similarities to previous development 
efforts in the tropical Southeast. Many of the perennial problems that 
have plagued agricultural development in the Southeast re-emerged in the 
Selva Lacandona. The program sought to impose a radically different and 
technologically complex cropping system on the traditional farming systems. 
It was paternalistic and came entirely from the top-down, with little or no 
decision making by farmers. The program was heavily dependent on a 
substantial credit component to finance the purchase of chemical inputs and 
crop insurance. The program was focused on maize and to a lesser extent on 
bean production. No attention was given to other components of the mixed 
enterprise systems that are found on most farms. The SARH/SAM crop 
improvement scheme was designed primarily to acheive the national goal of 
food self-sufficiency, and not to improve local welfare. Most crucially, 
the current development strategy for the Selva Lacandona, as exhibited in 
the SARH/SAM program, fails to meet the issue of the expansion of extensive 
cattle grazing in the region.

The successful development of the agriculture of the Selva Lacandona 
will require a strategy that promotes ecologically sound and economically 
profitable systems. This can be accomplished through the improvement 
rather than replacement of existing farming systems. Improvement in 
productivity can be achieved through the the identification and promotion 
of sound existing practices, and the identification and elimination of 
obst acles to enhanced productivity.
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FIELD RESEARCH PROGRAM AND OBJECTIVES

This study focuses on current conditions and existing farming systems in 
the Selva Lacandona. It attempts to identify practices that are well 
suited to local conditons, and that offer potential for improving 
agricultural productivity. The basic premise of this study is that the 
faming systems of the Selva Lacandona are complex and integrated.
Improving the welfare of local farm-families through enhancement of the 
productivity of their systems requires an holistic and integrated systems 
approach to research and development.

The study is the product of a program of field research conducted in 
Chiapas in 1981 and 1982 that included four field trips to the region. A 
total of five months was spent in field research in the Selva Lacandona and 
in research at Mexican institutes.

Valuable background information was available from several previous 
studies conducted in the Selva Lacandona. These included a Masters thesis 
in Agronomy from the Graduate College at Chapingo (Muench), a Masters 
thesis in Economics from the College of Economics and History of the 
National Autonomous University (Labato 1979), an interdisciplinary 
post-graduate study by German and Mexican students (Grosser ed.), two 
studies prepared by the Mexican government (SFF 1975, SARH 1980) , and a 
doctoral dissertation in Human Ecology from Southern Methodist University 
(Nations 1979). Additional information and perspectives on issues in the 
development of the Selva Lacandona were provided in discussions with 
researchers at the Center for Ecological Investigations in the Southeast 
(CIES), the Franz Blom Library, and the Center for Applied Human Ecology, 
all in San Cristobal de las Casas, Chiapas, and at the National Institute 
for Studies of Biotic Resources (INIRB), in Xalapa, Veracruz.

Field research in the study area was conducted in three phases; an 
initial reconaissance, farm surveys, and a study of the SARH development 
program. The initial reconaissance was carried out m  two parts. The 
Selva Lacandona was first visited in January 1981 for a brief interval 
before commencement of library research and discussions with researchers in 
San Cristobal de las Casas. During this visit, basic infrastructure and 
settlement patterns were studied. A thorough reconaissance was undertaken 
in July and August 1981. At that time, all of the major settlement areas 
that were accessible by road were visited. The region's principal 
agricultural systems were identified, and the social and political 
organization of the settlements examined.

Farm surveys were conducted in selected settlements in January 1982. 
Informal interviews were held with farmers to gather information on 
production, consumption and marketing practices, in both recent and older 
settlements, ranging in age from seven to thirty years. Observations of 
farming practices in a wide variety of crop and_livestock operations were 
also made at that time. Using information obtained from settlements at 
various stages of development, the evolution of cropping and livestock 
systems in the region, over time, was evaluated.^ Marketing practices for 
agricultural products were also examined. The final phase of the field 
research involved a detailed study of the recently initiated SARH/SAM
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program, in June 1982. This research centered on ejidos in the Santo 
Domingo Valley in the central area of the Selva Lacandona.

Through this program of library and field research, an understanding of 
the physical, cultural and institutional setting for agricultural 
development in the Selva Lacandona was developed. The patterns of 
development and the processes that are at work in the region's agricultural 
economy were identified and analyzed.

Because this is a frontier region, and because the government has only 
recently become actively involved in the development process, the data 
available were scanty and of poor quality. In the brief period of the 
field investigation it was impossible to gather precise data from a large 
sample of farmers. Language problems also inhibited data collection. Many 
of the regions men don't speak Spanish, or speak it poorly. Almost none 
of the women speak Spanish. The general mistrust by the local population 
o f outsiders also caused di fficuLties. The field study there fore relied 
heavily on information from key informants and field observations.

In the following chapters, the agriculture of the Selva Lacandona is 
described and evaluated. Conditions for agriculture, and ancient systems 
that evolved in the region are first examined. Some ancient agricultural 
practices that may have potential for solving current problems are 
reviewed. In Chapter III, the process of development in the Selva, and the 
effects of this process are discussed. The two dominant agricultural 
systems, shifting cultivation and extensive cattle grazing, are introduced. 
Emphasis is placed on the long-run implications of the expansion of the 
extensive cattle industry for the Selva's economic development. Chapter IV 
outlines current economic and social conditions in the region and ongoing 
development projects. Chapter V examines cropping and small livestock 
systerns. Special attention is given to the more highly adapted practices 
of experienced farmers. Technical, commercial and institutional barriers 
to improved productivity are also identified. In Chapter VI, various types 
of extensive cattle operations are described. The long and shortrun 
economics of these systems are analyzed. The final chapter offers an 
alternative development strategy for the Selva Lacandona, and makes 
specific recommendations for agricultural development projects.



Chapter II 

THE SELVA LACANDONA

A persistent cause of the failure to develop productive and permanen 
agricultural systems in colonized areas of southeastern Mexico has been 
lack of understanding of the nature of agriculture m  the tropical 
environment. In the Selva Lacandona, the physical environment £°r 
agriculture is a difficult one. A development strategy for the Sel 
agriculture must therefore begin with a thorough understanding of the 
region s physical environment.

This chapter examines the geography and natural h£s,:0^  °f. ̂ ® S,elva
Lacandona The region is first defined, and regional sub-divisions 
established. The landforms, soils, hydrology, climates and flora and fauna 
are then briefly described. In the final section, agricultural systems 
that evolved in the Selva Lacandona during the Mayan period, among the
Lacandone Indians will be reviewed. Some aspects of these systems that 
offer promise for solving current agricultural problems are emphasized.

GEOGRAPHICAL SETTING 

Location and Definition
xhp selva Lacandona or Zona Lacandona is located in the northeastern 

section of1VtheLastaate of Chiapas. Chiapas is the - ^ . . . t e r n  most Mexican 
state. The total area of the Selva is approximately 13,000 square

‘ an area roughly equivalent to the state of Connecticut. Map 3 
shows the location of the Selva Lacandona. The eastern and southern __
borders of the region also form the international border between Mexico a 
Guatemala. On the north, the Selva is bounded by a range of hills that 
seoarates the region from the Gulf Coastal Plain. The western border of 
the region has been defined in several ways..5 Map 4 shows the Selva 
Lacandona as defined in this study.

Thus defined the Selva Lacandona is smaller in extent than in previous 
studies Heavily settled sections in the valleys of the Perlas, Jatate and
Tuliia riversand areas to the west of lake Miramar in the southwest have
b e L  deleted.’ The elimination of these areas from the study was due to the 
fac? that t h ^  are no longer part of the frontier. In addition these 
deleted western zones have developed with an economic focus on Ocosingo a

 ̂ See Labato 1979 , Muench, SFF, and Grosser ed
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Comitan (see Map 4). The rest of the Selva is economically tied to 
Palenque and Tenosique, in the north. In this study, the Selva Lacandona 
is effectively, defined as the frontier areas of northeastern Chiapas that 
lie to the east of the Chiapas Highlandsand south of the range of hills 
that form the northern edge of the Chocolja valley.

Political and Geographical Divisions

The territory of the Selva Lacandona is divided up among three 
municipos. Most of the northern section is part of Palenque municipo.
Chilon municipo accounts for a small portion. Ocosingo municipo controls 
the southern part. Much of the actual administration of the Selva 
Lacandona is conducted directly by state and federal agencies. The 
municipal centers are removed from their land m  the Selva and have little 
actual control or authority. As the region develops, the politics 
divisions will probably change to reflect the realities of the region. One 
of the settlements will eventually become the seat of a new municipo.

To facilitate discription, the Selva Lacandona has been divided into 
five sub-divisions that will be referred to throughout the text. The 
sub-divisions are based on economic and geographical criteria. Map 5 shows
the sub-divisions.

The Northern Zone is the most highly developed and longest settled 
sub-region The Zone roughly corresponds to the extent of Palenque and 
Chilon municipos in the Selva. The Northern Zone is the most densely 
populated and has the region's only town, Chancala (population estimate 
1500). The Central Zone is the second most developed and populated 
sub-region It includes the upper Santo Domingo and Laconja river valleys 
and the area around the Ocotal lakes. There is one large government 
settlement in this zone and many smaller settlements. Unlike the Northern 
Zone, the Central Zone contains some undeveloped forest.

The Southwestern Zone is almost wholly uninhabited. The greatest part 
of this zone is a forest reserve encompassing 300,000 hectares (see Map 6). 
Called the Integrated Biospheric Reserve Montes Azules (RIBMA) , this 
reserve was decreed by President Lopez Portillo in cooperation with the 
UNESCO Man and the Biosphere project (MAB). The Selva Lacandona has been 
identified as an important botanical and zoological resource by UNESCO 
(Rich). Colonization is, however, pressing into the zone on several 
fronts. LANDSAT images, and reports from visitors to the area evidence the 
clearing of forest near lake Miramar, in the valleys of the Perlas and 
Jatate rivers, and south of lake Suspiro. Colonists in this zone come from 
the regions around Comitan and Altimirano (see Map 4). The Southwestern 
Zone is bounded on the East by the Laconja river, and on the South by the
Lacantun,

The Riverine Zone occupies a narrow strip of land along the margin of 
the Ucumacinta river. The western boundary of this zone parallels the 
river to the west, following the Sierra del Guiral. Except for some 
logging and an occasional settlement, this region remained almost
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completely undeveloped until quite recently. Around lake Santa Clara, the 
Santa Clara Ranch (of several thousand hectares) was established over 
thirty years ago. The ranch appears as the only major area of cleared 
forest in LANDSAT images from the mid-1970s.

In 1976 the government established a large settlement on the Ucumacinta 
in the Riverine zone. Named Frontera Echeverria, but known as Corozal, 
this settlement was linked to the north by a road in 1977. This was the 
first road ever to enter the Riverine zone. In 1981, construction began on 
a new road that will cross the length of the zone from north to south, 
opening it for colonization. Most of the Riverine zone is federal land 
that will probably be used for resettlement of landless peasants in the 
future.

The fifth zone is the Marquez de Comillas. Located in the southeastern 
corner of the region, this sub-region was almost uninhabited until oil was 
discovered near Pico de Oro in 1980 (see Map 6). By 1983, the Marquez de 
Comillas wi 11 be linked to the north and to Comit an by a border road that 
is now under construction. The government plans to settle almost 30,000 
colonists in this zone in the next few years. In 1982, the population of 
the Marquez de Comillas was approximately three to five thousand people.
The settlements are located along the Ucumacinta and Lacantun rivers.

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT 

Land Forms

The Selva Lacandona is Mexico0s last frontier. This is primarily 
because the terrain made it very difficult to exploit the resources of the 
region. The dominant landform is a series of northwest-southeast ridges 
that divide the region into isolated valleys. The ridges create a rugged 
landscape that slowed the development process by inhibiting the penetration 
of roads. Map 7 shows the Selva0s landforms and elevations.

The elevation of the ridges and valley floors generally declines from 
the highlands in the West to the Ucumacinta in the East. Figure 1 shows 
cross-sections at three latitudes in the region. Elevations range from 
about 1300 meters on ridge tops in the west to 150 meters on the flood 
plains of the Ucumacinta. Map 7 and the southern cross-section reveal 
large expanses of low lying land in the Marquez de Comillas Zone. Much of 
this land is either permanently or seasonally inundated.
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Hydrology

The Mexican portion of the upper watershed of the Ucumacinta river 
roughly coincides with the Selva Lacandona's borders. The principal 
tributaries of the Ucumacinta are the Chixoy, Lacantun, Laconja, Jatate an 
Chocolja rivers. Map 8 shows the hydrology of the Selva Lacandona. A few 
streams in the region are tributaries of the Grijalva river. TheGnjalva 
joins the Ucumacinta in Tabasco before flowing to the Gulf of Mexico near 
Villahermosa. The largest of these tributaries is the Tulija which rises 
in the Northern Zone. With the exception of the Lacantun and Ucumacinta, 
none of the Selva's rivers are navigable except by canoe. As can be 
discerned from Map 8, the southern part of the region is a maze of rivers 
and streams. There are also numerous lakes in the Selva. The largest 
lakes are Laconja, Metzabok, Santa Clara, Miramar, Ocotal Grande, and
Suspiro.
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Soils

As is typical of many humid tropical regions, the Selva Lacandona has a 
complex pattern of soils. A few generalizations are possible. The most 
important generalization is that there is considerable variation in soil 
types even over a relatively small area. Variation is due to the slope of 
the land, parent material, vegetative cover, rainfall, and elevation. Only 
very general studies of the soil types and their distribution have been 
completed.

The soils on steep slopes or on the tops of ridges tend to have a 
shallow layer of topsoil, are relatively infertile, and highly susceptible 
to erosion when vegetation is cleared. The soils on more gently sloping 
land or near the bottem of hills usually have a deeper topsoil layer, 
relatively good fertility, and moderate susceptibility to erosion. These 
soils are generally fairly well drained. On very gently sloping land or on 
valley floors there are frequently found deeper organic soils. If well 
drained these are fertile soils and have good potential for crop 
production. But with poor drainage they tend toward*acidity and 
waterlogging. Soils on the floodplains of the region's rivers and streams 
usually have deep profiles with high organic matter and silt contents. If 
sufficiently well drained these soils can support crop production, but they 
are usually waterlogged.

The SARH has classified the general soil groups of the Selva according 
to the FAO System. The major soil groups found in the Selva Lacandona are: 
Ortic Acrisols, Eutric Cambisols, and Rendisols. Other associated soil 
groups include Ferric Luvisols, Chromic Cambisols, and Lithosols. These 
soils are generally medium to fine textured in the Selva (SARH 1980, 
p .59-60).

Climates

The Selva Lacandona has a humid tropical climate. There is, however, 
considerable variation within the region, between seasons, between years, 
and between sub-regions. The climate throughout the region is bi-modal 
(rainy and dry seasons), but in the northern half of the Selva the dry 
season is better defined. Table 1 shows weather data for five stations in 
the region. Chart 1 illustrates the monthly rainfall pattern for one 
station. These weather data are of short time series because of the 
relatively recent establishment of weather stations in the region. The 
rainy season is in the summer months, witha peak in June. The dry season 
comes in the winter. The lowest rainfall is generally in March or April. 
Total average annual rainfall for the Selva ranges from 1700 to 4295 mm per 
year. The average for the Santo Domingo Valley (the principal study area) 
is 2129 mm per year (Grosser ed., p.61).
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TABLE 1

Climatic Data for Five Weather Stations in the Selva Lacandona

Station

Median 
Annual 
Temp.

Median 
Max. 
Temp.

Median 
Min. 
Temp.

Median
Annual
Precip.

Days
of

Rain
Rainy
Period

El
Cedro 25.8 39.5 9.3 2087mm 151 4/15-

12/15

Nueva
Esparanza 25.4 39.5 1 1 . 2 2050mm 218 5/15-

12/15

Laconj a 24.3 41.0 9.5 2330mm 138 5/15-
11/30

Bonampak 24.7 41.0 9.0 3302mm 138 5/15-
12/15

Ixc an 24.8 40.2 9.0 4295mm 184 6/1 0-
12/31

Source: SFF 1975

These weather data are unfortunately unrepresentative of the region as a 
whole. Map 9 shows the location of the weather stations. They are all 
located in the southern section of the region. Map 9 also demarcates a 
rough division of the region into two sub-climatic divisions. The northern 
division experiences considerably greater variation in rainfall between 
rainy and dry seasons. It also has lower total annual rainfall. Precise 
data were unavailable, but field observations in both seasons would tend to 
confirm the difference between conditions in the North and South. Map 9 
also defines a climatic sub-division for zones of higher elevation.

There is some evidence of wide variation in rainfall between years, but 
conclusive data are unavailable. Grosser et al reported crop losses due to 
drought in the Selva during the 1975 growing season. Conditions were 
reportedly most severe in the Northwest (Grosser ed., p.61). In 1981 
widespread crop damage was observed as a result of exceptionally high 
rainfall. Flooding of fields appeared to be particularly bad in the 
Northwest. Lakes in the region can change level by as much as two to three 
meters between rainy seasons, The level can change an equal amount between 
rainy and dry seasons in a given year.

Temperature readings from the Selva Lacandona's weather stations are 
reported in Table 1. Again, these readings are exclusively from the 
southern area. The average annual temperature is 25.3 degrees C. The
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CHART I. MONTHLY AVERAGE T E M P E R A T U R E  AND RAINFALL 
L AC O N JA  WEATHER STATION

Source: N. Grosser (ed.) 1975.
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maximum temperature generally comes in April. The average maximum 
temperature is 29.3 degrees C. The minimum temperature usually canes in 
January, and averages 26.8 degrees C. The maximum high and low 
temperatures are 42.7 degrees C., and 9.0 degrees C., respectively (SFF, 
p.27). Chart 1 depicts monthly temperature readings for one station.

There is also considerable diurnal (day-night) variation in temperature. 
Even during the hottest months, evenings are usually fairly comfortable. 
Nights can be quite cool during the winter. Elevation also effects 
temperature. At the higher elevations in the West, temperatures are cooler 
than in the South or East, but the region is frost free.

Stormy weather is uncommon in the Selva Lacandona, but not unknown. 
Severe weather will occasionally come in the form of nortes (northern 
storms) generally in the winter months. These are thunder storms with high 
winds, and very rarely, hail. An interesting feature of the Selva's 
climate is the canicula. This is a brief dry spell, lasting for about two 
weeks in July or August.

Flora and Fauna

The natural vegetation of most of the Selva Lacandona is tropical moist 
forest. Selva means tropical forest in Spanish. There are two principal 
types of forest; lowland, and lower montane rain forest. The lowland r a m  
forest canopy rises to between 30 and 60 meters in height. This forest 
type is primarily located in the river valleys of the region. The lower 
montane rain forest reaches a maximum canopy height of about 30 meters.
This forest type is found on hills and ridges. Up to 30 percent of the 
leaves of the lower montane rainforest are lost during the dry season. 
Lowland rainforests are evergreen. At higher elevations there are some 
stands of conifers in the region.

In 1980, the total extent of forest cover in the Selva was approximately 
930,000 hectares, or about 70 percent of the total surface area. The 
forests of the Selva Lacandona comprise about ten percent of all Mexican 
forest reserves (SFF, p.18). Map 10 shows the patterns, of land use in the 
region. The effects of logging and agriculture are evident. Agricultural 
land forest fallows, and burned forest account for at least two thirds of 
the total area of the Northern Zone. Only the Southwestern and Marquez de 
Comillas Zones have large tracks of undisturbed forest.

The Selva Lacandona is one of the few remaining habitats of several 
endangered species including jaguars, pumas, ocelots, spider and howler 
monkeys, crocodiles, giant tapirs, anteaters, and many species ofbirds 
(Rich). In the settled areas wildlife has become quite rare. In more 
recently colonized areas game is still hunted. An occasional jaguar or 
wild boar is killed in the South of the region. The greatest concentration 
of wildlife is now found in the Biospheric Reserve.
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ANCIENT AGRICULTURE

The Maya, and the Lacandone Indians developed agricultural systems that 
are more intensive than those practiced by migrants in the Selva Lacandona 
today. The existence (and former existence) of agricultural systems tha 
are highly adapted to conditons in the region could have important 
implications for agricultural development. Some ancient practices may hold 
promise for improving productivity if introduced into existing farming 
systems. The Maya had several strategies for coping with the humid 
tropical environment. Recent archeological and agronomic evidence shows 
that the Maya employed sophisticated systems of water management for 
cultivation in low lying areas. On hilly terrain, the Maya used terraces. 
The Maya may also have engaged in agro-silviculture. The Lacandones 
adopted a complex forest-farming-gathering system that uses diversity of 
cultivars and intensive resource management to provide a subsistence.

The Maya

The Selva Lacandona, along with Peten (northern Guatemala) was part of a 
core area of the Mayan civilization between the Third and Tenth Centuries 
A.D.. A number of archeological sites have been identified in the region, 
and many more probably remain covered by the forest. The principal 
ceremonial centers in the Selva Lacandona, Yaxitlan and Bonampak, have been 
excavated. The ruins at Palenque, just outside of the Selva, are a popular 
tourist attraction.

The Mayan population in this core area may have numbered in the millions 
at its peak between the Third and Ninth Centuries (Nations 1979, p.25).
This was the time of the building of the great ceremonial centers. In 
about the Nineth Century the Mayan civilization collapsed. Eor decades it 
was believed that the collapse was caused by an ecological catastrophy 
resulting from a population density too great for the carrying capacity of 
the rain forest environment. It was held that the Maya were dependent on 
slash-and-burn agriculture, and that the collapse was the result of soil 
exhaustion. In recent years, however, evidence has been brought forward to 
dispute this assertion.

Research on Mayan agricultural practices increasingly points to the 
widespread use of intensive agriculture throughout the Lowland Maya 
civilization. Investigation of sites in the Candelaria region of Campeche, 
Mexico, and in northern Belize, provided evidence of the employment of 
systems of canals and raised fields by the Maya (Siemens and Puleston). 
These discoveries were followed by large scale reconnaissance of the Maya 
Lowlands with remote sensing technology (Adams et al). Large areas were 
detected, and some later ground-proofed, that had signs of water management 
systems and raised fields. It is now believed that most of the major 
population centers in the Maya Lowlands were located on or near swampy 
areas (Harrison and Turner). This has given more credence to the
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assumption that Mayan agriculture was dominated by intensive practices, 
especially highly organized drainage systems and raised fields.

Raised field farming systems create new cropland in inundated areas. 
Canals are dug in a grid pattern on swampy land. The soil from the canals 
is heaped upon a platform of land between the canals. The excavated soil 
forms a raised field on the platform that is elevated above the flood 
level. This system permits the production of crops in the rainy season 
because the field is protected from flooding. The drainage canals also 
provide a constant source of water for dry season cropping. Aquatic 
vegetation from the canals can provide green manure for the field to 
enhance soil fertility.

In hilly areas, the Maya evidently employed terracing as a means of 
intensifying agriculture through the maintenance of fertility and soil 
moisture. Extensive excavations have been made of terraces in Quintana 
Roo, Mexico (Harrison). In the Selva Lacandona, investigations of 
agricultural sites has been limited. One terrace has been described in 
ejido Santo Domingo (Labato), and Nations and Nigh have tentatively 
identified canals and tanks near lake Metzabok (Nations and Nigh) .

Other subsistence cropping systems as alternatives to slash-and-burn for 
the Maya have also been put forward by scholars. Puleston (1968) 
hypothesized that the ramon (Brosimum alirostrum) which can provide up to 
2.7 metric tons of nuts per hectare per year, could have been an important 
food crop near Tikal in Guatemala. Wilken (1971) proposed that the Maya 
may have practiced an agro-forestry system for subsistence. He suggests 
that the Maya replaced the natural forest with an artificial forest of 
useful trees.

The findings in archeology have led to interest in ancient agricultural 
systems among agricultural researchers in Mexico. At the College of 
Tropical Agriculture at Cardenas, Tabasco, extensive research has been 
conducted on the productivity of a Tabascan raised field system known as 
the chinampa (Gliessman et al. 1981). Investigators from the National 
Institute for Research on Biotic Resources at Xalapa Veracruz (INIRB) have 
also experimented with chinampas. Their findings show that one hectare of 
chinampa can support at least ten people the year round (Gomez-Pompa 1978). 
The potential for using ancient intensive practices in the Selva Lacandona 
will be discussed in Chapter VII.

The collapse of the Mayan civilization resulted in a decline in 
population and a breakdown of intensive agricultural systems (Thompson).
In the Selva Lacandona, a remnant population of forest farmers was found by 
the Spanish Conquistadors when they turned their attention to the region in 
the 17th Century. After several punitive expeditions against what were 
described as tribes of fierce warriors, the Selva was pacified and the 
population enslaved. Eschewing the lowlands as unhealthy, the Spaniards 
transported their captive labor force to work on haciendas in the highlands 
(Nations 1979).
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The Lacandones

Some time before the 16th Century, Yucatec Maya speakers began to enter 
the Selva Lacandona from Peten in Guatemala. This ethnic group, that 
became known as the Lacandones, continued to migrate into the region 
through the late 1800s (Thompson, Nations 1979). Little was known of the 
Lacandones until the early 20th Century. Tozzer made a study of them early 
in this century (Tozzer). Franz Blom and Gertrude Duby made more detailed 
studies of the Lacandones in the 1930s~1950s (Blom and Duby) .

The Lacandones lived in scattered settlements throughout the region.
They practiced shifting cultivation with maize, beans, and some tubers and 
fruits as the principal crops. Hunting with bows and arrows and the 
gathering of forest products were also important.

The Lacandone traditional farming system is one of the most diverse and 
productive forest farming systems in the world (Nations and Nigh). It is 
based on a set of complex resource management techniques that draws on the 
resources of shifting cultivation, and the natural environment. Farmers 
are able to produce relatively high and dependable yields of a wide range 
of food, and non-food products. This is accomplished with little 
destruction of the forest. Although the Lacandones today are few in number 
(perhaps 350 remain), their farming practices could be very important to 
agricultural development in the Selva because of the depth and precision of 
the knowledge of regional conditions that their system embodies.

The Lacandone system is based on shifting cultivation. Almost all^of 
the cropping systems of the Selva are based on the cutting of vegetation, 
the burning of debris, and the pianting of crops . The Lacandones are 
masters of this type of system. They have developed a farming system that 
consistently provides for the needs of their population. This system is 
the product of centuries of experience with subsistence farming in the 
tropical forests of the Selva Lacandona and adjacent Peten. They have 
adapted their practices over time to make the most of the forest's 
resources.

A key element of the Lacandone system is that it imitates the natural 
environment. The tropical forest is nature s most diverse biotiie (Richards 
1973). The Lacandone system responds to this with great diversity in 
cultivars. The Lacandone milpa^ system may employ over 100 varieties of 
plants in a single hectare (Nations and Nigh, pp.10-11). This diversity 
allows the farmer to take advantage of several biological nitches, to 
reduce the risk of hunger from the failure of a few crops, and to provide a 
varied diet for his family.

The Lac andone farming system is primarily based on maize. Root crops, 
vines, tree crops, and vegetables are also grown. The cultivars are 
scattered throughout the milpa. Like, or similar plants are rarely placed 
in close proximity. This fools species specific predators, and thus

Milpa is an Indian word used in southeastern Mexico to refer to a farm 
plot, generally a slash-and-burn plot.
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reduces crop loses. The cultivars are also arranged in time and space to 
make maximum use of available resources. Plants occupy positions below, 
on, and above the ground. Various crops are planted at different times to 
give a constant supply of fresh food, and to keep the soil covered and 
protected from the elements (Nations and Nigh).

Lacandone farming is relatively intensive for a shifting cultivation 
system. Milpas are small (one to two hectares), and are cropped for two to 
six years, then fallowed for five to twenty years. Weeding, site 
selection, land preparation practices, and cropping patterns all contribute 
to a more 'durable' milpa system. The Lacandones require less land for 
subsistence than most of the region's farmers.

Milpa cropping is not the sole source of subsistence for the Lacandones. 
Resources are also drawn from the primary forest, from forest fallows, and 
from lakes and streams. A wide range of plant and animal products are 
taken from the primary forest. Hunting and gathering have traditionally 
played an important role in the Lacandone subsistence economy.

The Lacandone conception of the forest fallow or acahual as it is 
generally called in Chiapas, is illustrative of their complex strategy of 
resource use. The acahual is called pak che kol in Yucatec, which means 
planted tree garden (Nations and Nigh). Unlike many shifting 

agriculturalists, the Lacandones view the forest fallow as a productive 
part of the system. Tree and root crops are planted in the milpa before it 
is abandonned. These crops are harvested from the acahual over a period of 
years. The acahual is also attractive to many species of wild game that 
graze on acahual plants. These animals are hunted, providing an important 
protein source. The Lacandones consciously plant some crops as forage for 
wild animals. To attract game, they also leave some maize undoubled to 
make it easier for wild animals to feed. This is believed by the 
Lac andones to reduce crop loses to animals; some of the crop is 'given' to 
the game animals (Nations and Nigh).

The development process has had a severe impact on the Lacandone Indian 
population. Early contact with loggers and chicleros spread disease among 
the population and greatly reduced their numbers (Tozzer, Nations 1979).
The massive migration from the highlands gradually forced the Lacandones to 
move deeper and deeper into the forest. Eventually there was nowhere for 
them to go.

Government intervention in the late 1970s resulted in their 
concentration in a few settlements. The traditional farming system 
suffered from this concentration because farmers no longer 'lived in their 
fields' . Their concentration also facilitated the conversion of many of 
their number to the Seventh Day Adventists faith by missionaries. The 
general deterioration of Lacanndone traditions has resulted in a movement 
away from traditonal farming. The effect has been an erosion of the level 
of intensity and care with which the Lacandones farm.

Nations believes that only about a dozen Lacadones continue to practice 
the traditional farming system (Nations p.c.). This number is being 
reduced as the older generation passes on. It seems likely that the highly
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adapted forest farming technology of this culture will soon be lost. In 
the Lacandone system there are many important lessons that may apply to 
agricultural development problems in the Selva Lacandona and other tropical 
areas. The Lacandones possess an intimate understanding of the tropical 
forest environment. In the final chapter, some ways in which their 
knowledge might be applied to the region's agricultural development will be
suggested.



Chapter III

THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS IN THE SELVA LACANDONA

In many respects, the development process in the Selva Lacandona has 
been typical of that of most of the Mexican Tropics. After centuries of 
relative isolation, the construction of roads for timber operations opened 
the region to independent migrants. These settlers colonized the region 
and established a precarious existence based on shifting cultivation. The 
migrants were only able to produce small surpluses of staple crops because 
of a variety of technical problems. Poor markets for cash crops such as 
fruits and coffee limited the options open to farmers. A lack of 
alternatives for improving living standards has resulted in the spread of a 
highly destructive extensive cattle industry. Cattle production has proven 
to be one of the only systems available to the colonists for the rapid 
generation of cash income. Most cattle systems in the region, however, 
degrade the land.

Current patterns of land use are leading to a process where the human 
carrying capacity of the Selva Lacandona is being reduced. As more land is 
planted in pasture, the area available for the cultivation of food crops 
shrinks. This is the result of the dominance of short term economic 
incentives, and a lack of attention to longrun consequences.

This chapter examines the development process in the Selva Lacandona.
The presentation is divided into four sections. The early phase of the 
development process was dominated by extractive industries. In the first 
section, logging, and chicle collection, before roads were constructed in 
the region, are reviewed. Initial independent colonization in the Selva is 
also included in this section. In section two, the development process 
after 1964 is described. In 1964, the first logging roads were 
constructed, opening the Selva Lacandona to massive migration. The third 
section examines the two principal agricultural systems that have evolved 
in the region since the begining of colonization. The progression of land 
use patterns characterized by the clearing of forest for farming, followed 
by the sowing of pasture for cattle is detailed, and the problems 
associated with extensive grazing examined.

-38-
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THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS BEFORE 196A 

Early Extractive Industries

Until the late 19th century, only isolated groups of Lacandones
* U K-f a 1-hP qplva Lacandona. In 1878, much of the region was divided mhabited the Seiva L cn nnn end 9(in fiflfl hectaresinto individual land holdings of between 50,000 and 200,000
fTflbat-n 1979 p 79). These divisions were rather meaningless e 
t f  nab l oi ti; owners to exploit their isolated p«c.:Ls Prtvat, 
logging enterprises were able to harvest timber that was accessible along 
rt! margins of the Ucmnacinta and Lacantun rivers and their la^ ® r 
tributaries. These companies extracted valuab e timer along the rivers 
until the early 20th century (Blom and Duby 1957, p.277J.

Loggers felled timber at a short distance from the rivers ^nd dragged 
the logs to the banks with mule teams. The wood was t en o 
t E  Some fraction of this timber reached Tenosique Tabs . on
the Ucumacinta, and was either milled or shipped to the sea
The effect of this logging on the region was limited by the difftcult^ot
hfluiinE timber over long distances. Operations were confm
band along the principal rivers. The extension of logging operations wa
also Limited by the number of rivers that had sufficient depth and width to
c arry the logs.

Another early industry in the Selva Lacandona was / ““ “ fthe
Chicle is a natural rubber source that is the product of the sap of the Lnicle is a ndimd nrimarily used as a basechico zapote tree (Manilkara zapota D ) .  It s primarily u .
for chewing gum. Chicle collectors (chicleros) gravitated to the virg
forests of the Selva from Campeche (once yields were reduced
over-exploitation) after 1926. The Selva^ a=and°n a "“ ve*?1°he Chiapas than the forests of Campeche because the hxgtier humxdmty of Che Ctixapa
jungle results in a lower quality rubber from chicle (Labato 1979, p.

The increased demand for natural rubber in the United States during the 
Second , L d  the Japanese occupation of rubber P - ^ c - g  areas m
Asia resulted in intensification of chicle exploitation in the Selva 
Lacandona. American companies built airstrips to facilitate ch^cl® 
extraction. The development of substitutes for natural rubber m  the 
1940s. and the end of.the War contributed to a sharp decline in c ic 
gathering in the Selva thereafter (Labato 1979, p.73).

Early Settlement
The first settlers entered the Selva Lacandona after 1940 from the 

Selva were the Jatate, Perlas and Tulija (see Map 8J.
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More meaningful subdivisions were made in this period with the 
establishment of large private ranches (Labato 1979, p.80). These ranches 
owned in abstentia by wealthy families from the state capital, Tuxtla 
u tierez controlled between one and ten thousand hectares. The ranches 

were purchased from the federal government in the 1940s.

Ranchers had several methods of establishing pastures. Peons were 
sometimes used to clear forest and to plant the land in grass. In some 
cases ranchers allowed landless peasants to clear the forest and plant
tlkinv offaJ I aSOn' T^ Se farmers would Plant grass in their plots after 
area n i  7 T '  Peasants would then movs and clear another

J'. ™ ls method Pyovl£led the rancher with free labor and the farmer with 
land for a year. This method was also practiced by unscrupulous landowners 
who would force peasants off of land that they expected to own after 
clearing (Nations and Komer).

Small ranches of less than 100 hectares were 
ranches primarily served as producers of feeder 
ranches. Because the region still lacked roads 
walked out on trails to Tabasco and Ocosingo.

also established. These 
calves for the larger 
in this period, cattle were

LOGGING AND MIGRATION

Mechanized Logging

In 1964, The Asseraderos Bonampak logging company entered the Selva 
Lacandona and began mechanized logging operations. The company had 
previously logged the Candelaria region of Campeche and moved into the 
Selva after that region's timber resources had been depleted (Labato 1979

The mechanization of logging made the construction of roads into the 
tShe V! L“ “ad“ a itable^ for the first time. A road was constructed from
he Southeastern railway siding at Penjamo (see Map 4) into the Chocolja
a ey* _ Thrs river valley had not been logged previously because the river 

was of insufficient size for floating logs. Bulldozers and other heavy 
equipment were used to construct a trunk road through the Chocolja and 
Santo Domingo river valleys, and a grid of tracks throughout the northern
half of the Selva. The Bonampak Company's mill was established at 
Chancala.

The type^ of logging practiced by this company utilized very few tree 
species, primarily Caoba (Swietenia macrophylla K.), and Tropical Cedar 
(Cedrela odorata C.). Only about one tree per hectare was harvested 
Bonampak harvested an average of 17,000 cubic meters of timber each year 
from 1964 and 1974 (SFF, p.172). Most of the logging was done between 
March and May *4ien rainfall is light enough to make work with heavy 
equipment possible and the transportation of logs to Chancala easier.

. Alth°ugh only a small number of tree species are used by the losgimr 
industry m  the Selva Lacandona, the attendent destruction is great.
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Because the useful trees are widely scattered, tracks must be constructed 
across large expanses of forest to get at the economically useful trees 
In the course of the construction of tracks, much of the surrounding forest 
is disturbed. The trees in the canopy of the tropical forest are coni 
by lianas and other vegetation. Because tropical r a m  forest trees are 
shallow rooting, many trees are toppled along with the economic “ re
the course of harvesting. Additional destruction occurs when the logs are 
dragged out through the muddy forest floor. An estimated ten to th J  
percent of the forest is damaged by this type of logging operation (Nations
and Komer).

As it is exploited today, commercial timber in the Selva Lacandona is a 
non-renwable resource. There is no replanting. The trees that are 
currently of economic value are long maturing species. They typically 
require fifty to one hundred years to reach maturity.

The logging industry in the Selva is highly mechanized, therefore it has 
little employment effect on the region. Total employment m  logging was 
only 213 people in 1975 (SFF, p.191). What employment there is is highly 
seasonal. Most of the workers are brought in from Palenque and Chancala, 
and the milling is done in or near those towns.

The most profound impact of logging has been the construction of roads. 
Logging roads through the river valleys of the region facllitated the 
migration of landless people from the highlands. In a manner similar to 
the Homestead Act in the United States (Nations 1979), migrants settled 
this frontier area, establishing settlements along the roads.

Massive Migration

From 1964 to 1978, massive migration from the Highlands of Chiapas 
occured. Migrants entered the Selva Lacandona along logging tracks and 
colonized the Chocolja and Santo Domingo valleys. Other migrants entered 
the Southwestern zone from the area known as Las Marguaritas (see Map A).

In the 1960s, there was a conflict within the government over the use 
the land of the Selva Lacandona. In 1961, the Department of Agrarian 
Affairs and Colonization (DAAC) expropriated 188,205 hectares for 
resettlement (approximately 10 to 15 percent of the total area). T is 
agency wanted to settle landless people from northern and central Mexico 
directed settlement projects. The State of Chiapas wanted to relieve 
population pressures in the highlands of the state, and thus defuse 
conflicts between ranchers and landless peasants, through independent 

ion to the Selva (Labato 1979, p.85).

of

m

With the opening of logging roads, the migrants had indeed come into the 
region independently. Eventually, the federal government abandoned plans 
for directed settlement and accepted the defacto establishment of colonies

The boundaries of the Selva Lacandona in the report were unclear7
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on the federal lands. The migrants were invited to petition for status as 
ejidatarios under the land reform laws. In 1967 the Departamento Agrarias 
{. formerly DAAC) expropriated 401,959 hectares for redistribution into 
ejidos and as part of the national land reserve (Labato 1979 p 81) This 
represented about 30 percent of the total area of the region! The process 
ot legitimization of land claims was long and drawn out, and frequently 
proved very expensive for the colonists.

The ejidos tended to be made up of families from the same area in the 
highlands. Typically, one or two families pioneered a settlement and 
encouraged others from their village to follow. The ejidos grew into 
villages in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Between 1962 and 1975 about 
50,000 people entered the region, and formed at least 120 colonies! The 
population of the Selva Lacandona in 1981 was probably over 80,000.

In the 1970s, the government became concerned with the course of the 
development process in the Selva Lacandona. Large areas of forest 
containing valuable timber were destroyed by independent colonists. In an 
effort to halt this waste, thousands of migrants were expelled from their 
farmsteads and resettled in concentrated settlements. An examination of 
the record of government involvement in the Selva's development reveals a 
great deal about the nature of the government's strategy for development in 
the region before the SAM. The resettlement projects undertaken in the 
1970s offer another example of ill—conceived and poorly executed 
colonization schemes such as those of the Papaloapan Project and Uxpanapa. 
The actions taken by the government and their effects are detailed in 
Appendix A.

AGRICULTURAL SYSTEMS

Subsistence farming with shifting cultivation and extensive cattle 
grazing are the principal agricultural systems that have been established 
by migrants in the Selva Lacandona. Shifting cultivation in the region, 
under the proper conditions, is a viable system for small-holders, but is 
not sufficiently productive for the apparent needs of the colonists. 
Extensive cattle grazing in the Selva is very unproductive and often 
destructive to the land. This section examines the evolution of these two
systems and analyzes the inherent problems that they hold for agricultural 
development.

Subsistence Farming

In the early years, the colonists were primarily concerned with eking 
out a living through subsistence cropping. They adopted farming systems 
based on shifting cultivation of maize and other staples in response to 
environmental conditons and the limited availability of markets and 
resources.
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The Mexican ecologist Arturo Gomez-Fompa wrote that the regenerative 
systems of the rain forest seems to be very well adapted to the_activities 
of primitive Man" (Gomez-Pompa 1972, p.763). The shifting cultivation 
systems practiced by traditional forest farmers such as the Lacandones, 
under low population densities, are similar to the occasional destruct 
of the forest resulting from natural causes.

The nutrient cycle between the mature tropical forest and the soil is a 
nearly closed system. Storage occurs in the biomass and in the tops > 
which are connected by several nutrient pathways (Sanchez 1973, P-350). 
Tropical forest farmers take advantage of the nutrients _ locked up i n J * e «
biomass and the soil through their slash-and-burn technique. Nutrients ar 
released through burning and provide the basis for crop production.
According to Ruthenberg (p.354):

Shifting cultivation...allows soils poor in nutrients to ^
regularly produce relatively high yields...If the fallow periods 
are long enough, this type of land use system represents a 
balanced exploitation of the resources available to farming.

However, shifting cultivation may be highly destructive under some 
circumstances such as high population densities, and the practice of 
shifting cultivation by inexperienced farmers. One common source o 
ecological instability in shifting cultivation systems is a breakdown m  
the fallow cycle. This may result from a scarcity of farmland or the 
establishment of pastures. A breakdown m  the fallow cycle can result | 
rpduced soil fertility (and therefore lower yields), erosion and weed c- 
infestation^ increasing labor requirements) (Clarke, p.170) Many of these 
problems are becoming common in the longest settled areas of the Selva
Lacandona.

Another problem associated with shifting cultivation in the Selva
Lacandona has been the burning of large expanses of fore"t - ^ ^ u r n i n ^ t o ’ 
in part the result of inexperienced farmers using uncontrolled burning to 
clear land for farming. Large areas have also been cleared with fire * 
colonists seeking to secure tenure over the land. It is commonly believ
that forested land is unclaimed.

If poorly practiced, shifting cultivation can lead to erosion._ Farmers 
in the Selva Lacandona are increasingly using slash and burn farming 
techniques on steep hillsides. Unless care is taken^to quickly introduce a 
ground cover (as do the Lacandones in their milpas with^root crops an 
bananas), heavy rains can result in rill and gully erosion.

In terms of economic development, Eckholm (p.139) finds that shifting 
cultivation alone is inadequate:

Production may be fairly secure, but the system makes no 
provision for the accumulation of investments that is the key to 
higher productivity and wealth...Material poverty is the 
inescapable condition of the traditional shifting cultivator.
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Once migrant families have achieved subsistence, they generally seek to 
acquire cash income. It is difficult for migrant farmers to generate large 
surpluses of milpa crops with their slash-and-burn techniques. At that 
point in the development of a farmstead, farmers must select an enterprise 
or a group of enterprises for commercial production. Tree crops such as 
fruits, cacao and coffee all require maturation periods, and have poorly 
developed markets and low prices. The market for chile is also unsure and 
labor demands in chile production are high. Extensive cattle production is 
one of the few_systems available to farmers in the Selva Lacandona that 
offers a relatively rapid means of generating cash income with their 
limited resources. Cattle in the Selva is one of the only commodities that 
is well linked to regional and national markets. Labor demands are also 
relatively light in extensive cattle systems.

Extensive Cattle Production

Cattle production has expanded rapidly in the Selva Lacandona. Today at 
least one third of the northern half of the Selva Lacandona is in pasture. 
As much as one third of all ejidal land in the region may now be devoted to 
cattle production. This expansion has been part of a wider expansion in 
the Southeast. Extensive cattle operations in the Selva have benefitted 
directly and indirectly from government support of the industry. Extensive 
grazing systems are generally non-sustainable under current practices and 
conditions in the region. Their expansion threatens the longrun viability 
of the agricultural economy of the Selva.

Extensive^ cattle production is practiced in the Selva Lacandona by both 
small and large land holders. Large and small private ranches were 
established in the 1940s and 1950s. Many of the colonists who settled 
ejidal lands^also became cattle producers. Cattle production among 
ejidatarios in the Selva Lacandona began in the early 1960s. Many of the 
Highlanders had experience working on the large ranches in their municipos 
before migration. Others had migrated seasonally to work on ranches in the 
lowlands of Chiapas, Tabasco and Veracruz. Many of the small ranchers in 
the Selva also came from these cattle producing regions on the Gulf Coast.

Extensive grazing systems are relatively easy to establish and expand 
for migrants in the Selva Lacandona. Grass is planted in the milpa near 
the end of the cropping cycle. The area in pasture can be expanded at a 
rate of two to three hectares per year within the cropping cycle. With a 
few thousand pesos, a farmer can establish a breeding herd within a few 
years. Calves are easily marketed at the farm gate. Two calves yield an 
income that is equivalent to the average income from one hectare of milpa. 
All of these factors make cattle an attractive enterprise for the small 
farmers of the Selva. The economic returns to grazing are, however, short 
lived. ’

pie problems with extensive grazing systems arise primarily from the 
basic ecological imbalances inherent in extensive grazing systems in the 
Humid Tropics. Most cattle operations in the Selva Lacandona result in 
land degradation. Unlike a well managed shifting cultivation systems with
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adequate fallows, extensive grazing in tropical forested areas involves the 
total removal of tree cover for extended intervals. Forest is converted to 
stands of African or native grasses, Ruthenberg^(pp. 47-48) notes the 
weakness of grasses as a cover in the Humid Tropics:

Grass in the tropics,....does not have the same ability as bushes 
or trees to remobilize nutrients and to accumulate organic 
matter. Trees alone have the necessary depth of rooting, the 
capacity to make use of a large part of the rainfal1 throughout 
the year, and the ability to maintain, m  their own structure and 
leaf litter, a substantial portion of the nutrient material 
available. Land that has been under pasture is frequently 
incapable of regenerating secondary forest growth or of 
sustaining crops due to a lack of nutrients and damage to the 
soil structure.

Another serious problem resulting from the conversion of forest to 
pasture is an acceleration of erosion. Pasture does not protect the soil 
as well as a tree cover. In Columbia, for example, on a relatively gentle 
slope, land under pasture lost seven tons of top soil per hectare per year, 
while land under forest on the same slope lost less than one ton (Sanchez 
1976). Badly eroded pasture has become a common sight in the northern half 
of the Selva Lacandona. Over-grazing, which is frequent^on pastures of 
small-holders, increases the erosive effects of heavy rains by thinning out 
the grass cover and exposing the soil.

The expansion of extensive cattle grazing has had a negative effect 
on food production in the Selva Lacandona. The conversion of forest and 
cropland to pasture has reduced the area available for food production.
Food production, and the potential to produce food in the future, are also 
reduced through the declining soil fertility associated with pasture 
cultivation. In the future, many ejidatarios may fail to achieve 
self-sufficiency as a result of land degradation.

Because cattle grazing in the Selva Lacandona is an extensive industry, 
it has a low capacity to absorb labor. Workers are needed seasonally for 
weeding pastures, stringing fences, clearing land, burning and for 
round-ups. One 750 hectare ranch with 600 head of cattle operates with 
only seven fulltime workers and 25 day laborers for one month each year. 
Grosser et al (p.150) found that income generated per hectare is below that 
of crop production. In 1975, field crops were found to yield an average 
net return of 1250 pesos per hectare and cattle only 450 to 500.

The expansion of the cattle industry in the Selva Lacandona has^ also had 
a negative impact on the eqitable distribution of income and wealth in the 
region. The existence of land laws that permit individuals and families to 
control large ranches has been a primary factor in the development of this 
inequality. In the Selva, several ranches control more than 100 times as 
much land as the average ejidatario. It has been estimated that .9 percent 
of the population in Chiapas controls 44 percent of the total land area. 
Chiapas has been the scene of considerable strife as a result of conflict 
between peasants and ranchers. In recent years, disputes over the
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encroachment of ranchers on ejidal land and the invasion of ranch lands by 
peasants have been the leading causes of agrarian problems in the state 
(Esteva, p.145)

The land laws have in fact required landowners to run only extensive 
operations to retain control of these large holdings (Sanders, p.14). Land 
could be expropriated if more than 500 head of cattle were grazed, or if 
crops were produced. These laws, and the protection of large land holdings 
from land reform that they provided, were recently repealed, ostensibly to 
promote the production of grain by ranchers. In Chiapas, in 1981, some 
ranchers were permitted to grow grain on their land (Redclift), The 
implications of recent changes in the land laws that came with the New 
Agricultural Promotion Law (Nueva Ley del Fomento Agropecuario) in regard 
to large cattle holdings remain unclear.

Under current conditions in the region's economy, ejidatarios can make 
more money ranching than cropping, in the short run. This will be 
demonstrated in subsequent chapters. It is clear, however, that in the 
long run, the expansion of extensive cattle grazing may lead to the 
impoverishment of a significant fraction of the population of the Selva 
Lacandona. As farmers turn their land into pasture they reduce their 
ability to be self-sufficient in food. This may eventually lead to a 
deterioration in the quality of life in the region, and reduce its 
potential contribution to national grain self-sufficiency.

CONCLUSIONS

The process of land settlement in the Selva Lacandona has not 
contributed to long-term economic development. Logging, subsistence 
farming and extensive cattle grazing have reduced the forested area without 
developing the region. The development process has not been effective in 
terms of moving the agricultural economy towards more productive systems. 
The pattern followed in the region has been the introduction of logging, 
with accompanying road construction, followed by colonization, and finally 
the conversion of colonized areas to extensive cattle pasture. This 
pattern has involved a progression toward extensive and less productive 
systems. The result has been the wasteful exploitation of the Selva0s 
resources, and a reduction in the productive potential of the region.

The SAM brought a new commitment at the national level to increasing 
food production in marginal areas, and to the improvement of the welfare of 
the rural population. If these goals are to be realized at the local level 
in the Selva Lacandona, current patterns of land use must be altered. This 
can only be accomplished through the successful introduction of more 
intensive agricultural systems. The intensification of agriculture among 
the migrants in the Selva Lacandona will require the identification and 
promotion of appropriate technologies and the establishment of supportive 
institutional structures. A thorough understanding of the conditions for 
agricultural development in the region is needed for this task. The study 
of these conditions begins in Chapter IV with a description of the 
settlements, the migrants, and the conditions under which they live.



Chapter IV

THE SELVA LACANDONA IN THE NINETEEN-EIGHTIES

. e more ,han 30 years o£ colonization, the Selva Lacandona remains a 
relatively under-developed frontier zone. Living conditions are P ^ tlve 
S d  incogs are low. Major economic problems inc lud. Poor y devel p d
transportation and commercial systems, and insecurity in land
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SETTLEMENT PATTERNS AND INFRASTRUCTURE
f Qpiva Tacandona has occured along three fronts;
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, 1 f oll nf th. settlements are located on roads. Map 12 shows the 
alm°a a H  systems of the Selva Lacandona and its environs. There is no 

railroad “  the Setva. The Southeastern Railway passes nearest at Penjamo 
in 1981 Sere w!re less than 20 kilometers of paved road in the region. A 
paved section had been completed
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of the Santo Domingo valley, into the valley of the Laconja, and terminates 
at Erontera Echeverria on the Ucumacinta. Map 12 also shows several minor 
tracks that have been constructed off of the trunk road. These former 
logging tracks now connect settlements with the main road. Many of the 
smaller tracks are impassable during periods of heavy rain. Most of the 
main road is open year round. Traffic is occasionally halted by flooding 
or washouts. Within the region, the roads have very few bridges.

Two bus cooperatives operate in the Selva Lacandona. A regular bus 
service is operated between Palenque and Chancala. Another bus line makes 
daily trips between Velasco Suarez and Penjamo, along the main road. The 
buses are ancient and run-down. Breakdowns and delays are common.
Chancala is roughly two and one half hours by bus from Palenque. The trip 
from Penjamo to Velasco Suarez takes four to five hours. In addition to 
the bus companies, several privately owned trucks regularly carry 
passengers and cargo along the principal roads.

In the first major infrastructural change to come to the Selva Lacandona 
since the opening of roads, electricity was brought into the Chocolja and 
Santo Domingo valleys in 1981. Twelve ejidos along the trunk road were 
linked with electric lines running from Tenosique. By 1982, most of the 
homes in these settlements had hook-ups. The availability of electricity 
was intermittent however.

THE EJIDOS

The ejidos of the Northern and Central Zones of the Selva are small 
villages similar to those found throughout tropical Mexico. The average 
population of these ejidos was approximately 500 in 1981. The largest 
settlements, such as Damasco, Santo Domingo and La Siria, had about 800 to 
1000 inhabitants. Some of the smaller communities had 150 or less. The 
average number of families was about 1 0 0.

Each settlement occupies one or two kilometers along one of the tracks. 
The larger communities have well defined centers with a group of small 
shops, a CONASUPO rural store, a school, a playing field, and an ejidal 
hall. All of the ejidos have schools and basketball courts. In the larger 
communities, schools are modern construction block buildings. The newer 
and smaller colonies have crude schools with plank walls and corrugated 
roofs. The National Indian Agency (INI) is responsible for providing 
teachers and teaching materials. The main function of INI in the region is 
to promote Spanish and to overcome illiteracy.

Each family has a household plot of one half to one hectare. The family 
house plots are layed out in a grid pattern in the larger colonies. Small 
grass or mud lanes run perpendicular to the main road and are joined by 
latteral lanes. Trees and garden plots are planted around the houses.

The quality of house construction depends primarily on length of 
occupation. Recent arrivals live in huts with split wood walls, earthen 
floors, and thatched roofs. The family gradually improves the living
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quarters over time. Most settlers eventually build a cinder block house 
with one room, a cement floor, and a corrugated roof. The Mexican Social 
Security Institute (INMSS) and COPLAMAR, an agency responsible for 
improving the quality of life in marginal areas, have established home 
improvement programs in several ejidos. The programs aid settlers in 
purchasing low cost building materials.

The political structure of the ejidos is quite democratic. In most of 
the communities, the council of ejidatarios meets frequently, and meetings 
are generally well attended. The state government administers the ejidos. 
Ejidatarios are assisted in setting up their local government through the 
regulation of elections of ejidal officers. The head of the ejidal council 
is the Comisariado Ejidal. He is responsible for the organization of  ̂
collective projects such as school construction, grass cutting and latrine 
maintenence, and the parcelization of ejidal land. He also acts as an 
intermediary between the ejidatarios and the government. Most Comisanados 
Ejidales travel to the state capital or municipal seat several times each 
year. Through the ejidal government, the central government involves the 
ejidatarios in programs for political mobilization through the National 
Confederation of Campesinos (CNC).

The informal struture of the ejidos is typical of the structure of 
village societies in general. The communities tend to be tightly knit. 
Everyone knows everyone else, and many families are related. The farms 
are, however, run quite independently. The ejidos are not communes or 
collectives. There is some labor sharing, and informal redistribution of 
production between households, but farming is with extended family labor 
almost exclusively. The ethnic groups that settled the region are more 
communal in their homelands (Grosser ed., p.67). Social customs have been 
altered in the course of migration. There is a strong preference for wage 
labor as opposed to labor sharing systems among the migrants in the Selva 
today. Cash payments are usually made for harvesting or land clearing 
labor within the ejido. This may in part be due to the perception by these 
people of the money economy as being lading^ Many of the Choi and Tseltal 
migrants are actively 'ladinoizing' .9

THE MIGRANTS

The majority of the Selva Lacandona's colonists are Tseltal Indians.
They come primarily from Ocosingo, Chilon and Yajalon municipos. The 
Tseltals are concentrated in the Northern and Central zones, and comprise 
more than 75 percent of the region's population. The second largest ethnic 
group in the Selva Lacandona is the Choles. This Indian group has migrated 
to the region primarily from Palenque municipo. Some Choles live in 
Tseltal dominated ejidos. Many of the Choles had settled in the area that 
was designated as the Communidad Lacandona in 1972. The largest group of

Non-indian.

Becoming Mexican and forgeting traditional ways.
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Choles is found today at Frontera Echeverria. About 60 percent of the 
colonists in the Santo Domingo Valley speak only an Indian language 
(Grosser ed.) . Tseltal is probably the sole language of about half of the 
Selva°s population.

The Tseltal and the Choi ethnic groups have retained some of their 
traditional cultural practices after migration. The women of both groups 
generally wear traditional costumes. The men as a rule do not. They are 
*ladinoized in their dress.

The population profile of the Selva Lacandona is relatively young. Many 
of the families are recent migrants with small families. Most migrants 
came to the region as young married couples. In the older settlements, one 
finds more extended families where the older generation migrated, and the 
younger generation and the grandchildren are now taking over the farms. 
Adjacent holdings are farmed by adult siblings in many older ejidos. The 
average family in the Santo Domingo Valley has about six members (Grosser 
ed.), In the more recently settled areas, families typically have two or 
three children, and the parents tend to be in their twenties.

Because of the youthful profile, and because inmigration continues, the 
population of the ejidos will expand in the future at a rapid pace. It 
would not be unreasonable to expect a rate of population increase in the 
region of about the national average, approximately three percent per year. 
This would cause the population of the communities to double in about 25 
years.

The diet of the colonists in the Selva Lacandona is based on maize.
Maize is principally consumed as tortillas, and also fresh on the cob, as 
tomales, and as a gruel. Beans are the principal protein source. They are 
consumed at most meals. Supplemental sources of protein include eggs, 
poultry, pork, fish, and wild game. Small quantities of cassava and other 
root crops are consumed. Fruits, especially citrus, are consumed in 
season. Bananas, plantains, squash, squash seed, and some vegetables are 
also included in the diet. Malnutrition is not common in the region. Most 
families can always produce enough food, or generate sufficient income for 
subsistence. Actual hunger is apparently very rare. There may be some 
dietary problems that are less observable than actual hunger or severe 
symptoms of malnutrition, among the population.

Like most frontier tropical areas, the Selva Lacandona has numerous 
health problems. Typhoid, dysentry, malaria, other fevers, and parasites 
are endemic throughout the region. Almost every family loses at least one 
infant to diarrhea. The main problem is clean drinking water. The newer 
ejidos rely on brooks and streams. The more developed ejidos have piped 
potable water available to the households. The instalation of piped water 
systems in the ejidos is the responsibility of the Ministry of Housing and 
Public Works (SAHOP). The provision of potable water has been gradually 
extended from the North. Many families are aware of the benefits of 
boiling water, but some have not adopted this precaution.

The National Company for the Erradication of Malaria (CNEP) has been 
operating in the Selva Lacandona in recent years. A public health program
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is concentrating on the identification of carriers and their treatment to 
limit malaria's spread. Technicians visit all of the settlements 
bi-annually. Medical facilities m  the Selva are poor. Some of the larger 
eiidos and the government settlements have clinics run by the INMSS, but 
these Ire not permanently staffed. Colonists must usually travel to 
Chancala, Palenque or Tenosique to see a doctor.

LAND TENURE
The eiidos are communally controlled agricultural land units that were 

formed under the Land Reform Law. Once the Selva Lacandona was officially 
opened to colonization, migrants had the right to Pe“ tL°n the ?°^®r 
for official recognition of claim to the land that they had -ettled. The 
eovernment divided the settled areas and some uncolonized land into ejidos 
in the 1960s. The average land area granted to ejidos in the Northern an 
Central Zones is approximately 2000 hectares. The largest eji o con ro 
over 4000 hectares, and the smallest about 900. The typical size of an 
ejidatario's allotment is twenty hectares. Some have as few as eighteen. 
This allotment usually includes both agricultural land and land unsuited t 
agriculture. The actual crop land alloted may range from eight to twenty 
hectares.

The acquisition of official rights to land by colonists was a long and 
complicated, and often costly process. Dotacion difinitiva, official 
recognition of an ejido by the Ministry of Agrarian Reform (SRA), requires 
several bureacratic procedures, and frequently involves large payments to 
lawyers in the Capital and gratuities to officials. The average interva 
between application for, and receipt of dotacion for an ejido in the Santo 
Domingo Valley was six years (Grosser ed., p.17). Some settlements in more 
remote areas visited in 1981 waited eight to ten years. O n c e ® h ^ ’has 
land entitlement of an ejido may be insufficient for a population that has 
increased rapidly through natural increase and_inmigration. Many of the 
ejidos filedPfor an amplification of their entitlement after having
recieved dotacion.

In some ejidos there are substantial numbers of families that were not 
included in the original entitlement. Some of these are later migrants 
and others are the children of the original settlers. Families headed by 
non-ejidatarios (ie. those without land rights) may account for ten to 
thirty percent of all families resident in ejidos m  the Selva. Thi 
percentage varies considerably between settlements In Cuauhtemoc, a new 
settlement in the Northwest, almost half of the colonists were not inc u 
in the original land claim. These families must- rely on land loans from
ej idatarios, share arrangements, and wage laboring for a living.

Land tenure has been a major problem in the development process in the 
Selva Lacandona. It has been noted that poor definition of land Rights has 
led to the eviction of colonists by ranchers, the government (in the case 
of the Land Grant), and the Army (in the case of the burning of illegal
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settlements in the late 1970s).10 it w was observed that the burning of 
large expanses of valuable timber stands has been attributed to land tenure 
insecurity. There have, also been numerous land disputes between ejidos, 
between e j idos and ranches , and between e j idos and the Lacandones , over 
land tenure issues.

Instability in land tenure has had an impact on agricultural land use 
patterns. Farmers who are insecure about their land rights may be loath to 
leave land as forest or fallows for fear that their claim to it might be 
questioned. Planting land in pasture may give them an added feeling of 
security. Farmers who are unsure of the future may also be less inclined 
to make long term investments in their holdings. In this respect, land 
tenure difficulties may, for example, limit the development of tree crops 
that take several years to become productive. Planting pasture or simply 
continuing subsistence cropping could be the result. Planting pasture 
after land has been cleared for milpa has almost no capital or labor costs.

THE RURAL ECONOMY

The material possessions of the migrant families are few. Most have 
only their farming implements, cooking utensils and a few clothes. Some of 
the families have purchased transistor radios and kerosene lanterns. Most 
families make only a few hundred dollars in cash income each year. Some 
colonists are better-off, A few families have aquired trucks. Trucking is 
a particularly lucrative enterprise that will make these wealthier truck 
owning families even more successful.

In the early years, the agriculture of the colonists is almost 
exclusively for subsistence. The family clears one or two hectares, and 
grows enough maize and beans to survive. In areas of recent colonization, 
hunting and gathering are also fairly important to the settlers* 
subsistence. In the first years of colonization in the region (and 
currently in areas of more recent colonization), there are few 
possibilities for commercialization.

The main constraint to production for market is the transportation 
system. As the roads are improved in an area over time, merchants enter 
and provide market outlets. When the marketing opportunities are few, 
prices tend to be low, One or two merchants often dominate an area and 
extract large profits through their entrepeneurial role. The low prices 
discourage farmers from producing surpluses of some products.

Grosser et al (p.87) estimated that in two ejidos in the Santo Domingo 
valley, the percentage of all produce that was marketed was 58 percent in 
one, and 48 percent in the other. Muench (p.140) gives a lower figure of 
30 to 35 percent for the Selva as a whole.

10 See Appendix A.
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Farmers in the Selva are rarely satisfied with a meager subsistence. 
After a few years of colonization, a farmer has cleared sufficient land to 
enable him to begin producing surpluses. For most, the first commercial 
product is maize. Surpluses of maize may result from a particularly 
successful season, or from a large planting. Maize is not, however, an 
attractive crop for commercialization for several reasons. Yields are 
uncertain, and the price is not very rewarding for the amount of effort 
involved. Maize also stores poorly in the humid climate. There are few 
profitable alternatives to maize. The most popular commercial activity has 
been cattle production. Other alternatives to maize include chile, coffee, 
cacao, fruits, and small livestock. These crops have less well developed 
infrastructure than that for cattle, generally poor prices, and are 
relatively demanding in expertise and effort. The tree crops also require 
three to seven year s of growth be fore pr oduc t ion beg ins while cattle c an
yield more rapidly.

Within the ejidos there is some commerce. In all of the settlements 
there are families that run shops. They buy small quantities of such 
necessities as kerosene, cooking oil, and matches, and 'luxury' items such 
as candy, coca cola, and cigarettes, from itinerant merchants or in the 
towns. These products are resold at a high mark-up to their neighbors. 
There is also some barter and trade in local products between families.
The majority of farm-families are basically self-sufficient.

For farmers to market products in Palenque or Tenosique is costly. 
Transportation on buses and pick-ups has become prohibitively expensive.
In January of 1982, the doubling of gasoline prices resulted in a doubling 
of fares. The fare by bus or pick-up from Palenque to the ejidos in the 
Upper Laconja valley was about 100 pesos after the price hike. ^From 
Chancala to Santo Domingo was 40 to 50 pesos. Charges for hauling goods is 
negotiated between the driver and the farmer. Few farmers will haul maize 
because of the high price of transport. Small livestock and such higher 
value products as coffee are the most common goods that the farmers take to 
town themselves. There are no established local or regional markets in the 
Selva Lacandona,

Most of the commerce in the region is conducted^by itinerant merchants 
called coyotes. These merchants travel the Selva in trucks buying, 
selling, and bartering among the settlers. The principal commodities 
purchased by the coyotes are maize, coffee, chile, bananas, oranges, hogs, 
and chickens. Commercialization of these individual products will be 
discussed in detail in the following chapter. In general, prices_offered 
for most products by the merchants are well below those recieved in 
Palenque from wholesalers. Maize and coffee prices are, however, 
relatively close to the guaranteed government prices. Chicken and hogs, 
for which there is a strong demand in the towns, command relatively good 
prices. The prices for fruits are very low and subject to wide 
fluctuations. The price of chile is highly variable, and based primarily 
on stocks on-hand at central markets. Cattle are marketed at the farm gate 
at prices that are belows those received in Palenque, but considered good 
by local standards.
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Wage laboring is important in the economy of many the colonists. Wage 
laboring jobs are found in the ejidos, primarily at harvest time. The 
private ranches employ numbers of day laborers seasonally. Logging 
provides a small number of jobs * Additionally, some colonists travel 
outside of the region in search of work. There is an overabundance of day 
laborers available in the Selva Lacandona, and jobs are generally hard to 
come by. Wages in the region are very low. The standard wage in the 
northwestern section of 80-100 pesos per day in 1981 was less than half of 
the official minimum wage. In the Santo Domingo Valley, wages averaged 150 
pesos per day, and in the Marquez de Comillas, 200 pesos per day (80 
percent of the minimum). No explanation for the wage differentials was 
available.

The majority of the region's adult males work a few weeks for wages each 
year to supplement agricultural income. Grosser et al (p.87) estimated 
that 40 percent of heads of household in the Santo Domingo Valley ejidos 
worked off-farm at some time in the year. Those with well established 
cropping or cattle enterprises rarely work off farm. Younger men often 
work for two to four weeks each year. Those without land rights frequently 
work for two or three months per year.

DEVELOPMENT IN THE 1980S

In 1980, petroleum exploration began in the Marquez de Comillas zone 
following earlier discoveries across the border in Guatemala. The 
discovery of reserves near Pico de Oro has led to an influx of population 
in the area. The government has also begun to colonize the Marquez de 
Comillas zone with directed settlement projects. Approximately 30,000 
people are to colonize the margins of the Ucumacinta, Chixoy and Lacantun 
rivers in the early 1980s. In 1982, there were a few thousand colonists in 
the region, primarily concentrated in settlements at Pico de Oro and 
Venemeritus. Agriculture in the zone is to be based on maize and cacao 
production. Rice and oil palm projects are also being considered (Aguilar 
p.c .) .

The construction of a new road in the Selva Lacandona began in 1981.
The road is to run from Chancala to Bonampak, south into the Marquez de 
Comillas zone, and than west along the Guatemalan border to Lagunas 
Montebello (see Map 12). It seems likely that the increasingly unstable 
situation in Guatemala has inspired this project. The oil reserves of the 
Marquez de Comillas zone are currently isolated and within a short distance 
of disturbed areas in Guatemala.

The extraction of petroleum in the Selva Lacandona may result in 
considerable disruption of the environment. In Tabasco, where petroleum 
production has expanded rapidly in recent years, the countryside has been 
devastated by the construction of pipelines, the erection of oil rigs, the 
opening of tracks for moving heavy equipment, and by air and water 
pollution. In return for these possible depredations, petroleum will 
provide little employment or income for the inhabitants of the Selva. Most 
of the workers will almost undoubtedly be brought in.
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The strategic road that is under construction in the region will open 
large areas to colonization that were previously isolated. Map 12 shows 
that the new road is to run closer to the Ucumacinta than the current trunk 
road through an uninhabited area. The new road construction is of a 
higher grade than the trunk road through the center of the Selva. Concrete 
bridges have been constructed, and the road is to be paved. The 
construction of this new road will not improve economic conditions m  
existing colonies.

Until a sound development strategy is devised for the Selva Lacandona, 
encouraging further colonization through road construction will lead to the 
waste of more of the region's resources. Settlers along this new road will 
almost inevitably follow the patterns of earlier colonists that have proven 
unproductive and often destructive in the past. The movement of thousands 
of families into the isolated Marquez de Comillas Zone is, additionally, 
strongly reminiscent of past resettlement projects. There is little reason 
to expect the successful establishment of permanent and productive^ 
agricultural systems in this most difficult of the Selva Lacandona's 
environmental zones. Much of the Marquez de Comillas Zone is inundated 
part of the year.



Chapter V

THE FARMING SYSTEMS OF THE MIGRANTS

In order to design an alternative development strategy for the Selva 
Lacandona, the farming systems of the migrants must first be understood.
1̂ - this chapter, the systems will be described and compared. Emphasis will 
be placed on the identification of practices that are well adapted to local 
conditions. Problems in production and marketing, and institutional 
obstacles to agricultural development will also be assessed.

Analysis of the fanning systems of the Selva Lacandona reveals a basic 
rationality in decision-making by the region's farmers. Resources 
(primarily land and labor) are allocated to various enterprises in pursuit 
of farm-family goals. The primary objective is to maintain subsistence. 
Production strategies tend to be designed to minimize the risk of crop 
failure and hunger through intercropping and enterprise diversity.
Resource allocation decisions are made using the farmer's experience and 
knowledge of the performance of crops in the local environment. The 
quality of these decisions depends on the farmer's knowledge. Some of the 
colonists have a superior understanding. These farmers have developed or 
adopted practices that work relatively well in the Selva's environment.
The alternative development strategy suggested in the final chapter is 
based on the improvement and promotion of these more highly adapted 
practices.

THE FARMING SYSTEMS: OVERVIEW

The farming systems of the migrants in the Selva Lacandona are divided 
between subsistence, semi—commercial, and commercial groupings.
Subsistence systems have little or no marketed products, and function 
almost exclusively with family labor. Semi-commercial systems have some 
important cash products, and will occasionally employ non-family labor. 
Commercial systems produce goods purely for market, and use primarily hired 
labor.

In the first years of colonization, almost all families struggle for 
susbsistence. The importance of the subsistence sector of the farm economy 
gradually declines over time. Maize, beans, and squash, as well as many 
minor food crops are grown. There are two cropping seasons. Temporal, the 
major crop, is planted at the start of the heavy summer rains. Tornamil is 
the minor crop which is planted in the dry season. Small livestock 
including swine and poultry are also kept,
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Labor is generally provided entirely by the farm-family. Most 
agricultural activities are done by the men and boys. Women may take part 
in weeding and harvesting. The primary role of the women and girls is 
domestic. Women haul water, grind maize, cook, wash, care for childern, 
and tend small livestock. Children are valued as sources of labor on the 
farm, especially boys. The enterprises on a farm are often expanded as the 
number of sons over the age of nine or ten increases.

Once subsistence is achieved, farmers will seek to maximize income. 
Income is maximized subject to the maintenance of subsistence, in most 
cases. Commercial production is almost always secondary. Decision-making 
with commercial products is based on knowledge of the performance of crops 
and markets. Farmers select products and production systems that give the 
highest average returns to land, labor, and other available resources. 
Farmers may adopt a mix of enterprises that produces both food and cash 
products. These systems are labeled semi-commercial, "pie first commercial 
products are generally maize and other milpa crops. Chickens, turkeys and 
pigs may also be produced for market. In some systems, the collection of 
forest products is also important. Tree crops are common commercial 
products in mixed systems after several years of settlement. Farmers plant 
fruit trees, coffee, and recently, cacao. As the area in cash crops is 
expanded, some labor may be hired.

Some farmers in the Selva Lacandona are purely commercial producers.
The greatest part of these are cattle ranchers. This group will be studied 
in the following chapter. The second most common group of commercial 
farmers are chile growers. Dried chile is produced almost exclusively for 
market, and generally with hired labor, in larger enterprises. Few of the 
migrants are primarily commercial producers. The economies of the majority 
of farms in the region are dominated by subsistence production.

In the following sections, the farming systems of the migrants in the 
Selva lacandona are broken down by product. Maize is given the most 
detailed treatment because it is the principal crop, and many crops are 
grown in association with it. Maize production paractices such as clearing 
and weeding can also be generalized to other crops. Of the cash crops, 
coffee is given the most attention because the hectarage in this crop is 
expanding rapidly. A wide range of other products and their prospects are 
also discussed, A final section will examine four mixes of farm 
enterprises, and compare labor demands and economic returns to enterprise 
strategies.

MAIZE

Maize is the principal staple of the migrant farmers in the Selva 
Lacandona. It is grown by almost all farmers who grow crops. The cropping 
systems of the migrants generally revolve around the maize cycle. No 
purchased inputs are used in maize production, except in rare cases. Maize 
is grown in both intercrops and in monoculture. The greater part of the 
production is for on-farm consumption, but most farmers sell some quantity 
of maize in average years.
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Origins of Regional Maize Systems

Migrants brought maize seed with them from the highlands in the first 
years of colonization. Over time, the environment and the farmers have 
selected in favor of some of these Criollo varieties. In the western areas 
of the region, migrants moved from contiguous areas with relatively well 
adapted seed for the Selva's conditions. Later migrants acquired these 
better adapted seeds from earlier settlers. Colonists from Veracruz state 
came to the Selva Lacandona with their, Veracruzano variety in the 1960s,
The Veracruzano variety is better adapted to the humid tropical conditions 
of the region than the highland varieties, and has been widely adopted by 
local farmers. Grosser et al (p.77) found that approximately 40 percent of 
the farmers in the Santo Domingo valley had adopted the Veracruzano variety 
by 1975. With these maize varieties, the migrants have evolved cropping 
systems that have provided a relatively dependable food source, and made 
the region a net exporter.

Temporal Clearing and Planting

Farmers in the Selva Lacandona will plant maize on almost any type of 
land, but level or gently sloping land is preferred. When level land is 
unavailable farmers plant on hillsides, and occasionally on steep slopes. 
Boggy or low lying land is avoided for the temporal crop. Well drained 
soils are the most popular for maize production. Maize is quite sensitive 
to waterlogging.

The maize cycle generally begins in February or March with the clearing 
of vegetation from a plot. Ten to fifteen man days are required to clear 
one hectare of acahual, or about forty days to clear one hectare of virgin 
forest. Clearing is accomplished with machetes and axes, and more recently 
with chainsaws in some ejidos. Most farmers ring the bark from the trunks 
of larger trees to kill rather than attempt to fell them.

The debris is allowed to dry for one or two months. Burning begins in 
April, Logs and brush are piled up to facilitate a more complete burn.
Most farmers also pile brush around the parimeter of the plot to control 
the spread of the fire to adjacent vegetation, A second burn is sometimes 
necessary. The ash from the burning is raked across the surface of the 
plot as fertilizer.

The size of the cleared area is variable, depending on the goals and 
needs of the farmer, and the, resources available to him. The regional 
average is two to three hectares (Grosser ed., Muench, Labato 1979,
Preciado). This area is often divided between two plots. Some farmers 
clear more than three hectares while others may clear as little as one half 
hectare. Factors affecting milpa size include length of occupation of the
farm, the quality of land, family size, 1abor availability, and enterprise 
mix.

With the onset of the rains in May, planting begins. Milpas cleared 
from acahual are generally planted in fairly straight rows, with seeds
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plant ed at one meter distances. In the first few seasons after virgin 
forest is cleared, the milpa is cluttered with logs and stumps, Maizze istoresc i s  c l e a i  c u , ----------------------  “  c
planted wherever there is a bit of open ground. Three to five seeds are 
planted togtherll in a hole made with a digging stick. The hole is covered 
with earth using the foot*

Weeding and Doubling

Weeding may or may not be practiced. When grown in association with 
squash there is little weeding of maize because the squash rnhrbits wee 
growth,12 The amount of weeding needed is dependent on several other 
factors. The number of seasons of continuous cultivation has an effect, 
weed infestations grow worse with each successive cropping. The quality of 
the burn also influences weed growth. A good burn will sterilize a la g 
fraction of the weed seeds in a milpa. The quality of burn is related to 
the age of the vegetation that was cleared. An older acahual or forest 
provides more material than a young acahual, and therefore gives a better
burn. .......................................

When weeding is necessary, it is usually done about thirty day* after 
planting. This is a critical time for competition between the maize and 
weeds. In later months, the maize gains sufficient height to compete, u 
it is vulnerable in the early stages of growth. Weeding is done with a 
machete. About ten to fifteen man days are required to weed a hectare 
maize. Some farmers will also replant sparse parts of the milpa "bile 
weeding to fill in gaps left by poor germination or pest damage. Weeding 
is not done in dry periods to avoid parching the soil (Muench, p,131J.

The maize is left unattended until mid to late August. After four or 
five months of growth, the maize reaches a height of from 1.5 to four 
meters, depending on the variety and growing conditions (higher stands are 
preferred because they are more weed competetive). In August the maize is 
doubled The farmers bends the stalk over the blunt side of a machete and 
folds the plant over, below the ears. The doubling kills the plant and 
commences the drying process. Doubling also makes the maize less 
susceptible to animal predation, and protects the ears^from rainfall.
About four man days are required per hectare for doubling in atypical 
milpa. At the time of doubling, weeding may also be done. Milpas 
frequently become undergrown with weeds, sometimes above the height 
man? To get at the maize to double it involves much slashing with a 
machete in some milpas. Farmers may also plant more crops in a relay 
fashion between the maize at doubling. This necessitates weeding.

11 Planting in bunches facilitates weeding and havesting, and aids in 
supporting the stalks,

12 The importance of squash in the milpa strategy is detailed in another
section.
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Harvest , Storage and Yields

Thirty days after doubling, the crop is harvested* Harvest is generally 
in September and October* The ears are pulled from the stalk with the husk 
intact* Harvesting maize takes about ten to fifteen man days per hectare. 
Hired labor is used by farmers with large plots* Some harvesting is also 
done with share arrangements.

pBecause fields are often more than two kilometers from the homestead, 
bringing the crop in is an arduous task* Trails are usually too narrow for 
loaded mules or horses to trod, forcing farmers to carry the maize out on 
their backs. Much of the harvest is stored in rudimentary field barns 
awaiting hauling. This results in some losses from pests as the maize may 
remain m  the field barn for several months* Some farmers carry the grain 
home only as it is needed for consumption. At the farmstead, maize is 
stored in the house, in outbuildings, and on the farmyard drying floor.
The grain is usually kept on the cobb and in the husk to give greater 
protection from pest losses* Post-harvest losses are estimated at 10 to 20 
percent in the region (Grosser ed., p*152). The maize tends to deteriorate 
after a few months in storage in the humid environment. Maize weevils and 
earwigs are major problems.

Estimates of the average maize yields in the Selva Lacandona range from 
1200 to 3000 kilograms per hectare (Grosser ed., Munench, Labato 1979 
Preciado). The SARH estimate of 1300 kilograms per hectare that has been 
used as the base figure for the SAM program participants is roughly equal 
to the average yields reported by farmers in this survey.13

Yields can vary enormously. In a bad year, yields can be less than one
ton per hectare on some plots. A very good year may see yields of up to 
five tons per hectare. For an average family in the Selva (five 
consumption units)14 the annual consumption of maize is estimated at 1200 
kilograms (Muench, p.133). In a bad year for maize production a family 
would experience a shortfall of perhaps one half ton* Such shortfalls are 
not uncommon* Most farmers reported occasional years in which half of all 
maize consumed was either purchased or borrowed.15 From an average temporal 
crop, a farmer with two hectares of milpa may have a surplus of between one 
and two metric tons of maize. In an exceptionally good year, surpluses may 
exceed three tons, but this is rather uncommon.

13 This is also approximately equal to the national average (Nacional 
Financiera).

14 Grosser et al defined the average family as 2 adults and 4 children or 
five consumption units.

15
Crop failure is apparently a local phenomenon, regional food scarcity 
has not been reported,
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Tornamil
The tornamil maize crop is a type of 'insurance policy- for the farmers

of the Selva Lacandona. In an average year, the dry s?“s0“ J
one quarter the size of the temporal crop. The tornamil plot may be larger 
if the temporal yield was insufficient. In this respect, it is priman y 
designed to make up shortfalls from the principal season. In better years 
the tornamil is a supplementary cash crop over and above the rainy season 
harvest. The dry season crop also provides fresh gram to replace 
deteriorated stocks from the wet season.

The tornamil crop is, however, less dependable than the temporal. The main 
problem is drought. Most farmers don't risk a large crop in the ry 
season, and therefore only plant about one quarter the area of the 
temporal. Only the best land tends to be planted m  tornamil to improve 
its chances of success. In the Marquez de Comillas Zone, where the 
rainfall is greater than in the northern or central areas, tornamil is the 
principal crop because the temporal season the soil moisture content is too
high for maize.

A number of tornamil cropping practices exist in the Selva Lacandona.
The most common is to simply cut the temporal stalkslb and weeds, lightly 
burn, and plant. This is accomplished in November and December at t _ 
start of the dry season. Occasionally, two or three year old acahual is
cleared and planted, but this is not usually doneJ°kout*that Remain in 
temporal milpas there are secondary crops scattered about that remain
the field for more than one growing season. To protect these p an s 
(bananas, sugar cane etc.), the burning in tornamil is very controlled.
Most typically, fires are in small patches, and the whole milpa is not
burned.

The cropping practices of the dry season closely resemble those of the
rainy season. One significant differnce is that the lower lying Part= ° 
fields are generally selected for dry season plantings t0 of
residual moisture. Plantings are more widly spaced to reduce competition 
for water, and also to reduce the risk of pest losses (pests are more 
prevalent in the dry season). As with the wet season crop, three to five 
seeds are planted in each spot. Weeds can be more of a problem than in 
temporal because there is less burning to sterilize weed seeds. Harvest! 
in February or March. Yields are typically lower per hectare than m  the 
temporal. Grosser et al (p.75) estimated that yields per unit aJ;aa ”ere 
about one half to one quarter of temporal yields. This is probably due t 
the less favorable growing condtions, pests, and lower cropping densities.

Maize stalks are not used, apparently because they have little value as 
livestock feed after drying in the field.
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Fallows

All field cropping systems in the Selva Lacandona require fallows at 
intervals* The purpose of the fallow is to replenish nutrients/and to 
inhibit weed and insect infestation. Most commonly, a forest fallow is 
used, but occasionally grass fallow systems are also encountered, A forest 
fallow is created by abandonning a milpa* Successional growth emerges 
rapidly in unweeded or unfired milpas within a few months* Grass fallows 
emerge more quickly than bush. Cropping in grass fallow rotation does, 
however, require considerable weeding because of the rapid regrowth of 
grasses*

The type of fallow used by a farmer is determined by the quality of the 
land, his need for the particular plot in his production strategy, and the 
type of crop to be planted* Several types of bush or forest fallows are 
used, Most typically, the duration of a bush fallow is about six years*
The length of fallow depends primarily on how fast the successional forest 
regrows* If the soil is relatively fertile, and if the period of cropping 
or pasturage is brief, forest will return in a few years. Extended periods 
of use will inhibit regrowth. Some common fallow cycles are: one year
cropping/six years fallow, two cropping/six fallow, one cropping/three 
fallow, and one year of cropping to one year of fallow* The last 
combination is only possible on the best soils.

Variability in Yields

The better maize cropping systems in the Selva Lacandona have abundant 
yields in good years. These yields are not, however, consistent* 
Variability in maize yields is the biggest problem for the region's 
farmers* Two types of variability can be identified^ variation between 
farms (or plots within farms), and variation between years.

The great differences in yields between crop years result from 
variability in weather and pest problems* In Chapter II it was shown that 
the weather in the Selva is highly variable. Rainfall is the most crucial 
factor. Most frequently there is too much* Because most of the best land 
is level or relatively low lying, excessive rainfall can have a substantial 
impact* Flooding and waterlogging reduce maize yields in many years* Very 
heavy showers early in the growing season may also harm the young maize 
plants, and erode planted hillsides* In some years, the rainfall is 
insufficient or ill-timed* In the dry season this is frequently the case* 
The dry season can also experience temperatures low enough to inhibit plant 
growth.

Insects and diseases are the most frequently cited problems by farmers 
in the Selva Lacandona* A variety of grubs, worms and other insects infest 
maize plants* Plagues of insects are most common in the dry season, In 
the rainy season fungi and other micro-organisms attack the crop. The 
humid and hot conditions of the rainy season make a perfect environment for 
these pests. Mammals and birds also take their toll on the crop.
Nocturnal jungle animals are particularly destructive, according to
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farraers. Animal predation is worse in the dry season because food is 
scarcer in the forest at that time.

The causes of variation in yields between farmers are less obvious. 
Grosser et al (p.74) found certain ejidos in the Santo Domingo Valley to 
have superior land endowment. In their study, it was found that the deeper 
soils of the valley floor had higher yields than hilly land. Several 
ejidos have more bottom land than most. Communities in the Northwest are 
less well off. Many ejidos there have only sloping or inundated land.

Other differences between farms are more qualitative. Management is 
clearly a factor. Some farmers have a keener understanding of their 
agro-ecosystem. In general, these farmers do less mono-cropping of maize. 
Detailed studies of yield differences between intercrop mixes are 
unavailable for the Selva Lacandona. For the most part, information on 
inter-crop relations is quite limited.

Many of these better adapted farmers put less emphasis on surplus maize 
production. Maize is a difficult crop in the Selva, with uncertain yields. 
The more 'expert' forest farmers in the region have highly diversified 
production strategies.

Marketing

Most farmers in the Selva Lacandona market some maize in a good cropping 
season. The range of annual marketings is between one and three^tons in 
more settled areas. The average for the Santo Domingo Valley ejidos was 
estimated at 2300 to 2500 kilograms per year by Grosser et al in 1975 
(pp,76 and 203). At the average price received in 1981 of 6550 pesos per 
kilogram, this would have provided a farm income of 14000 pesos. In former 
years, prices in the region changed drastically from month to month, and 
were generally very low (Labato 1979, p,103). In recent years, prices have 
been stabilized through the actions of CONASUPO. The government staples 
agency controls some fifty percent of all regional maize marketings. The 
regional maize price is, effectively, set by CONASUPO, The half of maize 
marketings not handled by CONASUPO is in the hands of the coyotes. The 
price paid by merchants in the Selva is typically ten percent below the
guaranteed price.

C0NASUP0os market share is not larger for several reasons, Labato found 
quality standards to deter farmers from selling to the agency. Moisture 
content requirements are difficult to meet in such a humid area. This 
study found transport to government granaries to be the chief constraint, 
Farmers living in Ejido Granizo, for example,would not haul maizeone 
kilometer to the Santo Domingo CONASUPO terminal to gain 500 more pesos per 
ton. CONASUPO warehouses also cannot receive grain at times because of 
transportation bottlenecks. Maize is sometimes stored in granaries, or in 
the open in CONASUPO dumps, for months, reducing the agency's capacity to 
handle the region s production. The advantage to farmers in selling to^ 
coyotes is that they pick up the harvest at the farm gate. A problem with 
the coyotes is that they are not dependable. Maize may be stored on the 
farm for long periods awaiting their arrival, resulting in storage losses.
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OTHER ROOD CROPS

Beans

Black beans are the principal protein source in the diet of the 
colonists in the Selva Lacandona (and throughout rural Mexico). They are 
consumed boiled, or as mashed and fried refritos, Grosser et al estimated 
that the average ration of beans per consumption unit among the migrants is 
.3 kilograms per day. This is an average of about one half metric ton of 
beans per family per year. Most of the beans are locally produced, but 
supplemental purchases of beans are much more common than for maize. The 
region is a net importer of beans (Aguilar, p.c.).

Beans are grown in many ways. There are two principal types; climbing 
and bush beans. Each requires different practices. There are several 
planting schedules. Many farmers plant beans in such a manner as to 
harvest frequently, rather than count on larger harvests and longer 
storage. Beans are planted in small plots when grown in a monocrop, and 
are most frequently found in intercrops.

A common practice is to plant climbing and/or bush beans at the time 
that temporal maize is doubled. The weeds around the maize bunches are cut 
down and three to four seeds are planted in each hole with a digging stick. 
Climbing beans are planted at the base of the maize. Bush beans are 
planted between the maize bunches at distances of 40 to 50 centimeters 
apart (Muench, p.126). At maize harvest, the beans may receive some 
weeding. This planting strategy combines and coordinates the labor in 
doubling-weeding-planting, and harvesting-weeding. The beans are harvested 
in January,

A common tornamil practice with beans is the clearing of temporal milpa 
after harvest, and the planting of beans or maize and beans in association. 
In this system, bush beans are most often used, but climbing beans may also 
be planted. Areas of one quarter to one half hectare may be planted in 
rows of beans as a monoculture in tornamil. Several seeds are planted in 
holes at distances of from 40 to 50 centimeters. Beans are also 
occasionally planted as a monocrop on land cleared from two to three year 
old acahual. In association with maize, beans may be grown in blocks of 
several meters square surrounded with maize, or intermingled with maize.
In temporal and tornamil plantings, beans can be found interspersed with 
maize or in blocks surrounded by maize.

Beans are unquestionably a problem crop in the Selva Lacandona. They 
are a weak link in the subsistence economy.' Very few farmers plant large • 
areas in beans alone, making yield estimates difficult. By most accounts, 
one ton of beans per hectare would be considered an excellent yield. 
Intercropped with maize, the bean harvests are typically 200 to 500 
kilograms per hectare.17 p0r the average family, two hectares of beans 
grown in a maize intercrop will only provide the subsistence requirement in

The national average is approximately 600 kilograms per hectare 
(Nacional Financiera).
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better years.

Marketing of beans by the region0s fanners is very limited. Few sales 
of more than 500 kilograms were reported. In years when beans are sold, 
the amount marketed per farm rarely exceeds 300 kilograms. The reported 
price in 1981 of 20 pesos per kilogram in the Selva was higher than the 
national guaranteed price of 16.5 pesos per kilogram. The rural price was 
high throughout Mexico that year. Beans are purchased by coyotes as with 
maize. There is also some local trading in beans between and within 
ej idos .

Bean production in the Selva Lacandona is severely limited by agronomic 
problems* Low bean yields have several causes. Beans are highly 
susceptible to drainage problems, which are common in the region. Muench 
(p.133) suggests that yields may be adversely affected by high nitrogen 
content in milpa soils. This could induce excessive vegetative growth, and 
limit fruiting. Some farmers report better yields on hillsides (where 
fertility levels tend to be low). Beans are also reportedly more 
susceptible to insect and disease damage than maize, and less competetive 
with weeds. Some work has been done by the government in the improvement 
of bean production. Muench reported that the Jamapa bean variety was 
introduced in the northwestern area of the Selva with some success (Muench, 
pp.91 and 133). The Jamapa variety has been selected for the SAM crop
improvement program.

Beans may play an important role agronomically in the milpa system. 
Legumes fix nitrogen, and this is beneficial for soil fertility. Some 
experiments have shown that maize yields better when intercropped with 
beans under some conditions than in monocrops (Amador et al.). The 
nutrient flow systems and crop interactions in milpa systems like those in 
the Selva are currently under investigation at the Agricultural College at 
Cardenas, Tabasco (Gliessman p. c.)

Squash

Squash is commonly intercropped with maize. Its prominence in the 
cropping system is due as much to its usefulness within the milpa as for 
consumption or sale. Squash seed is planted at spaces of from two to three 
meters in the milpa. The vines spread rapidly across the floor of the 
milpa and shade it with broad leaves. This shading effect reduces weed 
growth and the impact damage of rain on the soil. Squash leaves may also 
chemically inhibit weed growth (Gleissman 1981).

Squash yieldswell,in general, for the Selva's farmers.Noestimates 
were available for the tonnage of squash produced per hectare. The fruit 
itself is of minor importance, only small quantities are consumed. Much of 
the crop is left to rot in the field. Squash is one of the last crops to 
be harvested. The temporal squash is brought in in January. The most 
important squash variety is the Shihua. The seeds of this variety are the 
most valuable product of squash in the Selva. The seeds are removed from 
the fruit in the field, and are dried at the farmstead. The family
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consumes some fraction of the seeds, and the rest is marketed. Roasted and 
salted squash seeds are a popular Mexican snack food. The price of squash 
seed to producers in the Selva in 1981 was about 5 to 10 pesos per 
kilogram. The typical quantity marketed by a farmer in a year may be about 
50 kilograms, but this is a rough estimate.

Bananas and Plantains

Bananas and plantains are an important carbohydrate source in the 
regional diet. Bananas are consumed the year round, and are eaten almost 
every day. Plantains are either boiled or fried. They are sometimes used 
as a substitute staple between maize harvests, or when maize yields poorly. 
Many varieties of both crops are grown in the region. Most farmers plant 
plantains and bananas in their milpas at first planting. The harvest is 
usually in the following year. These crops are examples of the complex 
temporal structure of milpa cropping. A milpa may serve various purposes 
over time, and produce crops for several years. Bananas and plantains may 
continue to be harvested from bush fallows for several years.

Each farmer in the Selva Lacandona typically has 100 to 150 banana and 
plantain plants in production at any given time. They are present in the 
milpa, in acahual, around the home, and in cacao or coffee plantings. They 
are crops that require little attention after planting, and they continue 
to produce for several years. A farmer may harvest a mat of bananas or 
plantains for ten or more years before it becomes unproductive.

Most banana and plantain production is for home consumption. On older 
farms, more of these crops is often produced than the family needs or 
desires to consume. Unfortunately, the market for bananas and plantains in 
the region is poor. The principal problem appears to be the bulkiness of 
the commodities. Coyotes haul some bananas out of the region, but they 
prefer to load their trucks with grain or livestock, which are of higher 
value by weight. Bananas and plantains are perishable, and cannot be 
stored between the merchants* infrequent visits. Most farmers only have a 
few stems for sale at any given time. This makes collection difficult for 
merchants, and bulk sales by farmers infeasible. The price to producers of 
bananas and plantains in the Selva Lacandona in 1981 was 15 pesos per stem. 
The stems vary by weight. Roughly equivalent stems, when sold at retail in 
Talenque, brought about ten times the price. There is evidently some 
potential for increasing farm income from plantains and bananas through 
improved marketing. There is also room for increasing yields and quality 
through reductions in pest damage. There are currently no government 
programs that aim at assisting farmers with the production and marketing of 
bananas and plantains.
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Minor Pood Crops

A number of fruits, vegetables, and root crops are produced for home 
consumption and.for sale. These products add variety to the diet, and 
provide some cash income. Minor food crops can be divided into two 
catagories; milpa crops, and home-garden crops.

In the milpa, some- root crops are planted. Cassava (yucca) is the most 
common, but other varieties are also found. Root crops are generally 
consumed as vegetables and not as starchy staples. In times of crop 
faliure, or between maize harvests, root crops may, however, be substitute 
staples. Cassava is reported by farmers to yield well, but they have no 
use for large quantities. There is no market for surplus cassava 
production. Cassava does have several avantages for the Selva's farmers.
It produces relatively well on infertile land, it is easy to grow, and it 
can be stored as a living plant for more than a year.

Home garden plots are an important part of the regional farming systems. 
Within the confines of the farmstead, a wide variety of food crops is 
produced. The dominant tree crops include citrus (limes, oranges, 
grapefruit and tangerines), avocado, mango and banana. Other fruit trees 
present are mamey, gunabana and guava. Most families literally live in 
tree gardens. The household plots typically contain fifty or more food 
producing trees. Some families also have small gardens alongside the house 
where cabbage and other vegetables are grown. The gardens are usually only 
about two meters by five meters in size. Sugar cane, chayote (Sechium 
edule), pineapple, papaya, and some vegetables are also grown around the 
house.

Fruit production in the older ejidos is bountiful. There are fruits in 
season at various times in the year. The local population consumes fruit 
regularly, and fruits are probably the most important vitamin source in the 
diet. More fruit is often produced than can be consumed. This is 
especially true for citrus. Some fruit is sold to merchants, but prices 
are extremely low. Oranges are the most commonly sold fruit. The prices 
recieved for oranges by the region's farmers would seem to be inordinately 
low. For oranges that are of excellent size and quality, the price paid in 
January 1981 (at the peak of production), was only 300 pesos per thousand. 
In the same month, in the public market at Palenque, merchants got three 
pesos each for oranges of inferior quality.

Sugar cane is another minor crop in the milpa. Cane is typically 
planted on the milpa's periphery. This is because it must mature through 
more than one season and must be protected from burning at the time of weed 
clearing. Only small quantities are grown. Sugar cane is consumed during 
breaks from field work. A cane is cut down, stripped, and chewed. The 
juice provides liquid refreshment and an energy boost from the sugar. The 
cane is also brought home for snacking. There is widespread evidence in 
the Selva of tooth decay among habitual cane chewers. Sugar cane is also 
pressed in wooden hand presses, fermented, and distilled into a cane whisky
by some families.
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Two local vines are commonly produced in the milpa. Ghayotes are a 
starchy vegetable that resembles a squash on the vine. They are planted at 
the base of stumps or shrups that support the vine as it climbs. Chayotes 
are eaten fresh like a fruit, or can be boiled and eaten in a soup as a 
vegetable. Nescafe is another climbing vine that is planted in the milpa, 
most frequently at the base of maize bunches. Nescafe produces a pod that 
contains several beans. Once dried and ground, nescafe is used as a coffee 
substitute. Production is almost exclusively consumed on farm, but small 
quantities are sold in village shops. Nescafe is harvested as time permits 
during November, December and January. The beans are dried in the 
farmyard. Another minor crop is callabash (gourds). Dried gourds of 
various sizes serve as vessels. Farmers in the Selva also produce many 
herbs for condiments, and medicinal purposes.

COFFEE

Origins and Growth

The Central Highlands of Chiapas is an important coffee producing area. 
Coffee is the principal cash crop of Ocosingo, Yajalon and Chilon 
municipos. Many of the migrants brought experience with coffee production 
with them to the Selva Lacandona. Today the western part of the region is 
developing into the principal coffee producing area of the Selva. Its 
culture has gradually spread from adjacent areas in the highlands. In 
these highland areas, the infrastructure for coffee is well developed. The 
focus of most of the Selva Lacandona's commerce is, however, on the North. 
The lowlands around Palenque and Tenosique are not coffee producing areas 
and services for coffee producers are not well established. This is a 
reason for the relatively slow pace of development of the coffee industry 
in the region.

Another cause of coffee's slow growth in the Selva is the less favorable 
lowland environment of the region. Coffee grows best at higher elevations, 
and in areas with a well defined cool and dry season. INMECAFE, the 
Mexican coffee institute, labels coffee from areas between 1000 and 1200 
meters in elevation to be high quality. Production from elevations below 
500 meters is termed of marginal quality. The flavor of mountain grown 
coffee is generally superior. Most of the areas in the Selva where coffee 
has been planted are in a range between 500 and 1000 meters above sea 
level,

Although the quality of coffee may be reduced at lower elevations and in 
more humid-tropical areas, its culture is well suited to tropical 
agro-ecosystems. A coffee planting can mimic the forest. Because tree 
cover is maintained, both in the shade canopy, and by the coffee shrubs, 
the soil is protected from rain and solar radiation. The annual brush 
cutting, and deadfall from the canopy contribute organic matter to the soil 
as well. These factors combine to make coffee culture a more viable and 
permanent system than field crop production, or cattle grazing. Most 
coffee plantings in the Selva Lacandona do not exhibit land degradation.
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Froduction

There are several types of coffee cultures practiced in the Selva. Some 
of these involve the production of food crops in association with coffee. 
The simplest system is a thinned forest with coffee planted under 
non-economic shade trees. A more complex system uses fruit trees for 
shade. The most sophisticated system is a mixed cropping practice where a 
wide variety of crops are grown with coffee. This last system involves 
diversity in both a spatial and temporal sense. Various plants are grown 
at different times and in different positions within the coffee system.

Farmers generally begin coffee planting after they have farmed long 
enough to have several hectares of mature acahual (five to ten meters  ̂
tall). In some recently settled areas, farmers have also been observed to 
plant coffee in logged areas after clearing the underbrush. There is a 
tendency to select upland soils with good drainage for coffee plantings. 
Redish soils of light texture are preferred. There are several strategies 
for planting open to the farmer. Seedlings are prepared in nurseries that 
are usually located near the farmstead. After about one year the seedlings 
are ready for transplanting. In the simplest case, the underbrush of the 
acahual is cleared, and seedlings are planted at distances of from 1.5 to 
two meters under the shade trees.

Alternatively, the farmer may clear the acahual and plant a temporal 
milpa. Care is taken to only top the young trees in the acahual. This 
allows them to regrow quickly as shade trees for the coffee. The burning 
Is done carefully. Typically, the brush is piled and burned, but the 
entire milpa is not fired. This is also done to protect the saplings. The 
milpa is planted basically as described above. The first crops in are 
often banana and papaya. These are rapid growing treelike crops that will 
eventually form part of the early shade canopy. Fruit trees, including 
avocado and other varieties, are also often planted at the start. These 
trees will also serve as part of the shade canopy. After the temporal 
crops are harvested, preparation for the tornamil is done following 
precautions against damaging the saplings. Some farmers don t burn at all 
for tornamil, but only cut down weeds and push them aside to clear spots
for crops.

After the tornamil has been harvested, an open canopy has begun to form 
of the saplings and fruit trees. Within a few months, there is sufficient 
shade for the coffee seedlings to be transplanted. The farmer may^continue 
to grow food crops as the coffee matures. Sugar cane, cassava, maize,  ̂
beans, pineapple, papaya, banana, and other crops can be found growing in 
association with young coffee. These intercrops may continue to be grown 
for as many as six years as the coffee matures. Eventually, the shade 
canopy becomes too dense for many o f t h e foodcrops, and they aredeleted 
from the system. Some fanners intentionally limit the density of the 
canopy and continue the intercropping with mature coffee.
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Labor

The coffee plantings are expanded gradually. Most farmers begin with 
only a few hundred trees on a quarter to one half hectare. Coffee requires 
three to six years before it commences production. There is considerable 
labor investment required in planting the crop and maintaining the planting 
before the first harvest. Recent migrants cannot afford to devote more 
than a few weeks to an activity that doesn't contribute to immediate 
subsistence. It is generally several years before coffee holdings reach 
one or two hectares. As time passes, farmers clear acahual adjacent to the 
coffee planting, and gradually expand it. The average size of a coffee 
holding in the Selva Lacandona may eventually reach from one and one half 
to three hectares, with from 1500 to 3500 coffee plants.

Labor becomes the key constraint m  coffee production after a few years. 
The plantings must be cleared of undergrowth regularly. Until the coffee 
forms a ground cover, after three to six years, the holding must be cleared 
twice each year. One clearing per year is required thereafter. Young 
holdings are cleared at six month intervals. Approximately fifteen man 
days of labor are needed for each clearing. Labor demands more than double 
once the plants come into production. Twenty man-days are required for the 
harvesting of each hectare. This is generally spread out over the months 
of November, December, and January. Clearing of mature plantings is done 
at the same time, This is the slack period in the regional agricultural 
cycle.

In addition to clearing and harvesting, the beans must also be prepared 
and dried before marketing. Drying coffee is the responsibility of the 
women and children, Additional labor is also required for pruning and pest 
control. The entire process involves approximately forty to fifty man days 
of labor per hectare for all activities. A typical holding of two hectares 
would require almost all of the farmer7s labor during the late rainy season 
and early dry season. To manage larger coffee holdings, a farmer must 
either have many sons or hire labor. Few holdings have reached three 
hectares in the Selva. Many farmers are, however, expanding their coffee 
plantings. Farmers will often begin planting larger coffee holdings as 
their sons approach working age, in expectation of their future labor 
contribution.

Yields and Problems

Coffee yields in the Selva Lacandona were unreported in previous 
studies. The Grosser et al study in 1975 makes almost no reference to the 
crop. Munench and Labato (1979) make some note of coffee but primarily in 
reference to the western areas. Judging from this, and from the level of 
development of coffee plantings observed in this study, coffee has expanded 
rapidly in recent years. Few farmers have marketed enough coffee to make 
accurate assessments of future yields. The yields that might be expected 
will depend on several factors; the varieties currently planted are 
diverse, the conditions in the region are varied and variable, and 
practices differ widely between farms.
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h i e h l ^ r  ! Lacandona plant both traditional varieties from the
highlands and improved varieties. The traditional varieties are hardy 
and well adapted to the highland environment. The trees grow tall 
spindly, and therefore need pruning. Yields in Ocosingo municipo where 
traditional varieties are dominant, average 640 kilograms per hectare 
(Muench P-172). The average density of stands is 1200 plants per hectare 
Improved varieties have been introduced in Chiapas by INMECAFE. These 
varieties are shorter and bushier, and therefore need little pruning. The 
improved varieties have yield potentials of up to 2400 kilograms per' 
hectare. Many farmers have acquired improved seeds either directlv or
indirectly from INMECAFE. Most coffee plantings observed in this study had
some unproved varieties. *

Coffee is susceptible to a number of pest and disease problems. This is 
especially true for improved varieties. The higher yielding varieties 
trade yields for reduced resistance. A wide range of insects attack 
coffee. Inchworms and leafcutter ants defoliate, and an array of beetles

* a bT S‘ / “ “ ode* 6ffeCt the r00ts- a"d damage leaves and?*“ 8- In0“ tS a"d disease can also damage the shade trees and thereby
harm the coffee. Soil fertility can become a problem in older holdings, 
inis is a major problem with the improved varieties.

Few of the coffee growers in the Selva Lacandona practice pest control 
None were found to use fertilizer on their coffee. The most commonly
°“  PT  contr°1 P^ctice is the poisoning of leafcutter ants. This 
is relatively easy beacuse the ants cut a trail to their nest that the
farmer can follow. An effective pesticide is available in stores in 
Palenque and Tenosique.^ Occasionally, farmers will spray for fungal
infestations, but this is not very common.

In the highlands, INMECAFE has been active in promoting coffee 
production. Nurseries have been established to produce improved variety ■
seedlings. Technical assistance has been made available to smallholders 
tor pest and disease control. INMECAFE also purchases coffee from the
producers at a guaranteed price. The Institute sets the national coffee 
price annually, and is the national export monopoly.

The Selva Lacandona has not benefited from INMECAFE. Officials of the 
Institute describe the Selva as an 'intransitable' area, and a marginal 
pro ucer. No services are provided to the region0s producers. INMECAFE
coffee i/th/selva 6 reS1°n ' There 15 als0 no government purchasing of

Farmers in the Selva Lacandona sell coffee to merchants who visit the 
se tlements. There is a merchant who handles coffee in Chancala, and it 
can aiso be sold in Palenque. Because the Selva remains a minor producing 
area, and because it is considered a producer of lower quality beans the 
marketing structure is still poorly developed. Prices are, however fairly

CJ?pared many crops. When the guaranteed price was 35 pesos in 
1981, the merchants paid 30 pesos per kilogram.

At 30 pesos per kilogram, assuming a yield of 600 kilograms per hectare 
the gross income from three hectares of coffee would have been 54,000 pesos
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-in 1981 The total labor involved would total approximately 130 man days. 
Shis is ’ far superior to the local wage rate in 1981 of 100 pesos per day 
for the same mount of time. It  is also well above the expected return to 
three hectares of maize. This would explain the growing interest among 
farmers in the Selva with coffee as a cash crop.

OTHER CASH CROPS

Chile

The culture of chiles was brought to the Selva Lacandona by migrants 
from Veracruz state in the 1960s (Muench, p.144). Production was 
orig ina lly  done with hired labor directed by the Veracruzanos. Today, 
production is primarily in the hand, of T .e lta les Two varie res are 
grown- Jalepeno (Capsicum annum), and the Meco ch ile . Both of these 
variables are irown in Puebla and Veracruz states for canning as Steen 
chiles called chilipatle. They are also used fresh m  cooking. InJ.97^, 
the Selva Lacandona led the nation in production of these chiles in their 
dried form. Dried chiles are used in cooking, end in the processing of 

1 „ (hot sauce). The reason that the Selva is the primary producer of 
thilS chiles is probably that the labor costs are low enough to permit the 
labor intensive drying of chile to be economic. The drying initially began 
because transportation costs were too high for the heavier fresh product.
The Veracruzanos also wished to avoid the coyotes by marketing the chile 
themselve s . They could carry significant quantities only o f died chiles.

Chile is planted in tornamil, between November and December. This is a 
high value high cost and high risk crop by regional standards; only the 
best land is used. Chile patches are thoroughly cleared and burned. The 
land is l e f t  bare of a ll  but ash. The crop is very sensitive to weed 
comDetition. About six days of labor per hectare are required to plant_■ 
chile in addition to clearing and burning (Muench, p.178). Some chile is 
also transplanted as 10 to 15 cm high seedlings. There is some use of 
herbicides! fungicides and insecticides during the growing period. Weeding 
and harvesting are done twice, both in June and August. Harvests are 
h ieh l^ va r ia b le . Yields depend on the weather, input use, and the severity 
! gpe!t problem;. A good harvest for a year will yield seven tons of fresh 
rhi?es oer hectare. This will reduce to approximately one ton of dried 
chiles (Labato 1979, p.104). Harvests can vary from 200 to 1200 kilograms
per hectare.

Harvesting and drying labor demands are high, and the work is unpleasant 
(the chiles irritate). For plots of more than one half hectare, hired 
lahor is often used.Ten to fifteen man days are needed to harvest a 
hectare each time. The chiles are dried in drying huts m  or near the 

1 . A vit is dug for a smoldering fire. The chiles are layed on a g n  It poles over the pit. The grid is covered by a thatch roof. The chiles 
require constant attention for proper drying.

Chile is a very profitable crop if all goes well. The price in 1981 was 
reputedly 50 pesos per kilogram for dried chiles in the Selva Lacandona.
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Even at low yield levels of four hundred kilograms per hectare, the returns 
can be over 20,000 pesos per hectare. The harvest is taken out of the 
region in ten ton trucks that haul it to central markets in Puebla. The 
crop is almost 100 percent commercial. Its price is largely dependent on 
stocks on hand at the central markets in Mexico City and Puebla. The price 
can fluctuate wildly (Labato 1979, p.104, Aguilar p.c.). Because 
substantial capital is involved in chile production for input purchases and 
hiring labor, large scale chile production involves substantial risk.

Cacao

Cacao is a recent introduction in the Selva as a commercial crop. There 
were no data available on its production before 1980. The importance of 
this crop is likely to increase rapidly in the future because many farmers 
were planting cacao in the early 1980s. The government has also initiated 
a major cacao project in the new settlements of the Marquez de Comillas 
zone.

Cacao is most commonly being planted in the Selva Lacandona as an 
intercrop with coffee. The typical ratio of cacao to coffee plants in the 
ejidos of the Northern and Central zones is 800 to 1000 coffee plants to 
about 200 cacao trees on a hectare. This intercrop has several advantages 
for the producer. Both crops require similar shaded conditions, and 
regular clearing of underbrush in the plantation. The mix of cash crops 
also gives the farmer some protection from adverse price movements in one 
or the other crop. The cacao in the settlements in the Marquez de Comillas 
zone is to be planted in pure stands however.

In the state of Chiapas, a major cacao producer in Mexico, the average 
yield per hectare is approximately 500 kilograms. The average density of 
plants in a pure cacao plantation is 800 trees per hectare. In the 
coffee-cacao intercrop, the yield from one hectare would be approximately 
125 kilograms of cacao per year. At the 1981 price of 80 pesos per 
kilogram, one hectare of the intercrop would yield 10,000 pesos from cacao
alone.

Because cacao has been planted by the migrants only for a short time, 
little information was available on cultivation practices, and marketing 
information was unavailable. There had been no marketings of cacao by 
farmers interviewed in the region in 1981 and 1982. Cacao seedlings are 
typically raised in a nursery and transplanted to the plantation after one 
year when they are a 25 to 30 centimeters high. Prduction begins after 
four or five years, reaching full production in eight years. The harvest 
in the Selva Lacandona will take place throughout the year, but about 85 
percent of the crop will come between October and April. Brush clearing in 
the plantation will be done at various time in the year.

Cacao is a very labor intensive crop. The amount of labor required per 
hectare depends on the density of stands, the productivity of the trees, 
the amount of pest control that is undertaken, and the intensity of such 
practices as pruning. As a cacao plantation matures it generally has an
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increasing labor requirement for maintenance. This is in part the result 
of larger yields, but primarily due to increasing pest and disease problems 
in plantations over time. A ten year old one hectare plantation would 
require approximately 75 man days per year for all activities with a 
moderate level of pest control (SARH 1978).

The marketing of cacao may prove to be problematic in the Selva 
Lacandona* At the present time there is no marketing system for cacao, and 
little development of the industry in adjacent areas. No buyers of cacao 
currently visit the region. The nearest markets are Palenque and 
Tenosique. In Chiapas, the primary producing areas are in the 
North-central region near Pichucalco, and on the Pacific slope in the 
Soconusco. Cacao production may also encounter growing problems with pests 
and diseases as the crop becomes more common in the region. Without some 
extension efforts, low levels of productivity might be realized by farmers.

Sesame

In previous studies, sesame was accorded a minor role in the regional 
farming systems. In this study, sesame was not observed. Small amounts of 
sesame were reportedly grown in either intercrops or as a monocrop. Seeds 
were broadcast among the maize on lower lying ground with the temporal 
planting. 300 to 500 kilograms per hectare were reported yields. The 
harvest was in September or October. The seeds were thrashed out of the 
heads and sacked. Production was entirely commercial (sesame is processed 
for oil),

The migrants had traditionally grown sesame in the highlands as a cash 
crop. It has apparently done poorly in the Selva and has been, or is being 
abandoned. The chief problems are probably excessive rainfall, and the 
inability of the crop to compete with weeds.18

SMALL LIVESTOCK 

Poultry

Households in the Selva Lacandona typically raise flocks of chickens, 
turkeys, and ducks. They provide the family with meat on occasion, eggs 
more frequently, and sometimes cash income. The most popular bird is the 
chicken. When flocks are built-up, there may be fifty or more chickens of 
various ages in the barnyard. A family will also have two or three hen 
turkeys, a 'torn', and flocks of turkey chicks. Some farmsteads with swampy 
areas also keep ducks. Very rarely there are some geese.

18 See Grosser et al, p.78, Muench, pp.125 and 132, and Labato 1979, p.106. 
for more information.
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Poultry are normally at liberty around the farmyard, where they forage. 
Small amounts of grain are given to the birds. Chicks are sometimes hand 
fed soaked and mashed maize. In a few cases birds are confined with 
fences. The animals are provided with elevated roosts, or rudimentary 
cages in the barnyard for the night.

Poultry production is greatly reduced by disease problems in the Selva 
Lacandona. It is common for a disease to kill 90 percent of a household's 
flock in a few days. Diseases will sometimes destroy most of the flocks of 
an entire village. Because of this it is difficult to maintain flock size. 
Road kills are also taking their toll on poultry as the region's roads are 
becoming more heavily travelled, Some families have built chicken fences 
as a precaution. Eggs and poultry are frequently scarce in the region. 
Restaurants that cater to truckers along the main road often purchase eggs 
and chickens from coyotes. Poultry diseases were by far the most common 
complaint by farmers concerning livestock in this study. There is 
currently no government assistance offered for poultry production in the 
Selva.

The production problems with poultry are unfortunate for the farmers 
because prices for chicken and turkey are quite favorable. The farmers 
received 150 pesos for chickens from the coyotes in 1981. A turkey brought 
400 to 800 pesos, depending on its weight. These prices were close to the 
wholesale prices in Palenque at that time. If farmers could produce more 
birds, there is an opportunity for increased sales. Chickens and turkeys 
were very much in demand in nearby urban areas. Chickens and turkeys are 
particularly useful to farmers because they are relatively valuable by 
weight. The settlers usually bring birds with them when they go to town or 
to visit relatives (birds are often given as gifts).

Swine

Swine are raised throughout the highlands of Chiapas, and were brought 
to the Selva Lacandona by the migrants. They are generally produced for 
sale, but are also occasionally consumed. Hog production practices are 
fairly simple. The animals are allowed to roam free in the newer 
settlements, and they forage for roots and refuse. Little maize is 
typically fed to hogs.

Formerly, the region produced an unreported, but substantial quantity of 
pork, according to Labato (1979, p.107). This pork was primarily marketed 
in the Yucatan peninsula. The hogs of the Selva are valued in that region 
for theirflavor. Pork from the Selva is used to make a Yucatec regional 
delicacy known as Cochinita Pibil. Much of the production of hogs from the 
Northern Zone was shipped by truck directly to Merida in the Yucatan. In 
more isolated areas, hogs were picked up by light planes that landed on the 
old chicle airstrips. These hogs found their way to the Yucatan via 
Tenosique. The low prices in the Selva made air shipment and ground 
transport to Merida profitable.
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As the settlements develop, hogs running loose become a problem. They 
destroy gardens and get into stores of food. Most of the older ejidos have 
now passed regulations against allowing hogs to run lose. As with poultry, 
road kills have also become a major problem with hogs. These problems have 
reduced hog production in the region.

The custom has not been to raise hogs in confinement as it requires more 
labor, feed, and investment in facilities. Some farmers also believe that 
there are more health problems with penned hogs. In most of the ejidos 
studied, only a few families were raising hogs in 1981. In 1981, hogs sold 
for an average of 1000 pesos each. The price was 25 pesos per kilogram and 
the average hog is sold at 35-60 kilograms.

FOREST PRODUCTS

A number of forest products have traditionally been extracted from the 
Selva Lacandona. In chapter four, logging and chicle were discussed, and 
xate collection was mentioned. These and other forest products have 
declined in importance in the regional economy. This is due to the 
development of agriculture and the elimination of forest. Although forest 
products are, in general, less important in the settled regions than 
formerly, the newly settled areas continue to produce them. In the 
Northern and Central zones, honey, which is a forest product in the Selva, 
is becoming increasingly important. The principal forest products for the 
migrants today are xate, railroad ties, honey, and chicle. Xate and chicle 
are declining in importance rapidly however. Other products include wild 
game, fish from ponds in the forest, barbasco, and corozo palm.

Chicle

The history of chicle in the Selva has been discussed. At the present 
time, chicle is harvested almost exclusively in the more remote sections of 
the region. The Southwest, the Marquez de Comillas, and the Riverine zone 
are areas visited by chicleros. In 1973, a co-op was organized for chicle 
collection in the Selva Lacandona. The co-op was authorized by the 
government to harvest 20,000 tons per year. The national Comercio Exterior 
has a monopoly over the export of chicle and is responsible for the 
administration of the co-op. The chicleros were paid 15 pesos per kilogram 
in 1978. The bank received 45 pesos per kilo on the world market. 
Production in the region has not reached the authorized limit since the 
co-op's founding because of inadequate collection services by Comercio 
Exterior. The co-op has also not been acceptable to many, chicle middlemen. 
The co-op system required middlemen to pay for social services for the 
chicleros. Chicleros have traditionally had very low standards of living 
(Labato 1979, p.99). Chicle production has been erratic as a result of 
these problems.

The natural rubber source, chicle, is the product of the chico zapote 
tree (Manilkara zapota L.). Chicle is primarily used as a base for chewing
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gum. The trunk of this wild tree is incized, and the sap collected. A 
tree can be tapped once in two or three years. Collection in the^Selva is 
between the months of August and January. The yield per tapping is about 
sixty kilograms of raw sap. The tree is easily damaged by overtapping. 
Overtapping is commonly done by chicleros for short term gain. This 
results in declining productivity of the trees. The chicleros do not own, 
or have anything invested in wild chicle trees.

Xate

Xate, also written shate, is known in the United States as the corredor 
palm or evergreen palm (Chamaedorea sp.). Xate is valued by florists 
because it remains green for 25 to 30 days after it is cut.  ̂ It is used m  
floral arrangements and in fruit displays. The higher quality product is 
sent to the United States. The central market for xate is San Antonio, 
Texas. Lower quality xate goes to Mexico City, where it is used in produce 
displays in supermarkets. Xate is primarily harvested in the less 
populated areas of the Selva.. This plant grows on the forest floor m  
undisturbed areas.

Xate is generally harvested by women and children. One person can 
collect up to 20 gruesas (the unit of measure for xate which is 124 palms) 
per day. Merchants purchased xate in the Selva in 1979 for 6.5 pesos per 
gruesa. Each gruesa was worth $18.65 in San Antonio. Approximately 70 
tons of xate leaves the Selva each week in June and July (Labato 1979, 
p 100) The harvest is moved by truck, and in some remote areas, by 
airplanes from Tenosique. The collectors bring their harvest to the 
roadside or airstrip each week during the season.

Xate can be over-exploited. The Sub-ministry of Forestry has^attempted 
to regulate the exploitation of xate in the Selva. A tax is levied on xate 
gathering. In 1975, Grosser et al reported that Ejido Santo Domingo payed 
3500 pesos per year in collectors taxes (p.196). In 1981, few ejidatarios 
were collecting xate there. The government has been ineffective in 
controlling the industry, and over-exploitation has reduced xate harvests 
in the older settled areas. Most exploitation today is in the 
South-central parts of the Selva.

Other Products

Many of the colonists supplement their diet with wild game and fish.
Game becomes less important as settlements become more developed. The 
forest environment of the game is destroyed!9 through settlement . A 
popular game animal is the tepesquintle or paca, a sort of overgrown guinea

19 Limited disruption of the forest does, however, enhance animal
populations. Second growth interspersed with virgin forest is an 
excellent habitat for many animals (Nations and Nigh).
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pig. These are sometimes taken alive and fattened. Small deer are hunted, 
as are other small mammals and birds. Most families have an old 
single-shot hunting rifle. In general, it is the boys who fish. Fishing 
is being affected by the silting in of lakes and streams as a result of 
erosion of agricultural land (Blom and Duby).

Honey is becoming increasingly important in the Northern Zone. Some 
families keep a few hives for home consumption or local sale. In recent 
years, commercial honey production has gotten underway. The Grijalva 
Commission runs a bee hive building co-op that is based in Ejido Damasco. 
INI Cthe National Indian Institute) has also done some work with apiculture 
in the Santo Domingo valley. Deposites of two or three dozen hives can be 
seen by the roadsides in many of the northern ejidos. In 1980, 200 tons of 
honey were exported from the Selva Lacandona (Aguilar p.c.). The 
production is collected at Tenosicjue, The honey of the Selva Lacandona is 
primarily for export to Europe. The quality is quite high, and the flavor 
distinctive. The price paid to producers was 30 pesos per kilogram in 
1981. The retail price in Palenque was 60 pesos per kilogram.

There is some production of hand-hewn railroad ties in the region.
Mexico has had a severe shortage of ties for several years (Ewell and 
Poleman, p,123). The ties are occasionally a byproduct of the milpa; some 
of the larger trees may be cut and trimmed to make ties. Some ties are 
also made from trees cut from the forest expressly for ties. The ties are 
piled at the side of the road and are picked up by trucks from Tenosique 
and Palenque.

Another forest product is the corozo palm (Scheelea liebmannii). This 
palm has an appearance that is similar to the African Oil Palm. Corozco is 
a native of the lower lying areas of the Selva. It is most common in the 
southern ̂ parts. The nut is not exploited. Only the palm fronds are used 
for roofing. An oil can be extracted from the kernel that is used in soaps 
etc. Very little information is available about this product. The fact 
that it grows in the region may indicate some possibility for its 
exploitation, or perhaps the introduction of the African Oil Palm. A study 
by the SARI! of the prospects for oil palm in the southern portion of the 
Selva Lacandona has been completed (Aguilar p.c.).

In the early 1970s, production of barbasco root was an important forest 
industry in the Selva. Barbasco (Diascorea Composita) is a raw material 
for birth-control pills. Between 1970 and 1974, the state of Chiapas 
produced an average of 2,129,104 kilograms of dried root. The high for the 
period was 3,315,000 kilograms in 1972, and a low of 1,580,000 kilograms 
was in 1974 (SFF, p.42). No collection of barbasco was reported in this 
study during 1981 and 1982.

Another forest product gathered in the Selva Lacandona is wild black 
pepper. This product is harvested primarily in lowlying areas of the 
southern regions^ Between 1970 and 1974, the annual marketing of pepper 
averaged 43,726 kilograms. Some settlers at Corozal were harvesting pepper 
in 1981, but no marketing data were available. The price was reportedly 
very low.
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ENTERPRISE MIXES

In the preceding sections, the individual production systems of the 
Selva Lacandona were described. The more highly adapted cropping and 
livestock systems illustrate the depth of understanding of the 
agro-ecosystems that underlies farmers' decisions. In this section, the 
mixes of these enterprises that have been adopted by farmers, and some 
mixed systems that are currently evolving in the region are described and 
assessed. The logic behind the allocation of resources in these mixed 
systems will be examined. There are almost innumerable such combinatations 
to be found in the region, Eour combinations will be examined.

In the examples presented in this section, the mixes of enterprises, and 
the economic details of these systems, are drawn from the information 
presented in the preceeding sections. These descriptive sections examined 
each commodity individually, and inmost cases in isolation from the 
farming system as a whole. In this section, the interactions between 
various commodity enterprises in the decision making process of farmers are 
illustrated.

The four systems include a recently established farm, a more mature farm 
producing primarily maize and chile, a coffee based farm after 15 years of 
occupation, and a highly diverse farming system after more than 15 years of 
occupation. These four systems demonstrate a logical allocation of the 
resources available to farm families among the various enterprises. The 
families attempt to maximize income, subject to land, labor and marketing 
constraints. The first example depicts the enterprise mix of a typical 
recently established subsistence farm in the Selva Lacandona, Examples 
two, three and four demonstrate a progression toward higher levels of 
commercialization. The selected examples are all fundamentally 
self-sufficient in food production. The examples are designed to represent 
levels of production in average years, under typical conditions, on farms 
with 20 hectares of land.

Family labor is used almost exclusively in these four systems. This 
labor must be divided among various enterprises. Some cropping cycles are 
complementary, while others are conflicting in their labor demands. Chart 
2 shows the calendar of activities for several of the more important of the 
Selva0s cropping systems.

Maize, coffee, and chile are the main products in the systems given as 
examples. The peak labor demands for .milpa cropping systems are in 
February for clearing, and in September and October for harvest. May, June 
and August are also important months in the milpa cropping cycle. The 
tornamil cycle is less demanding of family labor than the summer cycle. 
Chile cropping requires the most labor between May and September. This 
conflicts with the maize cycle, Chile production by small-holders is 
generally limited by the size of the maize planting. Plantation crops 
(cacao and coffee) fit well into the milpa cropping cycle. The peak labor 
demands for coffee and cacao are in the dry season. The size of 
plantations is however limited by labor availability in that these products
require timely harvesting.
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Chart 2. Calendar of Cropping Activities
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^ t f o ^ . ' l l a n f a ^ i o n ^ r o p T a t f T r e T i v e r f o r  plantings in fu ll  production
after approximately seven years.

TABLE 2
The Economics of Four Crops Compared

Product
Labor

Man-days

Average
Yield
Kgs.

Price
per
Kg*

Pesos
per

hectare

Pesos
per

Man-day

Maize 60 1625 6.5 10563 176

Chile 80 500 50 ■25000 312

Co ffee 65 600 30 18000 360

Cacao 75 500 80 40000 533

. m fr, h ,ve the lowest returns per hectare and per man-day of 
. “ar1ZeTlie figures°given for maize are for an entire crop year including 
labor. The g S coffee gives the next highest returns per
both temporal and tornamil. g d Qnl t0 cacao. Chile gives
hectare, b°rns per hectare. The high labor demands reduce _
the second highest returns p below that for coffee. Cacao gives
theUhighest^returnS°toVboth land and labor despite high labor demands 
because of the favorable price.

, . • farmers there are important trade-offs made
betweetf'crops According to their laboi demands, and the returns to labor. 
The systemsPdescribed below illustrate certain aspects of this
decision-making process.

The first  example is typical of farmsteads in their fourth to eigth year 
■ cpif-sufficiency has been achieved, but production of

of occupation Self Sf  T t been developed. Table 3 shows the mix of
COterorisesPon the fa™. The milpa cropping area of two hectares is on the 
to^er end of the regional average. Few non-milpa crops are produced.

Cr°P P ^ familv in addition to maize, beans, squash, and other minor milpa
chile is groM. Chile is quite labor intensive;
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TABLE 3

Four Year Old Farm: One Year's Production

Product Quantity
Produced Quantity

Sold
Income
in

Pesos
Maize 3250 kg 1562 kg 9506
Minor Crops - - 200
Chile 100 kg 100 kg 5000
Coffee 25 kg 25 kg 750
Chickens 20 5 750
Turkeys 4 2 1000
Hogs 1 1 900
Fruits - - 200

Total Income 18306 Pesos

Ubor requirements for chile are the highest of any crop in the region. A 
small family can only manage about one quarter of a hectare of the cron and still maintain subsistence.

Small quantities of coffee, bananas, and other fruits are marketed. In 
the early years of settlement, there are few mature fruit trees or coffee 
plants on the farm. A few chickens and turkeys are also sold. The family 
produces and sells one pig in the year. Usually, the newer settlements 
permit pigs to run free, therefore, the pigs are not fed substantial quantites of grain.

În Table 3, the cash income received from each enterprise is presented 
Maize sales of 9,500 pesos are the surplus after family consumption has 
been provided for and net of 15 percent storage losses. The quantity 
produced on two hectares in temporal is 2600 kilograms. Tornamil yields 
650 kilograms (one quarter of temporal). Beans are also grown in tornamil.

consumPtio  ̂is 1000^kilograms, Other uses such as chicken feed total 300 kilograms, and losses in storage are about ,5 tons. This
leaves 1463 kilograms for sale at 6.5 pesos per kilogram. The chile patch 
of .2 hectares yields 100 kilograms of dried chile. At 50 pesos per 
kilogram, cash income from chile is 5000 pesos. Totals for income from 
other sources are also shown in the table. Annual income is 18,306 pesos.
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TABLE 4

Ten Year Old Farm: One Year' s Production

Income

Product
Quantity
Produced

Quantity
Sold

in
Pesos

Maize 4225 kg 2291 kg 13543

Beans 700 kg 200 kg 4000

Minor Crops - - 300

Chile 250 kg 250 kg 12500

Coffee 150 kg 150 kg 4500

Fruits - - 500

Chickens 20 4 600

Turkeys 4 2 1000

Total Income 36943 Pesos

• „ more developed farm is depicted in Table 4.
The enterprise mix ^  ^ farm a£ter ten or more years of

This example is more typ ig based 0n field crop production;
occupation. The y - f the Tabor is provided by the family
primarily maize and chile. the maize harvest, at 90 pesos per
except for 15 days of hued labior h £irst: exampie . The man is

:a. 2 2 7

the land to be of relatively high fertili y.

Three hectares of - i r e  “ y 1^
intercropped with beans, squas , replacement of spoiled stores and
small, only .5 hectares. ^ 1®. ”  for chile occupies much of the
for some bean production. a Sales 0f milpa crops are shown m  Table
family's labor in the_dry season. Sale ^  ^bor costs f<jr harvesting
( y ^ e s ^ ^ l e r c e u t  storage losses, and 1 ,300 hilograms for
consumpt ion.

field crop. About one half hectare

t. r.« & r* „
- t o s r  “ * ; ^  ” “ld ” * •1Ih
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fl,1^ 86^ 163 °f Because of the risks associated with chile price
l a r ^ c h T 8’! -the need tC invest in Pesticidea and hired labor for 

^hlle PlantlnSs j the family also relies on maize for cash income 
Maize has a guaranteed price. A large area of maize planted will e^erallv 
assure some income with little cash investments in the production process!"

The farm also has mature fruit trees and coffee plants Tho i 
demands of the field crops mitigate against largepU«fogs o ^ t L ^
I r L  7 °5 intensive coffee. One quarter hectare of coffee is in
production, much of it around the homestead where it can be tenHeH h t-u

income8fd Children- Usin8 an average yield of 600 kilograms per hectare8

amount f L i t  t e l ? *  " " a“
orange trees, and produces quantities o f bananas. la rk e V i" " ^ ^ 8

5 o °w : : ,o„‘ i hr ^ t ^ , “1s . i j . oni? 500 pesoa\ Turkeys and • »^ i ■ . rsc larm* The farm has no pigs because of a local
settled a r e a ^ T / l  T 8 them.t0 run> ^ i c 11 is typical of the more settled areas. Total sales provide 36,943 pesos of cash income.

The third sample farm is a mature coffee based operation after 15 veers 
of occupation.^ Table 5 shows the enterprises of this farm. The milpl 
cropping area is near a minimum for subsistence; about 1 5 hectares P Man 
farmers m  the Selva find maize to yield insufficient r u r  i o r ^
it to serve as the principal cash crop. Maize and beans are produced at
is ma“ e edS ^ o ^ e 6-0^  a . 81,1311 Surplus of maiae ^ o m  temporals marketed. Coffee is the only significant commercial product TwoP
?ab rt^ °f C-ffee Sre ln Production- Coffee offers higher returns to 
labor than maize. The coffee would require most of the available labor on
the farm from September through December. This reduces the labor available
for temporal havesting, and tornamil land preparation and planting The
total production of 1,200 kilograms is marketed for 36,000 pesos Smal l
quanities of minor products are sold for a total of 2,250 pesos ‘ Total1 income is 43,270 pesos. pesos. lotai

.1S fa!“ 18 an example of what some farms are evolving towards in 
;n® reSf°n ‘ I SW fa™ S as yet have two hectares of mature coffee. The
T h f o l a m l s  ho'e could be high by regional standard.

is farm is,_however, highly susceptible to market fluctuations because of 
the overwhelming importance of coffee in the system. There is also greater 
risk of loss of income from problems such as weather or disease because of 
the dependence on a single crop. Subsistence in maize and beans is 
however, guaranteed m  most years by the 1.5 hectare milpa.

The fourth example is a farming system that some farms in the region are 
developing This farm is more than fifteen years old The famer 
adopted a highly diversified production strategy for generating cas^i

e ' x L p T 1̂  :U!SiSteilCe- TaUe 6 Sh°WS the mix for the fourth
The combined h a ^ c ^ ^ p o " "  t ^ n L l l ^ T l  k U o g r ^ f  ̂  ' 
maize and 500 kilograms of beans. After on-farm" cons^ption !nd§ “ ssef 
1,300 kilograms of maize are sold. Chile is a secondary cash crop with

e quarter hectare planted. Returns from chile are 6,250 pesos.
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TABLE 5

Fifteen Year Old Farm One Year's Production

Product
Quantity
Produced

Quantity
Sold

Maize 2438 kg 772 kg 

0500 kgBeans

Minor Crops —

Coffee 1200 kg 1200 kg

Fruits **■*

20 4
Chickens

4 2
Turkeys

Total Income 43270

Income
* in 
pesos

5020

0

150

36000

500

600

1000

Pesos

The tamer has - - - ^ r i f\rcradrePo r “ r tnaC° L COy" eia; ^ > ^ 0  
uit trees. One and one half , offers greater diversity of
sos in cash income. T^e ““ eThf milp8 and chile areas are mat=h!d “  “
sh crops than coffee alone. _Th P . onie and maintaining subsistence.
:fort to balance between gaming c with the other farms. This
P h o n e y  is produced: Poultry *re currently .uite rare in the
irm also raises raised requires 50 kilograms of m a r 
ital*1 income^f roit^al 1P ent er pr i s e s is 57,200 pesos.

The farm in this example is usin,, f - U y  W  ‘»
ain cropping activities require resources would be stretched
everal months during the c PP October and February would be 
o the limit. The months “^ c h i l e , harvest in the plantation,
larticularly busy with land ^ g j  ent.erprises gives the farm family
md the tornamil clearing. fluctuations and production probl
lubstantial protection from market
m d maintains subsistence. ..  ̂ ; , 6hr0ugh 6

.-w have been presented m  Tables J m i  a 
The four farming systems that Lacandona are actually doing, and

demonstrate what farmers in The farms described in Tables a”d
„hat some farms are evolving l Those ltl Tables 5 and

i“ISS5S2T5£-"=? ™ r
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TABLE 6

Highly Diversifed Farm: One Year s Production

Product Quantity
Produced Quantity

Sold
Income
in

Pesos
Maize 3250 kg 1300 kg 8450
Minor Crops - - 400
Chile 125 kg 125 kg 6250
Co ffee 720 kg 720 kg 21600
Cacao 150 kg 150 kg 12000
Fruits - - 1000
Honey 100 kg 90 kg 2700
Chickens 25 . 6 600
Turkeys 6 4 2000
Hogs 3 2 1800

Total Income 57200 Pesos

the relative productivity of several enterprise mixes Tn tt, c

gwaf-sn: s^sLrh tsSv*  -
“ “ y ?! a ' that uses available resources at neaf peak f ci Suea mix of enterprises could offer settlers in c„i„ T iciency. Sue

relatively permanent and dependable source of income ^nder^he^reso constraints faced by farm families. ’ er the resource

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Farming systems have been developed and adopted by farmers in t-hp c i Lacandona that are hiehlv aHani-pH i A . y rarraers in the Selva
conditions. In the early years of eJvlr?nnieTltaI- and economic
subsistence farmers. O v l S Z l_ i. „ * * mixes or subsistence and commercial
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availability of resources. As shown in tables 2 through 6, these systems 
have potential for relatively high levels of productivity and income 
generation. Many problems with both production and marketing have, 
however, resulted in the limited realization of this potential.

The technical and economic difficulties that affect the farming systems 
of the Selva Lacandona have limited the compet:itiveness of cropping and 
small livestock systems with beef cattle production. The following chapt 
examines the extensive cattle sector in the region, it will be 
demonstrated that cattle systems offer superior f \ nder:
generating cash income than cropping systems (in the short run;, 
current conditions in the Selva. It will also be shown that in the long 
run, most of the small-holder cattle systems are unstable and unproducti 
systems that result in land degradation.



Chapter VI

EXTENSIVE CATTLE PRODUCTION

Extensive cattle production in the Selva Lacandona is a rapidly
ef?ectinnnlth y - —  eXpansi°n of <=-«le production has had deleterious effects on the region s agro-ecology. The effects of this expansion mav
grow increasingly more destructive in the future. This chapter examines 
the extensive cattle industry in order to identify the econLic radonale 
behind the cattle expansion and possible means of creating or promoting
alternatives that are acceptable to the region's farmers, §

In the previous chapter, several production systems and enterprise mixes
that are potentially profitable, and that are relatively well adapted to 
the Selva s environmental conditions were described. It was demonstrated 
f..1™ 6'1 select enterprises according to labor and land requirements 

and the returns to factor use. Colonists are increasingly turning to 
cattle production for economically rational reasons. The economic 
conditions for cattle production in the small-holder sector are generally 
more favorable than for other production systems. However, extensive Y
llJit ?r0ductl°n ’ practiced by most of the small-holders in the
f o f  a few ^ - ; sustalnable sy - ™ -  These systems remain profitable only

t-he^18 chapt“  is divided into three sections. The first section details
causes of the expansion of the extensive cattle industry in the Selva 

Lacandona. Economic, social, and institutional factors are considered 
Section two examines the commercial sector of the region's cattle industry 
Large commercial ranches are important as the focus of much of the 
small-holder cattle production in the Selva. Small-holders generally 
produce feeder calves for commercial operations. The practices of 
commercial ranches are also of interest because these larger operations 
have relatively sound production practices. Ejidal operations are compared 
to the commercial ranches to highlight some of the weaknesses of the 
practices of small cattle production. The third section describes and
marksf 68 typ®S °f ejldal catcle systems. The production and
marketing practices and economic returns of these types of enterprises are
compared. Attention is also given to the record of cattle collectives in '
the region. ° 11
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CAUSES OF THE EXPANSION OF GRAZING

Migrants in the Selva Lacandona have adopted cattle production for

of cropping systems.

The expansion of cattle production in the Selva Lacandona “ part of a 
wider national expansion resulting from growth m  demand for beef.
Increased demand for beef in urban areas has been rapid in recent years 
L i s  growth in demand has been associated with
middle class (USDA). Mexico is also an exporter of be . P * 
was a more significant factor m  the expansion of the cattle in™  y 
the 1960s and early 1970s than it is today. Exports as a percen «
r r ^ L r i : r ^ oC L drs1;:feraiirrfer ^ : h : r g: j e nco f : ha:tie fr. tb:

northern regions ^ ^ j - ^ / . r r r ^ r w l L ' r e ^ f e e r C N L i L s L ^ r K o m e r )  . 
^ f t aCof r s ^ V ^ ^ g ^  Villaherraosa, Tabasco, and to Mexico
City.

The cattle industry in southeastern Mexico is inherently expansive

(sr s f a i L b i f " : : a L sr a r e r i : y5th:mL g i o r “ r e s r i : a t :d  a“ : r to one

rangeland holding size define the allowable hectarage xn terns .of the 
n X r t f  cattl/that the land can support ^  ™ u m  a lowab e h er«1 
• p i* set at 500 head. Rather than invest m  the intensification u 

use for increasing the stocking rate, commercial ranchers often use 
«mal1-holders to expand their operations. By doing so they avoid the 
greater capital outlays and associated risk that intensification involves.

p- irlat-arios and small private ranches serve the expansion of the 
commercial cattle industry primarily fftte^ng"33"” 6

■ £ ■ £ £ £  S - ^ r ^ h S L .  oSn a per

S S a S ^ r i ^ f - ^ f i c S ?  L  a, L ii n f ^ f i o r a b o £ t e n t a 1

ej idatarios
Payment for rentals in 1981 typically may have been about 35 peso p
head, per month.

20 F.xnorts of beef as a percentage of total production were: 1960 3
percent, 1970-5 percent, 1975-1 percent, 1980-1 percent (Tates, FAO, 
USDA 1978 and 1980) .
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Small holder cattle producers supply the commercial ranches with young 
teers for fattening. This has the advantage for ranchers of increasing 

the ratio of market animals to breeding stock in their herds. Some 
commercial ranches are exclusively fattening operations using calves 
purchased primarily from small-holders (Feder). Ranchers from many parts 
of the Southeast truck cattle out from small-holders in the Selva 
Lacandona. Calves are also sold to commercial ranches within the region 
Ranchers m  some instances provide small-holders with brood cows in a share 
arrangement known as _al partir, in vhich the calves produced are divided 
between ranchers and small-holder. Since calving and calf rearing are the 
most risky parts of cattle operations (McDowell, Williamson and Payne) the 
system asSOClated with calving and calf rearing are avoided with this

Government involvement in cattle production has had some impact on the 
expansion of extensive cattle production in the Selva Lacandona. Credit 
has been provided through the government to ejidatarios who form 
collectives, since 1974 (Grosser ed.). The Fideicomiso Instituido en 
Relacion con Agriculture (FIRA) has been active in financing small-holder 
cattle operations. Loans for herd expansion have been made available to 
ejidatarios in the Selva through several government agencies. Government 
sponsored credit has been almost exclusively for the purchase of breeding

Capital appears to be the greatest constraint for small-holders in the 
rapid expansion of grazing operations. Unless a share arrangement is 
employed, cattle must be purchased for farmers to begin production.
Capital is also needed for fences, horses, and occasionally, labor. Most 
armers buy their first cattle with capital accumulated from the sale of 

crops, or from wage laboring. For this reason, ejidatarios, and small 
ranchers generally start with one or two cows and gradually expand the herd 
through the production of heifers. Where credit has been available there 
has been more rapid expansion of cattle production. This is evidenced by 
the area in pasture and the number of cattle found in several eiidos in the 
Santo Domingo Valley, where credit has been available, at least 
intermittently, since the 1970s. Ejidos in areas where credit has not been 
available generally have fewer cattle.

For many of the colonists in the Selva Lacandona, extensive cattle 
production is the easiest type of farming operation to manage. This is an 
important reason for the adoption of cattle systems.. In many respects 
cattle production is less demanding than cropping systems. Pastures 
require little labor to establish if grass is planted in areas cleared for 
crops. Pasture weeding and burning require little skill or agronomic 
knowledge. Grass produces consistently relative to crops; cattle 
production is therefore viewed as a more consistent source of income by the 
migrants. Cattle are cared for minimally; labor demands are fairly low.

Ecologically unsound cropping practices can also cause farmers to adoot 
extensive grazing. If land is severely degraded from inadequate fallows 
or other practices, pasture may be the only economic use for the land. 
Farmers with poor soils or seasonally inundated land may also be unable to 
derive sufficient income from cropping. Pasture can tolerate inferior
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agronomic conditions and is therefore planted on marginal land for lack of 
an alternative use.

The Indian peoples of the Selva Lacandona are apparently attracted to 
cattle grazing because it is seen as being ladino. Ranching is viewed as 
socially progressive by many of the regions inhabitants. In many parts of 
Latin America, and in particular in Mexico, ganadero (rancher) is a term of 
respect (Parsons, p.126).

Cattle are seen by the colonists as a store of wealth, Market cattle 
can be 'stored' on pasture at little or no cost for sale when cash is 
needed. Maize and other crops store badly in the region's environment. 
Cattle may also serve as insurance against disaster (Grosser, p.148). The 
cattle of a small-holder may be the only product available for market in a
very bad crop year.

The price paid for cattle in the Selva Lacandona has attracted farmers 
to grazing. The price of cattle on-the-hoof has increased annually in the 
region at°least since 1977. The percentage rate of increase has been 
declining, however. In 1977, a steer weighing approximately 500 kilograms 
sold for about 5,000 pesos. The price increased by about 1000 pesos each 
year until early 1982, when a steer generally sold for 10,000 pesos. These 
prices compare favorably to other production systems, especially if several 
steers are produced annually. In 1981, one grown steer sold for the 
equivalent of the average production of one hectare of maize sold at the 
guaranteed price. Typical returns to cattle enterprises will be discussed
below,

THE COMMERCIAL CATTLE SECTOR

Consideration of the commercial sector of the cattle industry in the 
Selva Lacandona is important to this study because the commercial ranches 
in the region are the focus of much of the small—holder production. The 
larger ranches also have more productive systems than those of 
small-holders. These ranches have developed sustainable extensive systems 
because of the quantity and quality of resources available to them. 
Practices in the commercial sector are used as a basis for comparison for 
the less productive and less stable small-holder systems.

Private ranching operations were first established in the Selva 
Lacandona during the 1940s and 1950s, when it was possible for individuals 
to purchase large holdings. The most important ranches, both economically, 
and in terms of their impact on the growth of the region1s cattle industry 
are a few very large commercial operations. In addition to these, there 
are more than 100 smaller private ranchesranging in size from 10 to more 
than 300 hectares (SFF 1975).
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Large Ranches

The srze of the large ranches is difficult to estimate. Information on 
land tenure in the commercial cattle sector is not generally available. 
Three ranches were identified in this study that are believed to be of over 
1000 hectares. The Santa Clara ranch, located near a lake by the same name 
in the Riverine zone, is the largest private holding in the Selva. An SFF 
report (1975 p.135) listed the Santa Clara ranch as controlling 10,000 
hectares, and belonging to several proprietors. Sources in the Selva 
reported in 1981 that the ranch had 6,000 hectares, and was divided between 
six family members. Santa Clara remained very isolated in 1981 and was not 
visited. A Large ranching operation exists in the central Santo Domingo 
valley that is of approximately 1000 hectares, with perhaps 500 head of 
cattle. The ranch was visited in 1981, but no information was made 
available. A third large ranch, called Diamante, is located in the 
northeastern section of the Selva near 1ake Metzabok* The Diamante ranch 
has approximately 1000 hectares. Only at Diamante ranch was it possible to 
get fairly detailed information about the operation. Most of the examples 
in this section are drawn from a study of this ranch.

In addition to controlling largd areas relative to other land holders, 
the big ranchers may also have some of the best agricultural land in the* 
Selva. The 750 hectares of pasture at Diamante are on well drained, level 
or gently sloping land. This is the best type of cropland in the area, and 
is in particularly short' supply in the Northeast. Ejidos in that area have 
primarily hilly or low lying land.

Diamante ranch is run by a hired manager with six full time workers.
The owner is in abstentia. In addition to the full time workers, 25 to 30 

• day laborers are employed for one month to six weeks each year for pasture 
weeding and planting. Workers are also occasionally hired to string 
fences, and for round-ups.

In 1981, there were an estimated 600 head of cattle on the ranch.
Fifteen high quality bulls were kept. The ranch also had a herd of fifteen 
to twenty horses. Between 100 and 150 fattened cattle have been marketed 
annually in recent years. Marketings are in 50 head lots that are trucked 
directly to Mexico City. Annual labor and management costs were estimated 
at 400,000 pesos. No estimates were available for other production costs. 
Returns net of labor and management costs, from the sale of 125 head of 
live cattle (including transportation costs of 1000 pesos per head) sold at 
12,000 pesos each in Mexico City, total 1,050,000 pesos.

No information was given at Diamante ranch on the number of feeder 
cattle typically purchased in a year. One such transaction between the 
ranch manager and an ejidatario was observed. Using data on offtake rates, 
herd size, and average sales, an approximation can be made of the number of 
feeder cattle purchased. A typical cow of the Zebu breeds found on the 
ranch, under the extensive conditions of the operation, will calve for the 
first time after three to three and one half years. She will probably 
yield one calf per year for six years. She would normally be culled in the 
eighth to tenth year. Under conditions at Diamante, steers will attain a 
market weight of 450 to 550 kilograms after about three years.
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Calculations reveal that marketing 125 head of cattle on an - 1 
could be accomplished without purchased feeder cattle. To market 5 »
with a total herd of approximately 600 cattle, as held at Diamante would, 
however require the purchase of 25 to 30 yearling calves. The production
o f 150 animals for market in a year without calf P” 6* " " " " 1 V K S i  
larger herd. Calves are purchased locally for 5000 to 7000 pesos in 1981. 
The“net profit from the sale of 150 head of fattened.cattle after abor.
and marketing costs) for an operation like Diamante is calculated at 
1,260,000 pesos, as compared to 850,000 pesos without the purchasing of
feeder cattle.

Pasture management is a key factor in maintaining a sustained and 
orofitable grazing operation in the Selva lacandona. Several exotic 
grasses thrive in the region under good conditions and management. e 
most common pasture grasses on commercial ranches are rica S 
Pangola The land at Diamante is reasonably good. The depth o
toDSoil* and the gentle terrain reduce the incidence such problems as 
infertility and erosion. This relatively favorable factor endowment makes
sustained grazing possible.

Pasture quality is 
control. Both of the 
better endowed ranche 
with herbicides. Pas 
shrubs if not weeded 
weeding on reasonably 
man days per hectare. 
growth of young, more

mainatined through rotational grazing and weed 
se practices are more easily followed by larger, 
s. Weeding is accomplished either with a machete, or 
tures will rapidly become infested with weeds and 
annually, or in some cases bi-annually. Pasture 
well maintained pasture requires about two to three 
Pastures are also burned each year to encourage the 

palatable shoots, and to help control weeds.

Rotational grazing serves several functions. If cattle are concentrated 
1- for too Ions the grass is cut excessively low and regrows

may die off8 ’ ^  the other band, if pasture is allowed to go too 
Iona an interval without cutting or grazing, the grass becomes woody and 
, r^latable for cattle. Tropical grasses become lignified and ha 
reduced nutritive value when mature (DeAlba, Mcllroy) Rotationa grazing 
also has the effect of concentrating manure on the Pastures Whl
commercial ranches have sufficient pasture area rf foU * “ heSe
have too l i t t le  land, and therefore are incapable of following these
pasture management practices.

Animal Husbandry

The animal husbandry practices on Diamante ranch contribute to the 
profitability of the enterprise. Consider.bie at,Mention is given to^

£rom
breeding farms that specialize in the production of registered bulls,
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„h® almost exclusively Zebu (Bos Indicus) breeds, including Gir
and Indo-Brasil. Crrollo breeds (Bos Taurus) that are common in other
parts of Chiapas, and found on some ejidos in the region, are not used in 
the commercial sector, j-u

r e l f t i v ^ r n » \ feedil18 “  eiIl?loyed as a means of increasing herd size 
r j. w * fc° uf iUZS ®rea at Dlamante- Cut forages also serve to reduce the
scarce T c a n e ^ 33 ^  the ?ry SeaS° n when Pasture can becomescarce. A cane grass (Elephant grass) is grown in dense stands near
p stures and near corrals. The grass is cut when it is three to four
meters m  height The cut forage is either spread on the pasture or
chopped m  a hand powered mill, and fed in troughs, sometimes with
molasses. Mineral salts are also given to cattle regularly. Cattle are
separeted into herds according to sex and age to manage feeding. Market
aa“ i®’ lncl“dln8 steers and cull cows, are grazed on the best pasture to
promote rapid weight gam; weight being the basis of sale for cattle from

SmaUSr ° Perati0nS ha"  n° aad must

Animal heeith practices in the commercial sector are also better than in 
e ejidal sector, but health problems exist none-the-less. At Diamante 
e cattle are vaccinated against several diseases but receive l i t t le  

treatment for such problems as endoparasites. Control of ticks, a maior 
probiem in tropical cattle production, is practiced through the use of dip 
tanks. The government has been involved in the promotion of dip tank 
construction in the region. Vampire bats are considered to be a minor
problems i ^ m o ^  rep° rted the loss of ° nly six cattle to health

Commercial Practices

Commercial ranches have a definite advantage over small-holders in 
mancing and marketing. Credit has been readily available to large 

ranches and is arranged in either Palenque or Tuxtla Gutierrez. The larger 
ranches have marketing advantages in that they tend to deal directly with 
uyers and slaughter . facilities, thus avoiding the price of middlemen.

There are also economies gained by commercial ranchers through larger 
shipments of cattle in transport costs and in cutting through red tape
o f ^ r eV f Cattl® ln Mexico requires considerable documentation. The o ffielal ̂ matters are frequently handled through the cattlemen's
associations (asociaciones ganaderos), which have expedited the expansion 
of the industry m  the Selva Lacandona.

Cattlemen's associations serve commercial, social and political
functions in Mexico. In cattle areas, the associations are often the most 
important organizations m  the community. In Palenque, the largest 
lui dmg is the Cattlemen's Hall. The primary function of the associations 
is to assist ranchers m  the production and marketing of cattle Thev 
provide technical and commercial information, credit assistance,’ and help 
the government with cattle development programs such as regional tick 
control projects. The associations also serve as buying co-operatives for
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veterinary supplies, seed, and other inputs. Stock shows are also 
organized by the associations*

the political arena (Feder). Th J  ̂ of the land reform
existence of the large - ^ r ^ L v e ' i n f l u e n c e d  thf favorable treatment
laws. Political power may also ,hay  terms o£ credit and
that government agencies have given the ranchers in terms
technical assitance.

group locally. This is ecau ranchers in the municipo. The
marketed through Palenque, or are so villaheraosa, also has

f°r
years to develop its own slaughter f J Paienque facility was only
control of the Villahemosa group. By 1982, the raienq
in the planning stage.

Small Ranches

The smaller private ranches fall i n t o c a t t l e ^ I t  is difficult for a

extensive conditions .21 The annual °” natherJegion°hIve1 less than
l o o s e s 5 or fattening operations *ich 
rent pasture.

„ u . ; — r* " s  .“ s ' K i S  : « tT . n “.;gi ‘“ ‘r

gratekatSpricerbe°low those■ " “ S ' V o m 'S ' . o;  per i la d ’ a ffam ^gate? ^ e
Selva Lacandona was approximat P 150,000 pesos in
gross returns from ‘ he sale of fifteu he ad w WQuld ^  more labQr

than' a ^ g ^ “ ^  S - * . !  ^

labor ,”^61101^  ̂ and*"operating6expenses could be as l i t t l e  as 100,000 pesos
per year.

21 The herd would include a P P ™ a t e l y  ^e; - - nr “ 1iefer:trndVer£er d 
T ^ Z  I w i  T ^ i -  approximately 60 animal equivalent unrts
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sinautatheTwith ler:sS;a" ei o o t c ! ° 0 he« “" 8- “  ia ~ * e n t  that the
cattle ate only marginally viable econ^icallyf'Trlnch^f^^hec

40,000 pesos per year Manv of 11 lncome of approximately<»»■ s“-. ~:;r; 50

increasing herd size on sosIUr ranches 'he °f la"d by
pastures is inevitably destructive resultlnS overstocking of
area of ranches with about 50 hectarp* 1 .wer® r®ports in the Metzabok
1981 dry season because of overstocking."^' existence'̂ T t h ^ "  *precarious. 5 existence or these ranches is

eSt ! b U s h L CherdsCo?1overC50nheadS ° \ privat® land- Some ejidatarioa have
ejidatarioe through thl renta? of•„ . *** 5erd* are “S t a i n e d  by
This can lead to income i n e q u a l i t y ^ t h T J ^ i d t ^ I h " "  l e ^  e j id ° ‘

: ^ £ \ c i i r  sufr ent :*S a i  -
identified in the Santo Domingo Valiev sien^fi^ti °f °Pfratlon was 
ejidatario operated a private ranch n L r b y ^ g l v ^ i r e j u S o  V  “ ^ t  
foundation stock, reducing his capital retirement J access to

CATTLE IN THE EJIDAL SECTOR

. Tha.ejidal secCor in the Selva Lacandona is the only area that off.

region'C“ o dattwere f y a i l a b l ^ f o ^ r 81011 °h industr? in the
ejidal land, or f o T L ^ a t t o n ^ V  L t r T ^  ^  “  
The ejidos are however, the region's largest ?"a u , J 31 SecCor-
e j id o s t e 3" FUrthSr - ^ - r a t i o n  in t h A e l v a f  a U o ^  bT o^gan treT in ^

as a function of the d u r a t i o n t f t e m t t  . C ^ t i t ^ 6 “  ^  ̂
8 - ‘ ! t led arf as ° f  the Chocolja and Santo Domingo vaUeys arepredominately cattle producers. More recently [S are

cattle. Interviews with farmers in the ttnger t  L s  ‘" “ l e H  ^  ^  
l l t t l T n V l  enSr  in-C3ttle Pr0ducti- -  It L  thereforl l ketythat the
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pasture Rentals

The simplest type of operation is the pasture rental. PUnt
„rasses on cleared land, build fences, and rent pastures to private 
S e r a  Sr other ejidatarios for fattening cattle Pasture establishment 
and maintenance for rentals is not very demanding of the farming system
a whole, 

days required.
The conduction of fences represents a major investment in labor and

- f i t  ss - s ;;rx  srrx *fK "X ls; srs x  p 1

This increased iAvestment by ejidatarios has f  °babl* be“ cth% ^ " “  ° «  
the growth in cattle numbers, and of increased road Raffle. Fa 
more inclined to fence pastures to keep other farmers cattle off when 
more mcii . . hprds become larger it also becomes morerattle numbers increase. As neras nee.wins ■*•**-& - 1070 =

u T t o  keep cattle from straying without fences In the late 1970s 
difficult no K P traffic on roads in the Selva increased
and early 1980s t h e increased incidence of cattle being
tiUed'and decking vehicles. All pastures observed along the region s 
major roads were fenced in 1981.

For small-holders, much of the cost of fence construction is counted in
i J o r  ^he most time consuming task is the constuction and setting of 
fence'nods Hardwood trees are cut in the forest and fashioned into 
posts.22 Th; posts are spaced at three meter intervals Atypical three

r  r « £ ° .  hectare° pasture .^The standard fence

ne d mpt-pr in Palenque in 1981. The total cash outlay for the
establishment of a three hectare pasture by a small-holde^in 1981 was 
approximately 5000 pesos including all fencing materials.

22 Chicle wood is often used. These posts sprout into trees and act as 
living fence posts and shade trees.

23 It has been noted that cattle owners frequently provide pasture renters
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, 98f * “  the - lva Lacand0na are on a per head basis. In
stoekine rite nfaSfireP° f y -35 peS°S p6r head per monCh- Assuming a

I? h C  lald n n T ” ? “ f 8 P6r he° f are"24 and «  ej idatario rentinghalt of his land (10 hectares), one year's income from rentals would toi-al
2520 pesos ($US 00, 1981). Pasture rental would not be very rm lnerllive  
under these conditions. Fanners in fact tend to either attest “  Lclelse 
!® IIaV nC°” a, by ^creasing stocking rates, or use rentals as a stepping 
is I I  16 °™ ershlP- stocking rate on rented pastures probably
1979) °Ver ° ne Per hectare> and perhaps ** high as two head (Lablto

Most farmers who establish pastures intend to own cattle. Pastures 
be rented-out while a farmer works to have sufficient land in pasture to * 
support a breeding herd, and enough capital to purchase foundationItocl
rlirih ” ay a lI°  be u" able t0 make planned purchases of stock and therefore
o f I  held PF lm I I I  planted “  anticipation of the establishment
o f a herd. Farmers who become trapped m rental situations (primarily bv
capital scarcity) often attempt to increase income from graziL by ovlr
stocking, resulting m  overgrazing and subsequent pasture deterioration.

Small Cattle Operations

Ejidatarios m  the Selva Lacandona who own cattle have varying 
strategles for^cattie production in their farming systems. For many 
cattle production is a sideline, and for others it is the dominant 
enterprise. Cattle operations range in size from one or two brood cows on 
a few hectares to herds of fifty animals that make considerable use of 
rented pastures.

Most ejidal cattleoperations begin as small calf-rearing enterprises
a l l L a i ™ ! ! ! b e ^ i n ChlIV rd Subslstence> and have ^ e r a l  hectares of matmre acahual, they begin planting grass m  their milpas. In many cases the
irst land planted in pasture is the least productive land for crops.

Frequently, this is low lying land on which crops have failed due to*
“ “"  f ™  0r watar In the older ejidos most of this type of land
had been converted to pasture by 1981. ^

As the area in pasture is expanded, there is increasing competition 
between cropping and cattle production for the better plots of laid 
Farmers who elect to pursue cattle production as a minor part of “ mixed
enterprise system will therefore have limited land in pasture. Such a
f I - l I l I I _ f I I I I I rI SI  “ 1Sht lnvolve one or two brood cows, their calves, and

24
with capital for fencing.

The average maximum carrying capacity of ejidal pastures is estimated at 
one half that of Diamante. The reduced carrying capacity results from 
lower quality and quantity of available forage. This is figure is based 
(SAG)eld °bservatlons and on comparative figures from similar regions
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a replacement heifer on, about fc ^ ‘” 1 bulfrathtr than keep
breeding he'd of thxsrsxze,i£ § would r a n g e l a b o u r

ner'vear“  A small sideline including fencing would total
of cattle enterprise rs ^ t e

common in the region.
, ratinns do not have a strong

who have small sideline cattle ope , only the least
• * * T l \  t group on the region’s economy or ecology. ̂ low Iying land
productive land is’generally P ^ ^ J ^ d e p l e t i o n  through pasture

S S S & T  Valley J.11J «  *  * • « “  - < *  “ *  1“

r v r . r « “ - " - ‘‘- " r -u h  w * rf

Expanded Cattle Systems_ >anded can---- . ios who wish to expand

“H r 1

farmer, and an eleven 3ustainable in the long run.
rte short run, _ . ^  least on hidings with

One system that is potentially ^ Ŝ a^ tation of crops, pasture and 
better than average land quality, been £uiiy developed m  the Selva,
fallow. This type of be required £o:r in §°

- * 1- h*”  6“ "
^ n i f ic a n t  numbers for that many years, 

stgmfican rntation on a twenty hectare
_. maintenance of a crop-pasture-fallow maximUm area of pasture
The “ ain* f * “ * ire  very careful management. _ Th.e depend on

t h a f c o u T b e  s u p p o r t e d  by  th e  f 0^ hf  h o l d i n g . C o n d i t i o n s  on some
t laa t  i • + T and th e  m ic r o - e n v i r o n m e n t  c r o p p in g ,  f i v e  y e a r s  o f

b°etterUendowed holdings be a sustainable pattern for a
DeC a t- vpars o f  bush fa l low  cou^ year, the maximum
rotation.^Assuming that two a twenty hectare holding) is
area that could be supported in P»8t« 8' 'anifflal unit3 per hectare is used,
ten h“ tarfS\  “ tbifrCotationacould Permanently support a herd of 
a farm employing thi_
approximately srx antmal • _ c.lf.retting enterprise with a

TO calculate the expected r<.turns 8_ For example, a ca lf  crop

sector cnau „ c-Fi  ̂n pnc res assou-ot^
from lack of = f - 1 * f “ ff  managerial expertrse. The
operations, and m  part trom
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foundation stock used in eiidal „

■ni»«1.7te5otw u “: and rSaCh 8maller matureP^ e % \ f r h i g h e r Vquillhta;e

the clMa than their
both externaland^internal rSCedve “ « 1 .  or ^ leh.th»7
unknown to ejidal catt!e producers^Th VaCcinati°« if a h o  a w ' 8’’ 
injuries^3 ^ ^ ^  ^  GJldal herds deluding ̂ s t i ^  ̂

effect Bjidal °perations also has an
feeding of cattle on the e'jido fit -«l»o.t no s u p p l ™ ^ ” 6
° f  pastures is  general ly  Do „ !  ‘ a lS only rare ly  giyen Thf ,• Problem resulf-intr ,* y P or ,  and seasonal forage a •. * . quality
because o f i n * « „ . E.nUt?ltional deficiencief . ^  ̂  a

With the reduced produr tivi f- c. • •
aCver:gefr0Atai t r d °f SiX “ “ ofe thf °fftake in, g * At lts maximum, the herd - ore t l̂an three on the
replacement, four brood ow<! a * ld consist of one bull 25 \  .
sale of three calvoo ™  f ’ and three calves.26 The total ? °ne heifer 
be marketed every sec^d  f ° ut 18■000 Pesos. One fu l l  I T ™ *  f * ™  the
for such items as f e ^ g ^ t ^ 11 additi° " al 6 0 0 0  pesos g e S ^ 1' 0 
-m e two or three thousand P sos' A f t e ^ T  TOUld redu-  b\
expenses) Che net annual income f r «  cHtl*. armual ° P « « * £

" s  is approximately 20,000 pesos!3 ** ^  3 holdinS with a herd

^  without^hired°}abor ^  ab° ™  could be managed b

X  - X  “ X V ' T l ’ “  ■ ■ ■ b* ' A . * 's " ;  :xx;:n:;rv- -1:11"manage a herd of this size. § °7 al°ne* No horses would be needed to*11

25

26

It was found that smli-hou
or more cows. h° lderS usually keep a bull i f they have three
Galve S are c°unted as fractional animal units.
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The pasture-cropping rotation that has been suggested is not typ ic - l ° [
, . -mnii-hnlders in the Selva Lacandona actually do. The examp

i t i - s  on a comparatively weU  endowed holding w ith ^ t^ n t^

hectares of re la t iv e ly  high quality “ “ fewer quality limd the fallow wouldfarp less advantageous conditions. On lower qua y . i j
o f necessity be longer, and the interval in pasture shorter. This would
substantially reduce the sustainable area of pasture• ^ p“ °n' . E talo a

S -  a « n  herd (a sideline) They may

aware i- s  " e r s  s a M T J s 'J & r
r , r  ^
pasture8in"four t f  s i x ' y r a r n f f ^ ^ r ^ a ^ ^ a t ^ a .  been cleared^ 

P i o u s l y )  \ t fe n tC? r 1t L h;u r^ h "eaof0threeeXbrood c o Z and', bull

(approximately"^,000 pesos), the ^ “ ^ . ^ “ “ ^ . ^ “ s ^ l v e ^ o o d

i=*.=s SA ys.5 "^ ; V:»: as £ss-s:»
market per year, under loca con i  io , annually, after the sixth
pesos, at 1981 prices. Two cows " J 1“ “ 8Cul^ rat;iog j ^ n s e s  would 
year, for an annual income of 12*°°° * ! “ ■ • ,P A fter% ight years, the herd
reduce the yearly income y a ou > heifers had been retained. This
would number almost 25 animal units i f  .1■ h« f e r a  bafl be
is double the estimated maximum sustainable stocking rate or
units per hectare.

The speed with which an ej idatario can develop a capi tal  
dependent on capital ava ilab ilt iy . An ejidatario cap

(h9CUSthedt ic a l ly )  heah f ™ “ oOO>JesM ,°wede f t » t c r o r » l e S  (perhaps from 

in terest, an operation begun with one bull and three c ° «  co»l^ P y

i n s r h " ; 1 u t j t . : : ^
headan(at heifers having been retained) , gross sales of calves and culls m
head val inn nnn np^os The herd would have anthe tenth year would total about 100,000 pesos. ine tier _
approximate value of 200,000 pesos at U S lp r i c e . ) .  ^ J ^ o n s  reveal
investment would have been han s°“ e  ̂ expansi 0n of cattle in the

cattle  industry in the

region might also be explained by these figures.

27 Three heifers are retained, one for expansion, and

28 Credit programs for small-holder cattle operations 
a later section.

two for replacement, 

w il l  be discussed in
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nrn^ ®  'c°lo"ists/".the Selva Lacandona are keenly aware of the potential 
profxts to be made in cattle. No other production system in the region 

eIS a" °PP°ytunity for such a rapid increase in income, or such high
awarenof ?heV W r  n reS°urceS‘ rtfis unclear however, whether farmers are aware of the longrun consequences of the conversion of their entire holdina
to pasture, and of continual overstocking, ®

If a farmer plants a three hectare milpa in pasture each year, an entire 
wen y hectare holding can be transformed into pasture in about seven 

years. Avarage pasture in the ejidal sector remains productive for only 
Z r  (Grosser ed.). In the eighth year, the first three hectare! of
pasture that were planted would cease to be productive under typical

^  the.eJldal sector. From that point on, the farmer would be 
faced with a continuously declining availability of forage. If the farmer 
has also expanded his herd rapidly, this scarcity of forage will resulTi! 
overgrazing, the selling-off of part of the herd or of starvati^ nf 
cattle. Under the better soil conditions in the’r e g i o n , t h T ^ U o w  “ “  
necessary to replenish fertility and erradicate weeds after pastu^ is a
eniod'the^^Iliow11 ^  iee" ^  «  Paa£- e  .Pprolo^gedperiod, the fallow must be longer. After thirteen to fifteen years* a 

holding that was rapidly converted to pasture and heavily grazed may have 
almost no land in any kind of production as a result of soil degradation.

. An ejidal fanner can maintain a substantial cattle ODeratinn i f n .  v- j 
size is stabilized after the initial expansion has been completed The
farmer must market some heifer calves each year along with bull calvfs and 
retain only enough heifers to replace culled cows. The herd size can be 
stabilized at about twelve head (animal equivalents) in the eighth ylar 
The operatron is established with three brood cows and a bull T h e held 
would be made-up of four heifers of between one and three years of age a 
buH, and six brood cows , An average of four or five calves and one cilll 
cow would be available for market for a net income of 25,000 to 30 000 
pesos each year as compared to 44,000 for the more expanded system!

Table 7 compares production, income and stocking rates for the four 
ejidal cattle systems discussed here ie., the sideline, the crop/pasture 
7 7 ° " ’ a? expanded sys£em. and a system with a stabilized h e ^ s i z e
the7  8 ra r are 7 ™  t0 be lnversely proportional to net income. For the three systems other than the sideline, the data presented are
indicative of conditions after seven or eight years of ranching. This is 

course an evaluation of the short-run economics of these systems 
Clearly,m this short run, higher stocking rates are more profitable 
Strong short-run incentives unquestionably exist for over-stocking. The 
stocking rate on the stabilized' ranch in the eighth year with twelve head 
on twenty hectares of pasture would be about 0.6. This is superior to a 
rate of over one animal per hectare that would be found on a farm that 
retained and raised all heifers produced in the first seven yea™ (th! 
expanded system in Table 7) in an effort to continually expand the herd 
Management practices_leading to such a more sustainabl! system are n!t 

Ident among most ejidal cattle producers. Land must be fallowed for a 
few years between periods of five to ten years in pasture to make this 
system truiy sustainable. This of course would reduce income in the short 
run. This more stabilized system, with lower stocking rates, could prolong
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TABLE 7

Comparison of Four Small-holder Cattle Enterprises

Sideline

Crop
Pasture
Rotation

Expanded
System

Stabilized
Expanded
System

Hectares
in

Pasture 5 10 20 20

Hectares
in

Crops 2 2 0 0

Hectares
in

Fallow 13 8 0 0

Herd
Size 3 6 25 12

Stocking
Rate .6 .6 1.25 .6

Average
Calf
Sales 1.5 3 7 4.5

Average
Cull
Sales .2 .5 2 1.00

Average 
Net Ret 
Pesos* 9000 20000 45000 30000

*Net of operating expenses.

e productivity o£ an ejidal grazing operation, 
ere an operation thathad not controlled herd s
ten to fifteen years of grazing, a stabilized
St fifteen to twenty years.

but not indefinitely, 
ize might exhaust the land 
' system could perhaps
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Dairying

the Vjidal"secto^in^he^Selva 1 1 ^  pr°duCtion haa « « « l y  emerged in

S i r . ™ S  “ “T 1-™ -
The colonists generally have some familiarity with'd l T 3-0 fhlS Variety' 
homes in the Highlands f>co«ain»n „ ■ ■ .y with^dairying from their
cheese producing area, There is almost1P° 1? Particular is an important
production is exclusively for ™  no milk consumption in the Selva;
Transportation o S  L k  ^  Ten°Si<IUe-
Lacandona will probably remain difficult in t h ^ f u t ™ 3 £" the Selva
state of the region’s infrastructure. Small-holder milkVrod6 V  ^  P°°r
regron is not likely to expand rapidly as a result P ^ t m n  m  the

Collectives

the development^ofidal^cattle operatTo11̂  -nitdated Credit Programs for 
was provided by seyeVi banks and L f  V  thejSelva Lacandona. Credit
governmental agencies, including PIDER (The"^'66^ 11 a variety of
Investment In Lral bivel pmeV) ^t n tV T hp^w^t^idential Program for 
SAG (The Ministry of l i v e W k  L  E r ^ l ^ ) 1?" ^  InStitata) ■

themselves^n ColiecIivl'Vttl^8” ^ !  °f ejidatarioa organized
could not apply for c^ i  a T l '  ^ r a t i o n s  • Individual ejidatarios
members shared equally in iabor c o m m i t m V ^ r % W i a “ resion8-b“l ̂ iCh ^  profits. Grosser et al reported that J W , “ nan?lal,_ responsibility, and
valley were eager to recieve credit in the mid-lVos" a V ^ d f " ^ 80 aassociations. The eovf>r™pnt anrD • , ;us> and rapidly formed
as a means of improving the efficiencv S°Ught to L^troduce collectivization 
through increased size J  ^ Cattla P-duction
of the national cattle h e r d V y ^ g r i W u r a l  S g

S a n ^ o m ^  t o ^  in the

r o8™ .  „  s a ; " r " . ” r „ r: ' s rb* f j?  *h-
farmers complied by oonverting much of their holdingo pasture V  H t

^  «  « •
deteriorated as the grass became overmaturYVom i L k T f ^ a V l n "  7 c  roVer
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m  »76, most of the S a n t o ^ c b a s e  
their Cattle Associations (Labato 19 ). years. The cattle herds
of these eiidof^rePexpandednrapidly, and the majority of the valley's
ejidatarios became cattle producers.

The collective stc” e“” s ̂ ^ " ^ " “ cpet^iont ^ t h T e h ^ e
" ?  “  l ^ l S ;  . 1 .  r . , « . « h  .< .He.
collective s cattle. The agen rftiiPctives evaporated. In interviews
loans, and,their the bank officials of
in the region m 1981, the tarn iye credit schemes m the Santo
corruption, The net effec individual small-holder herds, and the
domingo va lley  was the ^ n  of calf-rearing farms,
transformation of the va lley  into a region

At Ejido Laconja, in th® La^°"j^ ^ ^ p ^ - e J / w i r q u i t e 1*ambitious, and
Laconja-Tseltal Project. The addition to the purchase of stock,
included investment in fa c i l i t a .  in additionl ™  L  the Lac0nja
Four hundred heifers and eight bulls wer P y 0 hundred hectares
Cattlemen's Association with credit fr» 100 in the
of pasture were establishe 1 female calves each
second year. The plan ^ / f n  the e d u c t i o n  of a corral, a
dip"tank°Sand spies' for'weighing market cattle. No specific details of
the financial arrangements were available.

, . -ref prospered. Interviews with government andThe Laconja scheme has not prospere . me u  ht on the causes.
bank officials in other parts o e an operation on the scale that
The ejidatarios were not prepared t § health problems that
INI had sat up. Inadequacies in ^ r ^ t ^ k i n g  rate of 0yer 2.0 animals 
took a t o l l  on the herd. P S  have caused nutritional
per hectare was probably too hig , y effectively, m  part
problems. The co llect ive  organization da1<da ” t> ̂ / ^ “ '/ .in in g! The' 
because INI fa iled  to p i m  e, a ^  t> and debt repayments were not
operation began to fail ^pmetrated againsts members of the
made. Acts of violence were reportedly ^ r ^ praSoperty of some
Collective by unidenti h area are now extremely suspicious of
ej idatarios. The colonists ,. that the violence was ordered by
officials and banks because they believe that tne
INI or bank officials.

m  1981, the herd of the Laconja Cc’Uective^numbered about^SO^head. 

Laconia scheme had clearly failed.

29 Them was no reference made to hei fer  rais ing.
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by ^ „ L a1 n ” ri;cLnn: r 3 r i1natLil e L r: dL lc: : dheme Catt^e was undertafe"

p r o ^ e c T i ^  “  Ejid°S Sant° D°min®° a“d Li-nar b^e\a iri982Za^ ° i shadproject is the most ambitious ever attempted in the reeion r! I ?  ?
“ ' h  • , s r l 2 ; " r ' iT I ^  “ « • " «  * -  S - s r 1
■ - a  —  ,r« d id

^ s 13 x 1 s we it e av axl. ati 1 p ^ +- "u, _ n . _ »
collective was organised with 58 ejLatfrios a n d ^ b  “ \erpri8e- A 
technical assistants were provided by the bank for organizational™ 
management and training The tPrh m V i an S ”lssatl0nai
as long as three years. Credit of up to 15 000 000 m ? ufarmers for
to the Collective at 15 5 percent i n t d l  t h’, 0 P S w l U  be available
horses were to be purchased in May or June of m /  ,  J : ■ stock and
Balancan. The plan called for t-ĥ  ? ? in ^enosrque and
and 25 bulls. ?he operation w ill use'Tmix°of°R 6° °  c” d heifers a"d cows,
to implement a criss-cross brewing " o g r ^  T h ^ o T  ^  2eb“ St°Ck
a herd of Brown Swiss-Zebu crosses that w^l’d m J £ u* was to maintain
pasture and cut forage, without supplements! Pr°V1 6 meat ^  milk °n

management than an extensive gracing o p e ^ a t i o ^ ^ h " ^ " ^ ^ '
Banco Internacional was to assist in the on  ̂ tk 2 b ° r Crlo ll° cattle, 
establishment of good p a s tu re s^  I f r i c X s t l ' g r s T  thV *

are^al^o^o^^responsible T '
marketing the collective s p r o d u c t & V t h e l f r s t ^ y e ^ . ̂  ^

included r T r l l . ^ r p ^ o r ‘ i ^^S^oSS" 0’  °Vef three years/ 11118pesos for fencing, 360 000 pesos f n r w ° ° ’0° V ? for stock, 480,000 
equipment and o t ^ r  S e n s e s  ?hf Con ^  ‘ f  ^ “P0’000 to
wage of 150 pesos per day im’l982 for work'In t h ^ r ^ e c r 1^ ^ ^ 68 3 
were also to contribute 418 hectares of nrovi'n 1 P °jeCt* ^  members 
kilometers of fences, with a ^  «

The calculations made by Banco Internacional of the nrod„r.Mv,> c ■ 
system were based on a calving rate of 70 percent and on th y ls

« . s » T “ - 2  “ * X: n  r " p“ -

KSS £  S -r^ S LS ^ TS S  <ifr
T ";z uJ T “

The pr oj ec t 
FIRA, which

was
was to be funded by the Banco Nacional de Mexico 

to guarantee 8 0 percent of the investment. through
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„ yh(=l roilective will gradually increase as the production The income or tne couec-nvc Wlii & J . *11 i ?p
of tnilk and cattle grows. In the seventh year income will stabilize,
f ^  a to the nlan at more than 2,000,00031 pesos alter operating costs

and°payments ^  i n t ^ s t  and on the principal. This would yield an annual
income of 45,000 pesos per member.

S I? i” :
1 6 ,0 0 0 , 0 0 0  pesos on an investment of 1 4 ,0 0 0 ,UUU. me pin f 
to * be overly optimistic in its expectations.

t _ „* „3i nsttle collective at Santo Domingo was visitedThe Banco e .tt ie  co ^  ^  ^  program had not
for a second time in Jun ” 2^ ^  ^  organized the clearing and
developed as planned Th h t but no immediate expansion of
fencing of about 1 « h“ tar eXpected credit for the establishment of a
pasture area was pUnne[' The bank had only provided
d3fficiest'credit^to cover the cost of pasture establishment and the _

;urchase of 1
much more capital. In maer i "  “ chase steers with a small additional technicians had been instructed to pur.chase steers a short
1 rriua qt-pprs were to be fattened and sold tor Deer m
°an‘ -ect The Santo Domingo collective had been reduced to an

cattle production without improving productivity.

SUMMARY AMD CONCLUSIONS
The cattle industry in the Selva Lacandona is an extension of a larger 

system that dominates much of lowland southeastern Mexico *r°£ atur;
such as the Selva, serve ^  industry p r i m a r i e s  ources^of^ ^ P  
and feeder cattle for fattening operations. to the pro£j.tability
the cattle industry h a s ®  *"n of cattle production in the ejidal 
sfctolTast'tra'gre;! extent, been made possible by the commercial cattle

31 No account was taken of inflation or other 
c alculat ions.

price changes in the banks
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industry. The existence of large commercial ranches provides e.iidatarios 
with a market for their calves, and a source of foundation stock though
an in fluencfoenth‘ ■ ?ominance of ranchers in the region has also had
Selvafl ro ' 8° °c al f ccePt a b i l i ty ° f  ranching by colonists in the 
Selva. Commercial ranches in the region, and in other parts of the

for^small f i b e r s  Pr° dUCti° n the lucrative alternative

options available to the region's farmers. In Chapter V it  was sho™ that
in the early years of a settlers occupation of a holding, income from 
cropping is generally below 20,000 pesos per year. A cattle sideline
e a sUv10\ r  T  thniS t0 25’°°° t0 3°’°00 »es°s relatively
earn Ibout 35a000 n e s o s T  ^  yearS ° f farminS’ a family canearn about 35,000 pesos from cropping. A rapidly expanded cattle

vear7r lOnlWOUf? thiS figUre by alm0St 20 Percent in °nly eight
o r  M . w  ! y 8 r flfteen r ars or more can a f armer achieve an equivalent 
or higher income from cropping activities to that of a eight year old
rapidly expanded cattle enterprise. S y

Several types of systems were discussed in this chapter. These ranged 
from simple pasture rental operations and small ejidal cattle systems to 
large commercial ranches and collectives. Almost all of the existing
reasons!7StemS ™  the regi°n are “ acceptable, though each for its own

A commercing cattle ranch with 750 hectares of pasture and 600 head of
cattle is unequitable, and its existence counters current national 
evelopment poHcy. The ranch would provide six full-time workers with 
bout 30,000 pesos per year, 25 part-time workers with 3,000 pesos per 

year, and a manager with an annual income of about 100,000 pesos In 
purchase of 30 calves from small-holders would provide 

perhaps, 30 families with about 6,000 pesos in income per year, toe 
family the owners, would receive an estimated one million pesos per year 
from the operation. The pasture land of such a ranch would provide a 
livelihood for many families if it were held as an ejido.

The SAM program calls for the increased production of food grains and 
specifically for a reduction m  meat production in areas where it is’ 
competing with crop production (Redclift ). It has been demonstrated that 
the large commercial ranches generally control some of the best cropland in
aha Salva: Ihe aalf rearln? enterprises that feed these ranches also have

eleterious effect on grain production, especially on the potential to
produce grain m  the region, ' 1

Small private ranches tend to be ecologically unsound. They are
h l t b Z T  7 t°°^Smal1 the use of sound Pasture management and animal 
husbandry practices. The small ranches almost invariably overstock and 

entually ruin their holdings. Poorly managed extensive systems are not 
sustainable and are a waste of the Selva’s resources. The private ranches 

sufficient size, and with land of adequate quality to support a 
sustainable operation can be criticized on the same grounds as the larger
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ranches, although the inequality is no.: «» |~.s ^ e  “
f0£  r.i“i-1-.“ « ’̂ - a n c h e s  may be greater than to the total area 
held by large ranches.

The ejidal ranches are exploitative by "nd. ̂ T^ough
Selva Lacandona has a right to more  ̂ fifty or more hectares, fellowpasture rentals an ^ a r i o ^ c o n t r o ^ : ^
ejidatarios provide pasture. hectare The life expectancy of
pastures at rates of up to two animal‘ P“  h^ “ eiong fallow is required to
an overgrazed pasture is on y iheyiong-run consequences of this process
make the land productive again. Th S their land to others, in terms
: r i ^ d ^ ^ a d ^ n foL^tduc:d potential t« ^

s.'ss- - —
increase.

The most profound ef£eĈ _°f1̂ ^ ^ H d a ^  secLr^ Famers^^operate 
Selva have been in the smal - o 1 g >.nidine are the most numerous incattle systems exclusively on thei,r own holding arerte ^  ^
the region. These system® . rapid^xpansion of pastures and herdssustained indefinitely. With the rap P less in as little as ten to
ejidal holdings may be rendered ™ ^ e may take up t0 30 years
fifteen years of grazing, Le p £ smaller operations that
to turn a holding into weeds and gu . ture at a time have a chance
require a fraction of the holding however! from observations in the older 
of being sustainable. It is farm;rs in the region will expand
ejidos of the Northern Z°ne> tation t0 realize short term gains leads
their cattle enterprises. Th pP . t pasture. This process m  the
ejidal I Z l l T of the farm-families, the region,
or of the Mexican nation.

Collectives have .been used f ^ e ^ i o L l f  e^ldai

^  liinii i r z  0r.
the scale of commercia ranc_ guffered from many of the problemsgroup of farmers These proi- s have suHe e Mexico.
that have plagued mail-holder development p 8 ^ ^  ^  crediti 
They have usually been pa er romDlex and administered erratically*
technically and administratively Pthe’Selva has been the expansion of
The end result of cattle project ^  ^  increase in productivity,
herds and pasture area, u me o£ these problems. If cattle
Better project management and profitable
development projects £ the ejidatarios. The promotion of such
systems, it may be beneficial fo ailable to crop production throughprojects inevitably reduces th-rea^evailabl 3chemea of
questionable^alu^in a atonal development perspective.

This chapter has demonstrated ^ ^ b e e n  shown
small-holders to adopt extensive cattle producti
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regional economy, in th, ion r n I l- ? developmenC of a viable
strategy will be presented for the i 6 lnal cha£ter> an alternative
other production system l i t h  cattle " a n r & f r ^  ^  competitiveness of
factors that have contributed to LExpansion of“th118-0! eUminatinS the'region. expansion of the industry in the

\



Chapter VII

AN ALTERNATIVE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

The expansion of extensive cattle grazing in the Selva Lacandona has  ̂
been identified as a major threat to the long-run viability of the region s 
agricultural economy. Halting the conversion of forest and cropland t 
pasture and reversing this trend should be at the core of a n w 
Current economic (and to a lesser extent social)
encourage farmers to begin and expand cattle operations. ,
suggested approaches to this problem: discouraging extensive cattle
production; intensifying cattle operations; and most_importantly, ma g 
other products more attractive to farmers. Farmers in the region 
essentially rational in an economic sense; they will select thos ,
enterprises that they perceive as the most productive and reliable uses of
their limited resources. If other enterprises offered better returns, they 
would be selected over cattle. A new strategy must be designed to make 
cropping and small livestock systems more attractive to farmers than
extensive cattle production.

In this study, it has been demonstrated that farming systems have 
evolved, both historically, and among modern migrants m  the Selva 
Lacandona, that are, in many respects, highly adapted to local condition . 
The Maya and the Lacandone Indians developed farming practices that cope 
effectively with the difficult environmental conditions for agriculture of 
the Selva. Some modern migrants have adopted intricate cropping sys e 
and diverse mixes of enterprises that are also well adapted to loc 
conditions. Their farming systems typically include' “  “ £««®PPed 
a mixed plantation, a diverse home garden plot and small livestock. A wiae 
variety of product guards against severe loss of income or failure o mee 
subsistence requirements, as a result of pests, weather or low prices. The 
new development strategy suggested in this study is designed to “ P?™8 
promote these sound indigenous practices rather than replace them with crop
improvement programs.

Through interviews with farmers, and field observations, problems in the 
individual sub-systems have been identified. Constraints on productivity 
and income exist in the production, storage and marketing phases 
farming systems. These obstacles stem from technical, economi , 
environmental, cultural and organizational problems. Solutions to specif c 
problems with individual products and general problems m  regional econo 
development are discussed in the following sections.

-113-
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SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS

Staple Crops

The farming systems of the Selva Lacandona include many sub-systems 
•The most important of these in the local economy are staple crops 
production systems. Maize and beans are the basis of the diet for the 
ocal population.  ̂ The vast majority of farm families attempt to achieve 

self-sufficiency in these crops. In a national perspective, the 
improvement of productivity in maize and beans has been given a high 
priority. Maize yields in the Selva generally provide adequately for the 
needs of the colonists, and the region is a maize exporter. Yields are 
highly variable, however, and there is considerable room for improvement in 
the productivity of maize systems. Beans have been identified as a problem 
crop m  the Selva Lacandona. Production is below the subsistence level 
because of a variety of agronomic problems. In bean production systems 
there is also room for improvement,

The staple cropping systems of the more experienced farmers in the Selva 
Lacandona employ inter-cropping and relay cropping practices. The most 
common crop association is maize, beans and squash. This intercrop 
apparently offers several agronomic benefits including enhancement of 
ertility, weed control, and a reduction of pest losses. Relay planting 

the planting of several different crops in a succession on the same field 
also has several advantages. This practice provides fresh food at *
intervals throughout the year, and maintains a plant cover on the ground 
reducing the erosive effects of heavy rains. Relay planting also permits 
the farmer to accomplish several tasks simultaneously, thus saving labor 
These practices are moderately effective, but much of the variability i n ’ 
yields cannot be controlled with these indigenous practices alone. Pests, 
diseases, and the vagaries of the climate take their toll on crop 
production. Innovations are need to assist farmers in overcoming these 
obstacles.

One of the main failings of the SARH/SAM program for staple crops in the 
Selva was that it attempted to impose a crop improvement package without 
adequate^testing or site specific modification. Much more intensive study 
of existing systems is^needed. A research program should be designed to 
evaluate the productivity of the various inter-crop practices, fallow 
strategies, and local maize and bean varieties. Experimentation is also 
needed on the responsiveness to fertilizer and pesticides of local and 
improved varieties, under local conditions. Varietal testing is needed in 
particular for beans. Emphasis should be placed on the testing of 
innovations in cropping that are low cost, and that are not heavily 
dependent on resources from outside of the region.

The possibility of incorporating some aspects of the highly adapted 
Lacandone farming system into the systems of the migrants deserves careful 
scrutiny Although the Lacandone system is designed for subsistence and 
is therefore inadequate for the apparent needs of the colonists, much of 
t e agronomic and silvicultural knowledge of the Lacandones may prove 
useful. Some Lacandone practices that could help the migrants include 
correct soil selection for various crops, variety selection, intercrop
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strategies, weeding, cropping sequences, and more effective use of the 
forest fallow for food production.

The land resources available to many colonists in the Selva Lacandona 
are severely limited under current practices. Much of the land in the 
region is seasonally inundated or steeply sloped. The improved use of some 
of this marginal land could serve to increase agricultural production. The 
Mayan civilization overcame the limitations of the landscape through the 
use of soil and water management practices. More experimentation is needed 
in the Selva Lacandona on the possible transferral of some of these ancient 
practices. Two of these Mayan farming techniques may have a place in the 
agriculture of migrants in the Selva; raised fields, and terraces.

Large expanses of low lying land are currently under-utilized in 
colonized areas of the Selva Lacandona. Much of this land is in or near 
settlements because the ejidos are generally located in valleys. The 
intensified use of these areas could benefit the colonists in several ways. 
The SARH/SAM program encountered difficulties with the promotion of input 
use because of the dispersion of milpa plots. Much of the cropping of 
ejidatarios is in the hills around the settlements, on the better-drained 
soils. Increased use of more accessible land could aid in the 
intensification of farming.

The soils of the valley floors in the Selva are relatively fertile 
because of the depth of the organic layer and the high silt content. When 
these soils are well drained they support a semi-permanent agriculture 
requiring only a brief fallow to reduce weed and insect pest problems.
Raised field farming on these soils could produce a permanent or_ 
semi-permanent cropping system that might greatly contribute_to increased 
food production. The creation of new cropland could be p a r t i c u l a r ^  
beneficial for the many migrants who currently have no ejidal land rights, 
or in those ejidos that have too little cropland. Many of these ejidos are 
located in swampy areas.

There is considerable evidence that Mayan agriculture supported 
relatively high population densities in hilly areas through the u s e o f  
terraces. It has been noted that one such terrace has been identified in 
the Selva. The farming of sloping land by migrants has resulted in 
widespread erosion. The feasibility of constructing terraces in the region 
should be examined. The construction of terraces and raised fields would 
probably require a great deal of labor. The Maya must have used vast 
numbers of workers for land and water management projects. Such projects 
in the Selva Lacandona today would require substantial government 
assistance. If these innovations were successful in elevating regional 
staples production, such an investment could be more cost effective than 
the current, very expensive crop improvement program.

The availability of maize and beans in the Selva Lacandona could be 
increased by as much as 20 percent through reductions in post-harvest 
losses. Innovations are need in the drying, shelling and storage phases of 
the region's farming systems. Improved drying and storage could also 
improve the quality of the grain, and thus its marketability. Another 
problem for farmers is the transportation of maize from milpas to the
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farmstead. Many farmers store their harvest in field barns and haul maize 
only as it is needed. The field barns are typically infested by insects 
and rodents that destroy a substantial fraction of the harvest.

Marketing facilities for maize remain poorly developed in the Selva. 
About half of all maize marketings are still in the hands of coyotes who 
offer prices that are generally below the guaranteed and central market 
prices, CONASUPO purchases maize only at collection centers. Increases in 
the guaranteed price alone will have a limited impact on the supply of 
maize in the region. Roadside collection of harvests by CONASUPO could 
offer a strong incentive to the Selva*s maize producers to increase output. 
Shelling services for small farmers could also be an effective device for 
encouraging the production of larger surpluses.

Cash Crops

As one alternative means of surpassing subsistence, migrants have 
established cash cropping systems. The improvement and promotion of these 
systems should be central to an agricultural development strategy for the 
Selva Lacandona, These crops could offer permanent production systems that 
would compete economically with extensive cattle production, and thus 
insure the long-run economic health of the region. The greatest advantages 
of cash cropping systems for the colonists are that they are intensive uses 
of the land, and yield relatively high returns per hectare. In the case of 
tree crops, the cropping systems are generally sound ecologically because 
they protect the soil with their cover.

Chile and coffee are the primary cash crops (after m a i z e ) . Cacao, 
fruits, and minor milpa crops are currently less important economically. 
Chile has been an important cash crop in the Selva for about twenty years. 
Coffee is now being established as a major cash crop. Cacao is a recent 
introduction that has potential to expand rapidly in the near future,
Fruit production is substantial, but of minor importance economically 
because of poor markets. Few established farms produce only one cash crop, 
and many have a mix of all or most of them. Many farms in the Selva are 
developing highly diversified mixes of cash crops. These systems range 
from coffee monocrops to plantations with coffee, cacao, fruit trees, and a 
variety of minor crops grown in association.

In^this investigation, some superior small-holder plantation systems 
were identified. These systems use a sequence of crops over a period of 
years, and a variety of products in combination at all stages of 
production. The general pattern involves planting staple crops, bananas, 
plantains and papaya, initially. Fruit tree seedlings are planted among 
these crops in the first year. As the trees mature and form an open 
canopy, coffee and cacao are planted among them. The mature coffee and 
cacao can eventually be grown alone under a relatively full canopy of fruit 
t r e e s , or in association with food crops under a more open c a n o p y . There 
are several advantages for the small holder that such systems provide over 
coffee or cacao monocultures. The complex plantation system yields food 
and cash crops while the coffee and cacao plants mature. This could in
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part overcome Che of slow
their competetiveness with ' . ££ the farmers some

- — 1

As plantation crops become c^ ° “ “  f e r t U i i y “ r f “ » a r H i k e l y
coffee plantings become older, pest a i f  la n t a t •ons should be
to emerge. Extension programs for small holder P s _ As th,
designed to deal with potential g r e a s e  in the Selva Laoandona the 
production of coffee an cac . techniques for the region s
establishment of efficient proce important. Few farms are
small-holders will also become and drying facilities. Marketing
equiped with sufficient L d  will also need
systems for these Products a enterprises will be profitable,
improvement to insure that plantation

A  feature of many areas of recent as a
and regional markets. ,T” dlng In the Selva Lacandona today, thereregion becomes more thickly settled. In  ̂ ^  itldividual
are essentially no local ”  economically, and within the colonies
settlements are not strong y market centers reduces the
there are no village markets. activity. A program aimed at
possibility of locally initiate com iocal market centers would aid
promoting the establishment of ^ ^ ^ ^ n i s a t i o n  of cooperative ... 
in improving income frOTcas^ facilitate marketing by small holders, 
marketing organization toward making

plantation crops more attracLi.
, , that are grown in the Selva Lacandona offer a

The wide variety of L  e< urban areas of the Gulf.Coast
significant area fo* Sr° h Selva's fruit production. Research is
could provide a market for the b with plantation crops,
needed in the field of marke;*̂  ° K .  Ameans of assembling the
j = s  of1 m a ll* p°oducera^and delivering them to « •  ̂ ^ d e d

pes^contro^an^other^ technical problems to improve

the quality of produce.
„ .Up Selva Lacandona, and the most purely

Chile is an important cr°P .g relatively advanced, employing
commercial. Some Pr0 ^ production is, however, on smallfertilizer and pesticides. Much P ^  gmaU operatiotis is
plots with little ̂ or no inpu u  ̂ n̂ ive< The SARH has begun a project 
particularly primitive an cm ties at Frontera Echeverria. The project 
to construct modern drying tac Mt t complete. The design of this
has encountered m a n y s c a l e  and may not be readily transferable to 
drier is relatively 1 g , ■. , v 2iVen to the development of more
smaller settlements. Atte« 10" small chile producers,
effective drying methods and ° ® market for chile is erratic. Although
It must be realized too, dependence on income from chile may

f0r ^ b ^ ;  Theje £y be little .corn for - h e r  
increases in chile production m  the future.
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Livestock

economies of Che colonists in^he^elv^Lacand1’6 Subsistence and market 
remains far below i t s  potential In c reased p rod u c tPr0d“ t f 0?* h° — ,
and other animals would be economical l a P d“ cblon o f  poultry, hogs, 
the population. There mav also be V ° d nubrit lona lly bene fic ia l for
new lives tock  systems 7 S°me P° ten t la l for the introduction of

migrants. They a r r i lm o s r u n iv e r s a U y T p t 311̂ ^ ™ ' animails am° nS the 
problems in the flocks. Chickens and turkeys a n d ^ T ^  " •  health
aad ducks, can be sold easily, and provide L<t ^  3 lesser extent geese
farm-family. The potential , 888 and meat for the
Kas been far from realized  b e c a u s e o ^ e q ^ d i l 7 ^  ^  SyStemS
out most o f  the birds. A project is neededf d^sease attacks that wipe 
and the upgrading of the quality o f  flocks. °T dlSease contro1 in poultry

»  ,i* s-1" » i « t. b„ t

production appears to be primarily cultural FaJer P blem wlth hoS 
unwilling to raise hogs in confinement. fon^rlv generally 
foraging hogs are no longer nermitted i„ /  , y f roaming and
Of farmers to production of hogs in pens may ^  resistance
including the cost of enclosure construction health S°Jeral Motors 
vith confinement, feed sources and 1 k j ’ alth Problems associated 
problems might be overcome through th °r emfnds • Feed availability 
and bananas that are relatively tffortlesr^o1™  df the USe °f r00t cr0Ps
marketable. A project should be undertaken o ^ s f r ^ f 3"11 n0t.highlF
establishing and maintaining confined hog operations' “

migrants l ^ L ^ o L ™  s T 6 “  ^  SySte-  ° f  <=»e
ethnic groups of the migrants in their^iomel00!?”101̂ 7 kept by Some ° f  the 
in the highlands are used for their wool and™ Ut tbe breeds employed 
tropical conditions. Goats are k e o t T  a a ^  adaPted t0 
short-haired tropical sheep, often celled t h e ^ h  ‘ “ ' j "  the Selva- A 
appear in the Northern Zone o f the region Tabasco sheep, has begun to
popular on farms near Palenque and in Tabasco “ ^ 1 ! “ ' '  s * "  Sheep ”for meat. co * Tabasco sheep are raised

. Sma11 inants could f i l l  a nitch in th* 
migrants and provide meat and income for the fa™ ? ! T  * ° f  the 
settlements in the region have several h e c ^ r e a ^ f  ^ 168; M° Bt 
roadside, in the school yard, and between homestefds a i ,  8 th6-

or Joaats0coulCdCabe0grised8oaZth *  ^  of
forage sources. A program should be in i t i a t e d 'h f t h e ^ e l f d o s “ “ US6 ° ther

d ie tn n d0t incromesmin t h e ^ S o s ' T t “ e r ^  ""l ?°tential for improving 
established and expanding industry in t h ^ h e ™ ^ " ?  thV se lva . The
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off=nr,a o£ the apiculture co-operative should be encouraged and more

the\ocaI riet'^Th'e establishment of fish ponds could be relatively easy
in the well watered lands of the region,

improving alternative production systems, including cash « o p »  and - a i l  
livestock, offer, the best means of combating ^ ^ L I o u U  “ st te

in.tb. region A means of
disc o u raging^colonists ^ r e n t i n g  / f a r m e d  land.

Credit6 for the purchase of ^ ^ ^ r ^ i a r a l ^ r ^ u l d  be

levied fairly eas;Uy '»» '=®“ le in ‘r“ “ ently go through the town of
C h a ^ l f  Admi^istfative actions may, however, not work effectively as a
« “ n  of several factors including the possibility of corruption.

Finally, existing cattle ““ “ ^ ^ “ f ^ h r s e l v r c o u l d ” .
negative impact on the lan . throuch the introduction of improved
inCT i ^ eda n r dst:fke m preo g ^ r s h o a“ : b“ e d that improving pasture
m a n a g e m e n ^ p r a c t i c e s , P r ^ ^ - . - L r ^ ^ e r ^ i v ^ ^ e t r n r r y s t L : ? 1" 31 
husbandry Prac^ “ s; be established for sharing bulls among severalCooperatives could also be est^ of herds. Dual purpose
farmers. This could aid pg | and m o r e intensive alternative
dairy/beef ^ W n g  cou d’be promoted through breeding

- i « - “  “  s m a l l h o l d e r s  in marketing m i l k  and cheese.

Land Tenure and Employment

Land tenure 1“ ^ ^ “ .“  ^ “ 'been “ ha°tTa™erf may be

tree crops because they - e  unsure tenure d i 9 p u t e s . The

hprc6e of E c o n o m i c *  development could be h a s t e n e d ^  a

I t n d " H g h t s ac:“ r a i s o 1 fSa c i U t a ete ^ o t H t i o n  of wilderness areas from
unauthorized colonization.

' , , . c r r attle uroduction among small-holders in the
Ser L : L d ^ a “ ^ : r ^  t h ^ l L d  for calves for fattening on the 
region's commercial ranches. The a“ tus of^the ^ " ^ “ “ ^ e l im in a te  

^ arsee L n : h e r Ca:ntalyfor” e i r t h e  c“attie expansion, and provide more land for

c r o p p i n g .
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Development efforts m  the Selva Lacandona have completely ignored the 
found th “nemploy“ ent and “ der-employment. In this investigation it was
t h r L c k aofaiobsP^ u ebLoPr0blem'CUrrently 6XiStS in thS regi°n ' and thatfuture 5fni ^ C°me a" ln« ? « s m 8 l y  important problem in the
did n!t r  d7 ° L ? h? ml8rants interviewed looked for work off farm. Most
id not find sufficient employment during the year. The scarcity of wage 
abor jobs m  the Selva is a particularly serious problem for ^ 13^  

little or no land Some of these landless migrants are almost “ timely
the r«ion0“ S T m l i o r i ? 18 a livelih°°d • Ma"y l°°k for wbrk outside of 
no lanl ^ r e ^ ^ L l i ^  3  t t  “
future, there will be growing numbers of landless families as a result.

A reduction the importance of cattle production in the Selva Lacandona 
This mak nat? an lmp0rtant f°urce of off-farm employment on the ranches

thaddit“ “ lly r POrtant- If cattl®SnumbersCand pastVu r e T e T w e r e
1  ?  he ®nhancement of cropping and small livestock systemslabor absorption on-farm would be improved. y *

TheTd!reiare S?veaai potential sources of off-farm employment in the Selva 
The development of forest product industries could provide jobs Small 
scale milling, furniture construction and paper manufacturing are 1 
in ustries that could be developed in conjunction with tree farming and 
reforestation projects. The SARH has made feasibility study for oil itlm 
production in the region. Palm plantations and processing facilities might 
be particularly appropriate for Frontera Echeverria, where there is I
condition f" P°Pulation> low income levels, and potentially good

,s or ?a, ms • Fish production on a commercial scale could be a 
source of some jobs for colonists. Employment could be generated through 
land and water management projects such as raised field and terrace S 
onstruction. Jobs might also be created in the commercial services sector 

m  response to development of the region's agricultural systems.

is tourisme(SFF)aPPSman *T T  ^  * een ackn°«ladged by the governmentis tourism (.SFF). Small numbers of foreign and Mexican tourists visit the
Selva each year. Most visit the Bonampak or Yaxitlan ruins by light plane
river fr^time to tieP' GJ°UPS °f adventurers ala° raft the Ucumacinta ’ 
interior a !  net T h  , sP ° f  ™ e n  hunt jaguar and wild boar in the

" f r \ I1?e natural beauty and archeological interest of the Selva could
developed 3 tC,UrlSt lndustry that miSht generate jobs if properly

Conservation

A final important issue in the Selva Lacandona is environmental 
conservation. The development process in the Selva Lacandona has 
inevitably meant the clearing of forest. Although the Mexican^overnment 
has m  principal moved to protect a large section of the forest from 
° °niza_aon t rough the establishment of the Biospheric Reserve (RIBMA) 

no specific action has been taken. It is widely believed that all oTthe 
virgin forest m  the Selva will be gone within twenty years.
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n .  destruction o£ ttopic.l
ecological cri.i. < » “ ■• *. . S i . U .  i‘ 1.5,000
that the current rate of global trop ^  size of Massachusetts is
kilometers per year ( ! P;” *J ‘ail of the world's tropical forest could
cleared each month. At ^  , . . * .sl973 p.660). The three greatest
be gone within thirty years ( . ’ shifting cultivation, and thecauses of tropical deforestation are loggihg, shifting
expansion of pasture for extensive cattle grazi g.

_ ► .rfinical moist forest are incapable ofThe danger lies in the fact that t P tems throughout most of
regenerating themselves un er cur cession Xeading to restoration of the
the Tropics (Gomez-Pompa, 197 ). primary forest remains to
climax forest is possible only if suf P 7 of all or most of
stock the cleared areas (Richards 197 . impUcations £or global
the worlds tropical forests cou cximatic change (Woodward), andecology. Deforestation may result in climatic cna 8
depletion of the global gene pool (Myers, Richards 1973).

The environmental issues s“” °“^ n!n^ ear1°p1Mexico and abroad. It is 
Lacandona have generated considers d with the colonization of
evident that the Mexican government will 0nly the
the Riverine and Marquez de ■ colonization in the near future.
Southeastern Zone has a chan , -on w £ U  repeat the unproductive, and 
It is likely that this new co hp.n established. A moratorium on
often destructive pattern tha: has been esta ^  il a viable
further colonization in the region s o »  a cessation 0f colonization is
development plan has baea concentrate their efforts on protectingunlikely, environmentalists shou^ t £or tha Selva Lacandona
the Biospheric Reserve. Any Reserve as an important goal,should include the protection of the Reserve as

CONCLUSIONS
An alternative

presented that is base , were made for improving staple crop, _
systems. Specific recommen and for solving some general problems m
cash crop, and livestock system , issues that merit additional
the region s economic development. Several issue
research were also identified.

Current patterns of land iIn^th^dominant
unproductive and de8t™ c“ *e; i o n deplete agricultural resources and 
agricultural systems _ . f the iand Past and current
reduce the human carrying c a p a u ^ ^ ^  ^  ̂  alternatives . A new 
government interventions . have been presented here, is
essenti^11 teethe"establishment of a productive agricultural economy.



Appendix A

THE COMUNIDAD LACANDONA

In the 1970s, the government became concern p H ^
development process in the Selva Lacando^ L r g l a L ^ o f T *  ? ̂

:“ br  c.£i S .  In an
fannsteads and resettled in c o n c e ^ L A d ^ m ^ e n ^ 6 ^eir
the record of government involvement in thp lLeiJienfs* ^  examination of 
essential to this investigate for Seve^al 1%"*' isgreat deal about the nature of ™  reasons. The record reveals a
the region before the SAM. The resettlement^ Sbrategy for development in 
1970s offer another example of^ill-conceived a n Undertaken «  the
colonization schemes such as those of the PapaloaDanV ®XecUtedcne Hapaloapan Project and Uxpanapa.

GOVERNMENT INTERVENTION

believed in strong federa^and s t a t e ^ c n ^ l  governor _ of Chiapas. He 
Chiapas* resources. Velasco Suarez set out to r he exPloitati°n of 
development plan for the 'Selva Tan a  out to create an integrated 
attention on this effort (Labato 19 79 89) f° ^ Sed considerable personal
Governor was the disorganized and w t e f u l  naturf o^ind’ular .conc“ n t0 the 
The key issue was the burning of valuable indePendent migration,
sometimes uncontrolled fires used by the m i g r a n t s f o T ? L

‘c«:„LirKLri"TLLn:i;,“ rd-’ f- r r -“  «•
ctmnunicies a ° ‘ “ ■

concentrated settlements. These tventv-three^ lnt0
cot yet gained official right to their land recent c°l°nies that had
colonization of the region could mnr-P aff : ^  Governor held that the
scale settlement projects A law was 1Ciently be thieved through large 
cutting or burning' of virgin forLt ^itMn ^ “ l^ated that forbade the 
tne extent of the government controlled 1 Comunidad1* ** ’ Map 13 shows

•Comunidad' t  g o v e t t t  f o r A h e V c ^  "  ^  °f the
numbered approximately 350 people Th i . „ Lacandone Indians, who
for each of the sixty-six L a c a n d L  £  H “ 2“  6 C° aboUt 9000 h«et«e.
Grant, as it came to be known, was a ruse on the^art^f Lacandone Land 
ensure its control over the timber re.„ ” ,part of the government to
would appear that the g o v e r n ' “  “ r t ^  t t ^ t i  tiT f  f ̂  ‘ “
i l l i t e r a t e  Lacandones over the question of timber r ^ g h L ^ L  with
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thousands of landless Choi and Tsplt-oi ■ /
PU „  seemed t0 have the " ^ ^ " 1  h” 9’ ?‘112)' 11,6
who visited the region in 1975 to give the Selva "k Echeverria Alvarez 
and the people of Chiapas (Labato 1979). baCk t0 the Lacandones

giving ^  *’™  °f
encroached upon by the Highlanders w ™Testral homeland that was being
exactly the opposLfof Jhe t^th t^ T  ^  ^  thiS
^ n ^ « 97T 8tor- °f * ■
was forced ’ to s e l f  out ̂ ^ t h ^ ^ a c i ^ a l  “ f a n c i e f f *  a f o l h 1^ 0 Suarez and 
exploited the Selva's timber Triolav de p f !  0th?r comPany that
la Libertad) was also effectively n a t io n a l i z e f ^ T h e f3164 ln Palen<Jue and
proceeded to make thumb print contracts withth , government then 
(appointed by the government) H i m  ok +u h the Lacandone leaders 
(Cofolasa), and expelled the^'illegfl" colonistrPania F°reStal Lacaadona

1TOEV0 CENTROS DE POBLACION

‘ e r r  * ■ »  -

Tseltales were e s t a b l i s h ^ Z t L „ V T *  ° f  the Resident. The 
hectare site named for Velasco Snared SSlV? ^  ‘ 25,°°°
With l i t t l e  planning or knowledge of cond if 1 ? ?ere established
settlements were formed in 1976S there were in'* 81teSl “hen these
because the Echeverria sexanh hixfear termf “  fu“ds f°r s-vices
Mexican development schemes have often fallen v i f  i m T ^ 8 7  “  end‘
Po fem affangS ° f  ^ ^ ^ - a t i o n  (Poleman S S  *

that was completelfisolated. ̂ Bulldozerfcleared a awaalPy Plain
created a grid of muddy lanes that defined lh d Srea °f forest and 
hard in the first year at Corozal. Food was scarce■ “ ‘̂ ' i  L)f- Waa very

wet f°;
Food was also purchased from the Guatemalan"^ f e r n  s f c f  sf the°ldln8S'

saiee:  t : 1™ : 61^ " ^  f is h i: s r the sathering ° f
settlement, and many c h i l d f e Y d f e d f f d L r f e T f r ^ t h "  the

o f - : 1 -  v  . f - « r « r . r ^ roth.“ -
settiement and didn't adapt well t o f  o ff  e f t r l t L f  ( l l ^ f  ̂  June! f f f 8*

The xate soon became over-exnl m* t-&rt 1 .
for the colonists. The technical personnel pulled o f t ^ f t h e ^  IT^t
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sexanio in 1976 and the situation at Corozal became increasingly desperate. 
Colonists kidnapped Cofolasa personel and held them for ransom They 
demanded help f r L  the government. Nacional Financiera accepted 
responsibility for the colony in exchange for the safe conduct
Cofolasa employees (labato 1979, p.142,3.

Tn the soring of 1977, a road was constructed into Corozal and 
conditions improved. The government has since =°"»“ ucted
provides teachers. tone ^hasing'of's^plusel of maize through CONASUPO 
xats to Tonosiquej P .* . ■ iQ More recsnfclYi credit for
and with the provision of b“1?-dlI«  mat®“ ala’ ilable Another government 
collective cattle operations has been made pliable. “  nurL r y  through
initiative at Corozal was the estab r need thousands of sellings
the Gnialva Commission* ltie nursery frilj f treeLliC J . r c ■ +. c, Tho mlnriists have only planted rruit treeof  a wide variety of fru s. The colonists ^  of ercial
gfrauirprrduction The restive isolation of the colony from markets 
appears to be the principal problem.

, w o  oral i hut thriving port on the r iver that handlesCorozal now has a small but tnriving  ̂ . , A f_-.m *.v- new

T S S S  £S -
transit to Pico de Oro in the Marquez de Comillas.

nn 1981. There was no source of

^ 1 2 ; .
roofs provided by the government. Many homes CONASUPO services
materials for roofing and some bf  ̂  supo bags remained in the
Iolonyna£°vqmost‘of 1981 awaiting shipment with only a tarp for protection
from the frequent downpours.

Since its founding, Corozal has been the scene of conflict between
Since its 1,-til recently, an army detachment wascolonists and officials. UntH recently, y The colonists are

permanently stationed ™  ^ ®  of the government in keeping
gpr:fitLdlSS^ ; f[aveWreturnedPato ^ u n i c i p o s

trave^ten'to3twenty9kilometers to farm fields ground to the^West
of the colony. The road to Corozal remains impassable in tim y
rain.

Conditions at Velasco Suarez (also known as Palestine) were'somewhat_ 
Conditions , t d on higher ground and was connected from

better. The settlement was ^ / " ^ r o a d . Sufficient farmland was
the start by a passable track ... ■ t^e first year were
available to the coloniets n e a r j ^  were provided. Many colonists 
nonetheless d^ c“ ! *ld holdings, Because the settlers at Palestina 
wer^not^transported6as freaks distance as those at Corozal these 
holdings were generally within twenty kilometers (see Map
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ro.I i6 t ent °f the C°l0ny foll°wed the same general pattern as
was rJ'hl lSA Sr^ S W6re cleared mechanically and a muddy grid of lanes 
was establrshed. The greater proximity of Palestine to the main road
K. c l , ^ s e t e provision of building materials. Most of the families hod
block homes with corrugated roofs in 1981. A stone church has been 
constructed m  the Highland style in the colony. A water pump was 
installed at Palestina, but it has been almost perpetually broken Water 
supply remains a serious problem. 7 * Water

theTfact0? h a t T Sf Were better ‘t Palestina than at Corozal is evidenced bythe fact that a far greater number of colonists has remained in the 7
settlement. In 1981 there were 845 families at Palestina. Palestina has 
an irregularbus service to Penjamo. A c l in ic  that is run by the Mexican 
National sociai security Institute (INMSS) is v is ited periodically”  by 
medical technicians. There are modern school buildings, and teachers 
provided by the government. The colonists subsist p r L h i l y  on the 
slash and burn cropping of maize as in most of the region, but there is 
more production of cash crops than at Corozal. The government has also 
egun to provide credit for collective cattle operations recently.

refuseftoT^to t h e ^ T ^  were disPlaced the Lacandone Land Grant eiused to go to these Nuevo Centros de Poblacion Some nf -r a a

national lands in the region illegally. Army d ^ c h m ^  burned somT
Hichfa dS d mentS'lnathe late 19?0S- °ther migrai>ts returned to the Highlands and organized under a Choi leader. 1830 families are currently
requesting legitimization of their land claims. They protest that the 
Grant provided far more land than the Lacandones need and that the 
government simply sought to manipulate timber rights through the

U n T l l ^ y  l l l u tUZ  ^  S° C° ^  NUeV° Cen“ ° S d£ ^ c i o M N u m e r o
filter back Into thl 'f I  m .lgJfnts are "ow apparently being allowed to 
sections Comumdad' area after logging is completed in some

The Nuevo Centros de Poblacion Velasco t,
were in many ways typical of some’of the worst Mexican 3
projects R e s e t t l e ^  m  these centers had adverse effects on the lives 
of the se“ lys. The colonists were hostile to their forced resettlement 
a factor that contributed to failures in the Papaloapan Project and !t 
Uxpanapa (Po eman 1964 1978, Scherr, Ewell and Poleman). tte conditions to 
which the colonists were subjected forced them to become highly denendent 
on government agencies. This has been a common feature of Mexican 
settlement schemes. Also typical was the inability or unwillingness of the 
government agencies to deliver services and adequate organization The 
poor living conditions and slow economic growth of these colonies was the 
net result of government efforts.

The concentrated settlements also had an impact on the Selva's 
environment Concentration of population led to the deforestation of large 
areas. Smaller settlements tend to result in a patchwork of fo r . 8
de°Poblhat lS 1SfS disruptive of the environment. Around the Nuevo Centros e Poblacion vast areas were cleared both mechanically and by hand for
settlement areas.and for agriculture. The lack of sufficient seed stock
united the ability of second growth to regenerate. Long fallows will be
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required for renewed cropping, and !he“
” *t “  S « « .d  . . «  «•

i . t»  S i . .  . “ ■ “  *“ " • *  * > " " iv-
alternative to independent colonization.
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